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ABSTRACT
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) organized a Conference on Future Structure of
Post-Secondary bducation, Paris, June 1973. The central concern of
the conference was to examine the advent of mass higher education in
its main patterns and characteristics and to identify alternative
policy measures for facilitating the overall structural
transformation of the system towards meeting its new objectives in
the context of social and economic development. This document reports
conference proceedings and papers presented, covering overall issues
in the development of future structures of postsecondary education,
accessibility to postsecondary education and employment,
nontraditional forms of study in postsecondary education, the
structure of studies and the place of research in mass higher
education, and the planning and financing of postsecondary education.
(MJM)
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FOREWORD

Policies for higher education are under active consideration in
most OECD countries. A major issue in such policies in the seventies
will be the setting up of structures adapted to a stage of development
which has either been or is at the point of being reached in most Member
countries, that of the transition to mass higher education.

To discuss a number of major issues related to policies for the
future development of higher education systems, the OECD organised,
in the framework of the pogramme of work of its Education Comi.littee,
a Conference on Future Structures of Post-Secondary Education, which
took place in Paris, June 1973. High officials responsible for educa-
tion policy in OECD Mer..ber countries, including a number of ministers,
attended the Conference together with teachers, administrators and
participants from trade union and professional organisations.

The central concern of the Conference was to examine the advent
of mass higher education in its main patterns and characteristics and
to identify alternative policy measures for facilitating the overall struc-
tural transformation of the system towards meeting its new objectives
in the context of s racial and economic development.

The present publication is the General Report of the Conference
published under the title `Policies for Higher Education". A series of
supporting studies which were prepared for the Conference will be
grouped together in two companion volumes to be published Dy OECD:
Structure of Studies and Place of Research in Mass Higher Education
and Towards Mass Higher Education: Trends, Issues and Dilemmas.
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Part One

GENERAL PRESENTATION OF THE ISSUES



I

OPENING ADDRESS

by

Emile van Lennep
Secreta.ry-General of the OECD
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It gives me great pleasure to welcome such a distinguished audience
of senior policy makers and experts from the Member countries to this
OECD Conference on Future Structures of Post -Se condary Educe lion.

Just over three years ago, I had the privilege of addressing in
this same room a similar gathering to our Conference on Policies for
Educational Growth. I said then that as Secretary-General of the OECD
I was convinced of the importance of the relationship between education
and economic and social development and of the role which the Organisa-
tion would continue to play in assisting Member governments in the dis-
cussion and formulation of policies in this area. Events in the interven-
ing period, both within and outside the Organisation, have, if anything,
reinforced this conviction, while the work which has led up to the present
Conference is but one example of how the OECD has been able to evolve
its role in response to the changing context of policy concerns in the
Member countries.

Behind this changing context lies the general recognition, reiter-
ated by the Ministerial Council of the Organisation earlier this month,
that continued attention should be paid to the qualitative aspects of eco-
nomic growth, that is to the acceptability of the end uses to which our
productive resources and their increase are put, in order to ensure that
policies are formulated which give fuller consideration to the various
aspects of social well-being. Thus, one central issue in the 1970s for
all our Member countries will be the definition and promotion of new
social objectives, which will become increasingly important with the
continuing rise in national and personal incomes. The Organisation it-
self is actively engaged in this process and the Council has recently ap-
proved a set cf major social concerns for the OECD Member countries.

But the stronger emphasis on the distribution of output and of eco-
nomic growth over different end uses and the continuous .-ise in new
social demands leads to other central issues which will confront most
of our Member countries over the present decade. It has always been
true that the sum total of our private and social demands surpassed avail-
able resources, and therefore could not all be satisfied at the same time.
The rise of new social demands in fields like education, the environment,
health, social security and assistance forces us to give more thought to
the problem of how best to reconcile these competing social demands with
tne limited resources available. Within the Organisation this problem
has recently become the major concern of Working Party No. 2 of the
Economic Policy Committee.

If policies for the allocation of resources are to reflect effectively
the political will for the pursuit of the new social and economio objectives
of the 1970s, it is necessary tc establish closer co-ordination of policies
between the various sectors and 'evels of public activity. This is a com-
plicated nutter, calling for a careful assessment of the effectiveness of
the existing procedures and structures of government and of their reform.
Within the Organisation we are now endeavouring to formulate the pro'o-
lenis involved, sr as to provide a basis on which our Member govern-
ments could begin to discuss possible approaches and solutions to what
I would call the "horizontalizaticn" of public policies.

I have dwelt on these broad issue.; because I believe that the area
of post-secondary education is a perfect example of a field where policy
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formulation, institutional arm substantive change and management have
to be increasingly governed by tilt? considerafions cited, as is amply
shown in the Secretariat analyses laid before you.

The e awational system has indeed been one of the most rapidly
growing sectors of society. In the period 1960-70, public education
expenditure in OECD countries rose on average by IV:, a year in cur-
rent prices. The fastest rise was in higher education with a growth
rate of 20";. a year. This compares with a growth rate of total public
expenditure of 12";, a year. Public expenditure On education amounted
on average to 5°;, of GNI' in Member countries in 1970, but this is only
part of the total cost, for over 60 million student3 in the system were
of an age wher they could have been working and their earnings foregone
plus expenditure on on-the-job training were probably equal to more
than the 5". of GNP represented by public educational spending.

With the new needs for recurrent education and!or diversification
which are making themselves felt today, as set out in the reports before
this Conference, there is C\ Cry reason to expect that this rapid growth
of post-secondary education will continue,

.\s resources are searce and other pressing needs in the social
field manifest themselves - such as those related to pollution, to the
availability of our natural environment for recreational pursuits, to ef-
fect rapid and com('ortable transportation between home and work and to
care for the poor, sick, disabled and aged - it is particularly incumbent
on those responsible to develop effective programmes which meet the
real needs of society and make the best use of "esources.

The post-secondary education system illustrates well these increas-
ingly complex problems of management and co-ordination, It is linked
on the one hand to the sources of the cultural and scientific sustenance of
our societies: at the same time, it represents a main avenue of °Ivor-
`unities towards which individuals aspire for their personal and profes-
sional development and through which social equity and social mobility
can be developed. In the present changed context it w ill be by no means
easy to reconcile these twin attributes of the higher education systemwhich ma be broadly characterized as societal and individual respective-
ly, Pullin% big the generalization of secondary education. e have experi-enced a massive in the demand for higher education which makes it
difficult to ma:meae the sovietal and individual objectives of the system,
The new quest for widening the societal dimension of the post-secondary
education system by taking up new responsibilities for the structure of
society and the demand for enlarged autonomy and participation in suchma:ters adds to this problem, Being by nature labour intensive, relative
costs per unit are rising very fast and at the same time the increasing
competing claims from various other sectors fur public resources set
limits to the possibilities of expansion,

On tie other hand, rapid changes in the t nq.loment structure and
in social attitudes may frustrate individual zirations of students and
need to be t,ken into aeciamt, Structural and pedagogical changes in the
educational system are an essential but not a sufficient condition for a
solution of these pi.oblems and governments of most Member countries
arc seeing important new responsibilities devolving on them in a new
partnership a it') the academic community, acceptiilg its essential auton-
omy, for the effective management of growth of and change in the system,
in the Context of their broader social and economic

There is a grow big awareness of this, as the list of subjects to be
diseussed during your Coaference amply slums. I have been particular-
ly st2uct. by the extent to which enrrent trends in die Mem Ler countries
for the reorganisation of post-secondary education reflect a growing re-
.iction to the continued growth of higher education in its present form - a
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feeling which seems to be shared by a wide range of opinion, from of-
ficials in administrations and planning offices to the general public and
the students themselves. : \t the heart of this reaction lie the difficulties
experienced in all Member countries in establishing satisfactory rela-
tionships between the offerings of the higher education system, the aspir-
ations of its nee clients ant: the needs and absorptive capacity of society
for qualified people. This failure or adaptation, often quite unjustly at-
'ribute.I solely to the education system, Is thus a complex educational,
slcial and economic phenomenon which calls for deeper study of the
interactions between the educational system and the employment situa-
tion, including corking conditions, and a re-examination of educational
policy in its relatioaships with other ,mlicies.

Any approach to such problems will of course require close consult-
ation with the various social groups involved, particularly industry and
the trade unions, and I am happy to see that these two sides, through
their consultative bodies to the OECD, are represented at this Conference
and will put forward the viewpoints of their respective organisations on
the issues before us.

Future developments, I betieve, will be significantly influence(' not
:,o much by a slackening in the social demand for higher education as by
the :need for more diversified facilities, in terms of spread out time,
physical location and programmes for adults as well as young people.
With regard to the young, the crucial. issue will be to develop a wider
range of real options at the end of compulsory or secondary schooling,
including possibilities for those who would prefer to enter active life to
do so with the possibility of subsequent return to education at various
levels. For both youth and adults, more flexible relationships between
education and work experience are needed so that learning opportunities
and career development become more interrelated over the whole life-
span of the individual.

The resulting approach to policy - giving increasing importance
to what more or less inter-changeably has been called "recurrent",
"lifelong", "pormanent" or "continuing" education and training - has
been developed in various respects by the OECD Centre for Educational
Research and Innovation, as well as by the OECD Committees for Educa-
tion and for Manpower and Social Affairs. Application of this concept
would bring together formal and informal youth and adult education pro-
grammes. It would thereby remove the finality of selection which oper-
ates in the present system. It would diminish the segregation of the
working and the learning youth and forge stronger links between the educa-
tion and training institutions, the economy and society. In the context of
the growing importance of the social objectives in the end use of economic
output and the orientation of economic growth which I have referred to
earlier, the facilities provided by such a system become an indispensable
condition or economic development itself.

.\ clarification of the issues involved in the policies which I have
mentioned, in the prowler context indicated, will be the essence of your
deliberations during the next three days and I feel sure that the results
of this Conference will be of great help to all those in our Member coun-
tries concerned with seeking practical and acceptable solutions to these
problems. There can be no doubt that higher education is experiencing
the winds of change. And I !mow that the conclusions you reach will help
to guide future policies in this vital aspect of social development and I
wish you success in this task.

1:i
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INTRODUCTION

1. SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

A feeling of m ,unting uncertainty about the future development of
higher education persists in most OECD countries. At the heart of it
lie the strains created by the massive growth of individual demand for
higher education, the inability of the system to adapt and make itself
relevant to this largely autonomous demand, and the all-round failure
to establish satisfactory relationships between the higher education sys-
tem, the aspirations of students, and the needs and absorptive capacity
of society for qualified people. There is, in consequence, a manifest
urgency in the drive within Member countries towards structural reform
of the entire post-secondary sector.

The central issue before this Conference is thus the transition from
elitist to mass higher education which is now under way in the great major-
ity of Member countries. This situation has been summed up as follows
in an earlier Secretariat report:

"Most countries are at an intermediary and critical stage, between
elitist and mass higher education, the former having to be abandon-
ed under the pressure of numbers and of a series of socio-economic
factors, the latter requiring structures, content and organisational
arrangements which have not yet been developed and only partly
identified." (1)
Strategic aspects of the policy problems posed by this transition

are dealt with in the series of background reports and studies which has
been prepared on the specific themes of the Conference. The present
paper endeavours to provide a general framework for the discussions by
focussing on the implications of this situatior from the point of view of
the overall structures of the system. In providing the general context
within which the essential interrelationships of all the items on the
Conference agenda can be illustrated, this perspective should facilitate
a global approach to the consideration of policy measures which are now
in the cent:re of the public debate in all Member countries. The lag be-
tween quantitative ex,,arsion (and even existing access conditions) on the
one hand, and adequate structures to accommodate the increased enrol-
ments and the ni w student population on the other, seems in fact to be
the most dramatic feature of the present situation, paralyzing progress
towards new goals, particularly in the European Member countries.

In the discussion which follows two preliminary points should be
kept in mind. First, the term "structures" in itself is neutral and value-

1. 'Towards New Structures of Post-Secondary Education: A Preliminary Statement of Issues".
oECD Document. Paris. 1971. p.28.
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free: any system, traditional or revolutionary, conservative or progres-
sive, implies a structure. "Structural reform", therefore, must be
tuiderst,,od in the 8011SV of a "polio:instrument" for the implementation
of objectives such as individualized learning, equality of opportunity,
recurrent education, etc. Secondly, it follows that the discussion of
structural reform refers not to isolated institutions or separate sectors
of higher education but to their interrelationships and to the system as
a whole

In this perspective, following a brief analysis of recent quantitative
trends, the problem of post-secondary education structures will be dealt
with under three main headings:

i) the need for an enlar,;ement of the traditional concept of higher
education:

ii) the meaning and pra:tical implications of the concept of diver-
s if ic :dim: and
the strategies :Ind processes for bringing about structural
clumge.

2. QuANTrrATIvi.: 1:NpANS1oN : \N I) PERSPECTIVES
OF FURTHER GliOWT11

The qualititative expansion of higher education during the fifties and
sixties has been described raid analysed in detail in earlier OECD eeports. (1)
The latest trends are analysed in a special bnckgrotuul report to this
Conference. (2) The follow ing Table 1 and graph provide a schematic
illustration of this expansion.

\\ !uglier or not a similar growth will take place in the seventies is
still an open question. Two years ag-..1 the Secretariat estimated that
further expansion was highly probable - albeit with sonic fluctuations and
possibly at a slower pvie than in the past - mainly because of the exist-
ence of several imp( t sources Gi potential growth, i. e. :

a) enrolment ratios are st.,i1 relatively low almost everywhere,
particularly in the Eumpean lliquber countries:

b) the trend towards the goneraliyation of secondary education
continues, :uul this has Ix en up to now the most power-

ful growth factor in post-secondary education:
c) disparities in educational participation related to social and

regional origin and to sex are still considerable, and policies
towards wider and more equal participation will lead inevitably
to :in increase in global demand for higher education.

These growth potentials have not substantially changed during the
past few yi ars. Available statistical data( : ;) show that in at least nine
out of the twent -foul. Member countries the growth rates of enrolments
in the period 1965 to 1970 remained practically unclumged; they increased

three countries, while in another nine there was a marked slow-down

!-ee oar; u. Iar. 1:t.clormentof I 1:dut..ttlyin tical Report. I I.

31.d e a t 124,.7,e. I P. pans.
I Ql.arritatt%c Freud; Post-Secondary Fducation '0111.1ries.

icr.,wards Mass !Uglier Education! 'I rends. I ssnes and 1)iltininas". te:1). Paris. I:r4.
t. i.:-.1y:..

1 8
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Table 1. ENROLMENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Thousands

Itru, lath 1A6 .

Austria 22. 5 38. 9 50. 1 62. 5
Belgium 30. 2 52. 0 84.0 127.1*
Denmark 19.5 32. 5 53. 2 77.1
Finland 17. 6 29. 2 48. 5 G7. 1
France 185. 4 256. 0 527. 0 778.81
Germ 146. 313. 23 367. 4 494. 9
Greece 15.3' 30. 5 66. 7 84.61
Iceland 0. 0. 8* 1.1* 1. 4*
Ireland 11. 14.0 20.7 26.2
Italy 240. 7 2 84.3 424. 7 694. 2
Luxembourg O. 3 0. 5 0. 7 0. 6
Netherlands 63. 5* 109. 1 52. 6 229. 5
Norway 13. 3 21.7 35. 9 49. 3
Portugal 14.4 24. 0 34. 5 52. 0
Spain 113.8 :: 185. 4 274.1 :351.9
Sweden 27. 3 47. 3 83. 5 145.7
Switzerland 18. 3 30. 0* 35. 0* 43.0=
Tu rkev 27. 7 65. 4 1 03.1 155. 4
United King,lom 294. 7* 287.7* 433. 4* 589. 71
Yugoslavia 60. 4 140.6 184.9 261. 2

Australia 34.9:: 70.7 131.7:' 175.4
Canada 167. 0 286. 3 471.3 711. 1
Japan 240. 0 , 712. 0 1,093.0 I 1,685.6
USA I 9 297. 0 3, 610.0 . 5, 570. 3 7, 608.0

in expansion over the same period. In only two countries is it possible
to speak of a stagnation or slight decline in enrolment numbers, and the
overall average annual growth rate for the OECD area remained 7. Tr.,
for 11)65-1970 as against 9. 1":. for 1960-1965. The demographic factor

19
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seems to have played a limited role in this sustained growth: in two-thirds of the OECD countries it accounted for less than 30°-:, of the growth
rate and for more than 50a."0 in only the United States. Thus, as in thefifties and early sixties, the increase in individual demand for higher
education, and the growth in participation rates, have continued to re-present the main factors in the expansion of enrolments.

Even when the latest figures are considered, as in Table 2, there
does not appear to be any general slowing down.

Table 2. RECENT TRENDS U FLOWS OF NEW ENTRANTS

Average annual growth rates co

Austria 5. 4
Belgium 1 6. 8
Denmark 6. 0
France 1 9. 5
Sweden I 8. 9
United Kingdom ' 6. 1

USA

- 4 -ye ar colleges 9. 4
- colleges 9. 1

I. I tir.ersiries
::11.rre! 111d.

1

19"u-1;1971-2

7. 0
7. 3

10. 6

4. 0

-6
3. 8

0. 4

13.4
G. 4

15. 0
:3.7

-11

3. 5

1.3
G. 0

In Sweden - the only country in which there has been a decrease in
enrolments since 1968 - it is expected that the trend will soon be reversed.
National prep cUuns for the eventies(1) foresee a generally slower rate
of expansirs:, ill nine countries, a further acceleration in five countries
and a probv.iiie stagr,atioli in three. It must be remembered, however,
that practically all past pro;etions have represented under-estimations,and for the early seventies this appears again to be the case, for example
in Sweden and in Austria. (see Table 3)

It seems, therefore, that if the same factors affecting growth in
the sixties continue to operate in the seventies it is reasonable to expect
that growth will continue, even if at a slightly slower rate than in the
sixties. Fur the moment at least, there is little to indicate that the ex-
pansion will be less than 4 to 6°:, per annum, which means a further doubl-
ing of enrolments within the next 12 to 18 years.

2 I
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Table 3. AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATES
EN1'ECTII) ENROLNIENTS
(Most recent forecasts)

Austria 1960-64 : (2. 5) Germany 1 960-70 : 5. 8

1 970-75 : (5.2) 1970-75 : 6.6 (7.2)
1973-80 : (7.8) 1970 -85 (5. 6)

1)enniatk 1960-70 : 9. 4 Sweden 1960-70 : 12.7
1970-84 : 4. 5 1970-74 : -1

Finland 1962-72 : 5. 8 Switzerland 1960 -70 : (7.1)
1972-75 : 4.0 1070 -75: (2. 6)
1 t .5-81 : 7.8 1975-80 : (1.6)

I.'r zinc e 1'160-70 : 10. 8 United 1962 -71 : 8. 9 (8. 0)
1'170 -75 : (3.8) Kingdom 1971-80 : 5.0 (4. 8)
1970-85 : 2. 8

Canada 1960-70 : (10.4) Japan 1960-70 : 9.0
1970-75 : (12.2) 1971 -8s) : 4. 1

1975-80 : (6. 1)
United States 1960-70 : 8. 5

1970-80 : 4.5
T-

1960-69 I 1969-79
Greece 12.8 Jr . Jr

Portugal 8.3 8.7
Spain I 9. 4 9. 6
Turkey 11.2 5. 8
Yugoslavia 6. 9 3. 8

r!.e it: '.r.111..e!s refer to t.r.Rersit tpe educarton only

..tt

Tile pattern of such expansion will of course be influenced by the
impact of new factors affecting the development of tilt demand for post-
sondary education. These uiclucle:

a) the role 01 the graduate employment site:-.:ion as a psychologic-
al deterrent or incentive (both in the long and in the short run)
to the further expansion of demand. This psychological aspect

iht 19



should be particularly stressed because it is often overlooked
that demand is influenced as much by the individual's percep-tion of the labour market situation as by this situation per_se.
Also it has been clearly established that a particular stage of
economic development can Imply widely differing capacitiest.f absorption of higher education graduates, depending on the
prevailing relations between education and employment:b) the growth in GNI' and the proportion of it devoted to higher
education. While the predictions concerning GDP point to.
wards an annual growth of 5. 3":. for the period 1970-1980 (for
the OECD area as a whole), it is nardly possible to forecast
the proportion that will be devoted to higher education because
of the essentially political nature of decisions in this matter:el the extent to which a system of recurrent education becomes
generalized, i. e. a system of "step-outs" (interruption of
studies) after secondary education and later "step-ins":d) the availability of formal post-secondary education opportun-
ities lint' of informal or "non-traditional" alternatives notaccounted for in conventional staistical enrolment data:e) the effectiveness of \nylons polity measures concerning post-secondary education, particularly as regals meeting the
tiVrtand front adults.

Whatever view one may take of the relative impact of these factors
on the future growth of higher education, it is clear that the quantitative_
expansion.of,the f'fties and sixties has already_ led to profound changes.in the nature of the .different post-secondary systems and in the condimtions whichthey n w..Itave to operate. These are changes m hic h havegenerated nut only q,...ntitatively enlarged systems but systems whichare different in kind.

i. NEW GO\1.S ANI)NIM TENSIONS

vpansion was ma the only factor which generated these hanhes.In the first place, the goal structure of post-scondary systes has beenenlarged. Society `oday expects higher education to fulfil a wider number
of functions than those assigned to it in the past. In addition to the trans-
mission and extension of knowledge (teaching and research), modern
systems of post-secondary education are required in particular:

a)

b)

C.)

to play an important rule in the general social objective of
achieving greater equality of opportunity:
to provide education adapted to a great diversity of individual
qualifications, motivations, expectations and career aspira-
tion:3.
to fac:litate the pcocess ot ,ifelong learning:
to assume a "public se' vice function", i, e. to make a contrib-
ution to the solution of major problems faced 1w the community
surrounding the higher education institution and by society at
large, and to participate directly in the process of social
c IvAnge.

This new goal structure for post-secondary education, superim-
posed on its traditional functions, gives rise to a number of critical areas
of tension around NA hieh much of the current debate on the future of higher
education revolves. Such tensions exist, for example:

2:3
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between the requirements of excellence and of egalitarianism:
- between the structure and size of individual demand for higher

education and of labour market requirements;
- betwe'er the aspirations and interests of the different groups

involved in ggiglier education;
between the aspirations and expectations of individuals and the
prevailing socio-economic constraints in terms of availability
of rescarces, academic attitudes, institutional hierarchies,
established cultural and social value structures striving for
self-perpetuation.

As in other areas of social life such conflicts are not necessari-
ly destructive per se. In fact, the continuous interplay of antagonistic
forces can provide the indispensable condition for thank, and innovation.
The question therefore is whether out of these growing conflicts and
tensions post-secondary systems can evolve the necessary mecii:Lnisms
and structural adjustments which would lead to a succession of creative
responses rather than to a blockage in the functioning of the system .t-
self.
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TOWi.RDS A SYSTEM OF "POST-COMPULSORY" EDUCATION

1. THE OVERALL CONCEPT

From a strictly quantitative point of view, it is now clear that the
expansion of higher education in the fifties and sixties was conditioned
to a great extent by the development of secondary education and that the
two growth curves are definitely correlated. (1) The qualitative implica-
tions of this relation are no less obvious. As shown in one of the Confer-
ence reports, (2) the whole process of access to higher education, es-
pecially in T::urope, is largely determined by the traditional function of
the secondary school as a selection mechanism and by the key impact
which this has on the nature, characteristics and qualifications of the
student body entering higher education. This explains why various policy
measures designed to achieve greater equality of educational opportunity
at the higher education level (decentralization of institutions, student
grants, loans, etc.) have so far had only limited effect, and why in spite
of the very rapid growth of enrolments social disparities have remained
considerable. Similarly, the whole numerus clausus/open access debate
will remain to a great extent artificial unless the more fundamental
problem is solved of deciding among which groups of the population selec-
tion should take place and who should benefit from open access to higher
education. Finally, the close relation between secondary and post-
secondary education i3 also clearly reflected in the curriculum: what is
offered at the higher education level, especially during the first two
years, must be closely related to the nature of the qualifications, motiva
tions and expectations of the student population leaving secondary school.

It is probably in this link that the crucial issue resides. It poses
in fact the 1...hole problem of the goals of secondary education as it exists
today and of he options available to the 16-19 age group. If these op-
tions continue to imply, as they do at present, irreversible .:hoices be-
tween work and higher education, or a segregation between vocationally
(work) oriented and further study (university) oriented education, any
policy aimed at establishing a more equitable system of higher education
can have but very limited effect.

For all these reasons a new articulation between upper secondary
.uid post-secondary education becomes an issue of utmost importance
calling for the dove' 3pment of a coherent system of post-compulsory
education covering all forms of educational activity after the end of com-
pulsory s Thoc ling, one wl.lch would include upper secondary education

I I ahle

:,et 'tied} II .omission policies in Post -Necondart Edhcation" in **Towards Mass Iligher Educa-
tion - Trends. IssLes and Dilemmas'. OECD. Pails. 07I.
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vs well as pus' -sccondar., higher anti university education proper.
:such an approach is also a jinn. qua_non for the progressive generaliza-
tion of an system of lifelong or recum It education.

TI; true point of departure for such a system is the simultaneous
opening of the present systen.t. of higher education to four categories of
student:

a) graduates of upper sectsnlary education - 17 to 20 years old;
bl those without full upper secondary education qualifications but

with practical work experience - 17 to 20 years old:
el graduates of upper secondary education who have interrupted

their formal education and are r-entering the formal educa-
tion system after a period of work - over 20 to 23 years old:

(I) those without full upper secondary education but with a long
work experience - over. 20 to 25 years old.

Future systems of post-secondary education will have to respond
to the demands of a variety of groups of students differing radically in
age, (1u:dirk:aims, motivations and expectations. This implies the need
to consider as an interrelated whole all formal education and all educa-
titni-work 1.onibinatilms between the vitd of compulsory schooling and
graduate iducatiuu, including evening courses for adults. In the last
analsis, it is onl w ithin such an enlarged framework that most of the
important issues in higher education can be utt. eligibly analysed and et
fective policy measures taken. The examination of such key problems
aS \ of opportunity and selection acquires a new significance if
undertaken in the l :ght of this enlarged concept of post-compulsory educa-
tion.

'2. EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY

The prevailing disparities in the participation rates of different
s,il groups in post-secondary systems have been widely discussed
both in tit:onal and international reports. (I) Though it is recognized
that go%.tli alone does not lead automatically to a diminishing of these
disparities, the latest available figures show that the expansion of thesixties It had some impact on the social composition of the student body.

shows that although the ~fiances of gaining access to university
:o stuck nts from the under-privileged classes are still considerably
lower than those of students I it Oa the upper Sue htl. strata (five times Less
in the best 4; aSi L11 \\ i'Stc 111 I :tt l'01)C) , there has been a considerable int-
pveinent almost ever..t here over the period 1960 -1970.

There are however several reasons why this trend should not be
regarded as neeessarii... pros :tling ant entuat solution to the problem.rirs;, It is far from cert:.th that a Wanl of ceiling does not exist beyond
which the t xisting structures w ill not allow further progress. secondly,
the pace of proy,ress is rather slow and mat therefore not be politicall
acceptsible. Third!. , and most important, in most cases the equaliza-
t;on 'rend as ref:ectd in the ,)\ evall figures conceals new types of dis-
paril..t-s - ft.. example, in rates of ;rub tvcr - which modern societies

os objet ;:onali;i ;is those ;wising from all inequality in tin global

a, !.* aria al Pawl139ov %.!:re,airc: r I 1;fCfClIt't: tt VOlileS
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Table 4. RELATIVE CHANCES OF UPPER STRATUM
AND LOWER STRATUM YOUTH OF STUDYING IN A UNIVERSITY

France 1939 84:1 U.K. (England) .1961 8:1
1964 30:1 and Wales) 1970 5:1
1968 28:1

Germany . 1961 58:1 Sweden 1960 9:1
1964 48:1 1968 5:1
1970 12:1

Netherlands.. 1961 56:1 Yugoslavia . 1960 6:1
1964 45:1 1965 4:1
19'70 26:1 1969 3.5:1

Stnacef Study I in'owards Mass Higher Education op,. cit,

participation rates. Thus, drop-out rates among students of modest
origin are higher than among those from middle and upper classes. The
latter groups, furthermore, continue to be heavily over-represented in
certain fields of study or institutions (usually the prestigious institutions
with selective admission procedures) which open up particularly promis-
ing career prospects, while the former concentrate in areas and institu-
tions providing, in general, entry into less privileged occupations.

Table 5. PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS
FROM L01% ER SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP

UNIVERSITIES SfltiRT-CYCLE INsTn't itoNs

Canada
- Ontario (1968)
- Quebec

France (1968)

United Kingdom (1961)

(1970)

USA (1966)

Yugoslavia (1970)

Source. Ihni.

26. 7
24. 9

11.9

26.0

40.0 (CART)
38.3 (C'EGEP)

24.2 aUT)

37,9 (non-university
institutions)

27. 0 36.0 (5 polytechnics)

11. 0 18.0 (2-year colleges)

17.0 22.0 (Vige gkole)
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Such new disparities are also reflected in the structure of the
post-secondary system itself. Until now practically no strategy for
the diversification of higher education has been able to overcome a cer-
tain divisi)n of the education system into a "noble" and a "less noble"
sector, w ith all its important social and educational implications. Whilein the past this situation could have bt en justified on the grounds that it
facilitated the acee:,8 of middle and lower strata students to post-
s.,conda0 edueation. this differentiation is likel to he increasingly ques-
tioned in the future, The figures showing the percentage of students
from lower classes in short-cycle and non-mmiversity higher ethication
and the corresponding figures for universities eloquently illustrate this
point.

.\ further disparity to whi,...11 increasing attention is now being paid
concerns the so-called f'gvneration gap". In Sweden, two-thirds of the
present adult population had only six to seven years of formal schooling
while today nearly WY:, of the young people obtain at least eleven years
of formal edgcation. (1) Equality of epportunity is increasingly seen in
the vonlext of the right of adults, as well as of the young, to benefit from
educational facilities spread over a longer span in the life ccle.

The general conclusions which can be drawn from the above may
be SWUM:11'i aim follows. The post-secondary systems of practically
all Member countries have muidergone a process of democratization in
the Last decade, but at the same time these systems have developed moresubtle socially-biased selection 111CcilallifilllS. The growing awareness
that traditional measures are insufficient to push the process beyond a
certain ceiling, and that they even give rise to new types of disparities,
points to the need f now, ni.we imaginative and comprehensive meas-
ures. Time effectiveness of such measures will depend to a large extent
on their ability to encompass the overall structures of post-compulsory
education :Ind to bring al...ut, as a matter of public policy, closer affilia-
tion of formal and informal education. (2)

Certain elements of such policies are already emerging and are
reflected in actual trends:

i) a trend towards eumprehensive secondary education amllor
the disappearance of a hierarchy bt tween the various types
of secondary education, ail of which are to provide access to
post-s:condar education, including university:

ii) treml towards allowing access to post - secondary education
to those who have not terminated seconda-y edueation:

iii) a trend tov ords developing nun-traditional forms of study at
post-secondary level for those whose formal qualifications,
motivations and life situations differ from those of the tradi-
tional pc of entrant into higher education.

The fit',-it tit' these three trends, analsed in detail in one of the
onference reports, (3) is linked to time traditional relationship between
etondar and higher education which hums dominated the European scene

during the past decades: the growth of secondar edueation has been the
main precondition and direct cause of the expansion of higher education. (4)

le; roo ot.dar. dtcattor ton: vial I) doilmtent.
'.1:1S

lk I' r. CA; role of :11e.isi;e It: iesohdar, prima. and pre
es; .1:o; I "e ; t of e,; alit. of ed,cattoral oonot t: ' t leari tits doe, tot constitute

I ":. :C: 'eJsk,;' abr.lAitC fero::<011111eN for specific :neaintes at the post: so:. .v.C;;;..tt vftel of exhrii.... slisnJwies,
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Beyond its quantitative implications, this direct influence, especially
in continental Europe, has been the main determinant of the so( ial com-
position of the student body in higher education. Since up to 90°L of
academic (general) secondary school graduates transferred to university,
and since graduates of other types of secondary schools were in effect
unqualified to enter university, the social origin of students in European
universities could be only a replica of the social composition prevailing
in general secondary schools. For this reason alone, measures taken at
only the higher education level necessarily had very little effect, and
any real improvement would logically have required that the universities
be opened to graduates of broader categories of secondary schools where
students from lower classes have a higher rate of participation. This
has happened in several European countries, e. g. Austria, Belgium,
Italy, Yugoslavia.

The move towards comprehensive secondary schools in a few Euro-
pean countries, particularly in Scandinavia, represented :I more radical
solution to the problem, but it is still too early to draw any conclusions
from this experience.

It may well be that considering the inevitably slow pace of change
in education and in the attitudes of social groups, the effects of measures
at the secondary school level will not be fully felt for at least another
decade. If this is the case, a substantial increase in equality of opportun-
ity at the higher education level cannot take place before quasi-universal
or mass secondary education has been achieved, that is before 70 to 80%
of the age group succeed in terminating secondary school, as is already
the case in the United States, Canada, Japan and the USSR, Until now,
mass higher education has always been a concomitant of generalized
secondary education, (1) as Table 6 shows.

It can be seen from this table that most of the European rates are
still so low that it will be many y oars before 70 to 80":, enrolment is
achieved at upper secondary level. (Only Sweden expects to reach a
ratio of about 90":u in the coming years. ) But the pressure for a better
representation of the lower classes in higher education is such that no
government will find it easy to delay progress over such a long period.

It has been partly in response to these difficulties that the second
trend has emerged, namely allowing access to post-secondary educa-
tion to those without full secondary education and the development of
num-traditional forms of study. The British Open University, the Amer-
can Empire State College, the City University of New York, and the

SN't`diS11 25'5 scheme are among the best-Imown examples of this trend,
%%Mel', significantly enough, appears on both sides of the Atlantic. (2)
in other words, countries at completely different stages of development
of their higher and secondary education systems - those with 15% higher
u:Oucation enrolment and 30":, secondary enrolment ratios, and those with
more than -10":. and 70":, respectively - are in search of the same type of
policies and the same structural features of "non-traditional" higher
education. Following Martin Trow's concept of three stages in the devel-
opment of higher education - elite/mass:universal(3) - it can be said, at
least w ith respect to this phenomenon, that a certain telescoping of the
stares takes place, "elite" systems trying to acquire some features of
the universal access" systems without passing through the "mass"
stage, that is without waiting for the advent of mass secondary education.

!. ;,nsilds Ncw ,fre,colre$ U1 post-?cu ontlar; Ftlt.cation". . ;!.
Nee ew Aporoacttes in Post-:econtlar:, Fdttcation-, reel' Document, Paris,

4. -zee Part toe. section III. of the present s.oltinie.
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Table 6. NU NIDERS OF SECONDARY SCHOOL-LEAVING E RTIFICATES
AS A PERCENTAGE OP THE POPULATION

01."rtiE CORRESPONDING AGE GROTIP (Column ) )
AND ENROLMENT RATIOS IN MOILER EDUCATION (Column II)

(1965 or 1966)

I II

Austria.
Belgium
F ranee
Italy

11.7
29.6'
17,4
18.0

7.5
1.9
17.4
11.3

Netherlands 18.8 13. 6
Spain 6.6 8. 7
Sweden 13, 1
Sw itzerland 4. 3 7. 7
United Kingdom 18,7 11.9
Yugoslavia 21. 0 13.1

Canada 71. 6 23.7
Japan 50.5 12. 0
United States 75, 7 40. 8

US sit 58.4 31. 0
- of which full-time 12. 7

1;rce Peelopmeni of Ilidier Education 1:60-190-- Analytical Report. (22,cit.

This might be a significant phenomenon because it implies that : :uropean
development may not necessarily follow the same sequence as that exem-
plified by the American system.

It is as yet early to assess how the opening of higher education to
those without full secondary education and the development of non-tradi-
tional. forms of study are contributing to equalizing educational opportun-
ity. Such information as is available points at first sight to a rather
negative conclusion: the percentage of people from the working classes in
the British Open University is lower than in the traditional universities
and the great majority of those benefiting from the 25/5 scheme in Sweden
seem to have secondary school qualifications which would enable them to
enter university in any case. It can be argued, however, that this is due
both to the newness of these schemes and to the statistical procedures
used: in traditional higher education, students arc classified according to
the socio-economic status o: their fathers; in non-traditional forms they
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are classified according to their Own status w ith no consideration given
to the possibility that many belonging to middle class professions might
come front working class families,

Tile growth of non-traditional access routes to higher education
both responds to and generates a now demand lop higher education in
quantitative terms and in terms of the range of qualifications and expect-
ations of those entering post-seeondary institutions. It is this new de-
mand that lies behind the third trend mentioned above, namely the adapta-
tion of the content :old methods of post-scondory education to the qua-
lifications, motivations ;Ind life situations of the "non-traditional" stu-
dents. This 1111111 les, for example, setting up course timetables suitable
for those continuing their employinclit, the creation of regional ("off
eamplis") centres m ith the necessary facilities (library, guidance ser-
vices, audio and video equipment, etc. ) above all, nem curricula
responsive to the kinds of experiences, qualifications and aspirations
Which the new students bring With them. The implications of the concept
of the new student" arc yet to he investigated in all their ramifications:
this would require, for example, the use of SIII'VeyS 011 potential 111111
actual "clients" of the non-traoitional forms of education and might ex-
tend to a study of certification methods of relevant work experience and
self-education. Schemes which are already well established, such as
the renli (*NA AI ) and the External Degree in the United Kingdom,
deserve to he analysed in depth for the guidance they could provide for
future ileN-elopnients, particularly in the context of their possible Integra-
ti' n into the emerging network of new non-traditional post-secondary
iLititutions :nut thus into the OVe 1%1 I I system of post - secondary educa-
tion. Though many existing schemes were conceived in a different per-
spective - set up essentially. as ad hoc compensatory measures in re-
sponse to the speeific needs of Certain social groups - the new trend in
the de\ elopment of non-traditional patterns of learning sees them as a
significant characteristic of the whole system. En this respect, new
programmes such as the Extended University of the University of ali-
f,:r.nia(2) w ill represent particularly valuable testing grounds b cause
they at the penetration of a network of prestigious establ:slunents
by a Sy stein of 111'1% Ille t 1011a patterns, rather ti11.111 the el'eat i01/ of a
noa-traditional institution parallel to an existing one. Most probably the
key problem in using non-traditional forms of post-secondary education
as a tool ;ti the equaliz.ation of opportunity w ill be precisely this penetra-
tin of the overall system, the main challenge being t avoid a new split
between 'noble' traditional iuni "less noble" rum-tt.a(!itional patterns of
higher education.

Conceptually, :1 e0111111'0111'11S i SyStelll of reel' etilletlt 1011, (3)
that is a sy-stem based oil the alternation of periods of study and Work
beginning at the end of compulsory schooling and continuilig through the
life-span of the individual, might represent the only fully s: tisfactory
solution to this problem. The progressive creation of such :t system
might liow eve,- raise the same dilemma', :is those discussed in relation
to short-cycle higher education, (I) that iso polari.,.ation of institutions
and patterns set up on the recurrent edueation principle and of those which
continue to folhm the more or less traditional rules, the former becoming

..-ec:,,Cous. v.3110:41,1 ;VAN
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automatically the "less noble" sector of higher education and the latter
persisting as its prestigious and status-generating component. The key
practical question, therefore, is which post-secondary education struct-
ures would (a) facilitate the advent of recurrent education but at the same
time (b) prevent a new split in the Aystem. Nlost of the considerations
in the present report address themselves ultimately to providing the key
elements of :in :LIISWl`t to this question.

:3. SE1,1.3."I'ION

The issue of equality of opportunity leads inevitably to considera-
tion of selection problems, which are in turn closely linked to questions
of resource allocation, costs and financial constraints.

Clearly, cost and financing considerations are the dominiuit feature
of thl prhent public debate on growth and reform of post-secondary
edu: bon. ..1s shown in one of the Conference repoms, (1) the percentage
of GNP devoted to higher education has more than doubled in most Mem-
ber countries over the past decade. In general, this expenditure has
also increased much more rapidly than both expenditure on other educa-
tional sectors and total government expenditure. This disproportionate
growth of higher education expenditure is at least hi part a consequence
of the fact that the growth of productivity in higher education is almost
inevitably slower than in the economy at large, which leads to a continu-
ous increase in unit costs, increase which can be expected to continue
in the future. This, together with a clumge in the climate of opinion on
the usefulness of continued growth in higher education, and the competing
dem:uul on resources from other social sectors (health, environment,
transport, etc. ), often leads to the policy conclusion that stricter selec-
tion measures must sooner or later be imposed on those wishing to enter
higher eolucation.

This situation calls for two general comments. First, it is difficult
to say at which point a real ceiling is reached in the proportion of GNP
(or of total government expenditure) devoted to higher education. In 1970
this proportion varied from 0. 7";i in Norway and Germany to 2. 7% in
('anada, most of the European countries being close to In economic
terms it cannot he shown why these countries could not continue to in-
crease their expenditure on higher education for a relatively long period,
or even %%hy North America could not go beyond the present 2. 5 to 3. 0'
figures.

However, this is clearly not an economic issue but a question of
political iiriorities Secosully, and more inportant, it must be recligniz-
ed that every sy stem, whatever its stage of development, implies all in-
built selection precess. The core of the problem for the future is whether
this process can operate without the strong social bias %ditch has charac-
teri...ed it ill the past. 'in fact, the argument can he taken further by ad-
you:If:Mg new and stricter typo s of selection procedures (e. g. mimerus
elausus, quotas, positive discrimination) in order to achieve greater
equality of educational opportunity. In practice this lias al ve:1(1) been the
ease fur quite a long Lime in Eastern European eountr, .8 where children
from working class families enjoy certain formal Nivileges over their

!. I\ I he I os! and 1111alll'e Ul Nisi ui in 'Toy...ads Mass Higher
Ftlneatton: !ends. and htlainnt,tc . !I.
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peers from middle class families when trying to enter a university. In
a different context, the recent Swedish proposals directed towards brid-
ging the educational disparities between generations may be interpreted
as another form of positive discrimination. (1) Similarly, recent devel-
opments in the United States have led to a situation today in which stu-
dents from minority ethnic groups can get into college especially intothe most prestigious ones - with fewer formal qualifications than students
from other social groups. (2)

The real issue therefore is not open access versus selection, but
a question of which selection criteria and mechanisms would be the most
appropriate for the future. That is why the distinction between systems
in which universities select their students and those which have to ac-
cept everyone who has appropriate secondary school qualifications im-
plies merely a distinction between systems with different strategic points
and modes of selection. ( :3)

The main problem here is the particular position of universities
ur, more exactly, of institutions which in the existing systems are as-
souiated %%MI a special, almost sacrosanct function any change in which
would be considered unacceptable. If Harvard, the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, Oxford or the University of Moscow made their ad-
mission criteria even more strict than they already, very few wouldresent it: if French, German or Italian universities tried to impose a
selective admission procedure, a major revolution might take place. In
a sense, therefore, it can be said that the strategic points and modes ofselection are to a great extent historically and sociologically rooted, if
not determined. The special place vinti role of the universities within the
global post-secondary system must be seen in this perspective, and any
reforms of the existing selection processes both within and outside uni-
versities must consider the unavoidable resistances which even the mostrational plans will raise.

In almost all Member countries the main deficiency of the tradition-
al selection processes is their rather rigid and irreversible nature and
the fact that they are based on a very limited number of criteria, among
which the distinction between academic and vocational education and bc-
Wcen formal education and work has a preeninent place. In fact, almost
every existing post-s .:ondary system cons.sts of a mixture of relatively
selective and non-selective institutions: open and numerus clausus faculties
in Scandinavia, universities and "grandes 6coles" in France, Further
Education Colleges and universities in the United Kingdom, Junior Col-
leges and prestigious universities in the United States, etc. This means
tluit even systems considered by the public as open, such as those of
continental Europe, are in fact only relatively open in one of their sec-
tors: and the relative openness of one sector leads almost inevitably to
greater selection in another. :\t times this quasi-spontaneous process
produces rather paradoxical results: for example, universities in France
amt Geniany are not selective but non-university institutions providing
education below degree level (IUTs, "Fachochschulen") do apply selec-
tion procedures.

one final point should be strc ssed. Any selection process - whether
at the level of a particular institution or at the level of the system - has
its formal (manifestl and informal (latent) aspects. This is particularly

f. Males in Nwedisli Post -Se..ondary Education *.
:!:V is ertatvl:, one of the reasons wiry black enrolments in Antern-an 111.2lwr ethicals,:

i Tr.:. as ao.a ins! .1.1'7. for tora I enrolments.
f. :41.1., II in -Towards Mass Iligher Education...-. tlezytt,
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true of "selection by failure" during the course of higher education. In
most of the continental European countries this kind of selection elimin-
ates 40 to of new entrants, which to a large extent makes all formal
selection measures, as well as policies designed to open the system, of
rather limiOd significance. Future systems of post-secondary educa-
tion will also have to consider the selection process, though not neces-
sarily from this point of view. As will be shown in the last part of this
paper, and as recent events in several European countries have demon-
strated, the main practical difficulty here lies in the attitudes of the
various social groups, not least the mnnbers of the academic community,
including the student body. Niany of them seem in fact to accept various
concealed selection measures - even though very drastic and socially
unjust - more easily than they accept any openly-stated new selection
criteria.
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF DIVERSIFICATION

1. TILL BILITY OF DIVERSIFICATION

Few concepts in the field of education encounter Bach general ac-ceptance_ as that of diversification of post-secondary education. Diver-sification is advocated as a remedy to almost every problem faced by
existing higher education systems, whether in the field of curriculum
reform, methods of study, degree structure, organisation of coursesor institutional framework. Many see diversification as an objective in
itself consequent on the acceptance of a pluralistic society; others tendto see it as a protective measure for shielding elitist institutions from
the onslaught of mass higher education.

The arguments usually zulvanced in favour of diversificatiGn arcthe following:

the increasingly heterogeneous student clientele of higher educa-
tion with its diversity of motivations, aptitudes, qualificationsand aspirations:
the growing needs of the economy and societ: for a diversity ofskills and qualifications;
the multiplicity of functions which the institutions and systems
of post-secondary ediuntion are expected to assume;
the desire for more individualized and student-centred educa-tion;
the need for flexibility of the system, which a unidimensional
structur: cannot provide.

It is generally admitted that the existing systems are not suffl:ient-ly diversified inasmuch as "they offer only a small number of possibilities
of access (usually through a single specific type of secondary school),only one or a very limited number of patterns of study (with respect to
duration, types of attendance, kinds of degrees awarded) and a relatively
small and rather rigidly fixed number of fields of study. This homoge-neity is obviously in contradiction with the wide range of abilitis:s, inter-
ests and motivations of the extended student populption, as well as with
the increased diversity of skills and qualifications required by moderneconomies. "(1)

Divers ificatio-,, consequently, implies an increased number of
educational offerings, means of access, patterns of study, and degrees
and ways in which to obtpin them.

It can also be assumed that the degree of diversification of a givensystem corresponds to a large extent to its stage of quantitative and

1. 1.1wards Nev. Structures of Pus'-Secondary Education'. op.cit..
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qualitative development. Thus, elite higher education, being dominated
by a single institutional t. pt. - that is, the traditional university and its
standards and values - characterived by an tmdifferentiated structure
or, at best, one based on the "binary" principle. Mass higher educa-
tion, on the other hand, is much more diversified because of the exist-
ence of a large number of institutional types and educational patterns,
though this does not necessarily mean that the characteristics of the
earlier binary stage disappear altogether. This conceptual framework
helps to relate the development of higher education to a phenomenon
which is found in all social systems whose evolution is characterized by
"an increasing differentiation of structure and increasing specialization
of function". (1)

The trend towards diversification might thus appear to be practical-
ly tinavoidable and as natural a development in higher education as in any
other sector of society. Yet, experience shows that quite often the edu-
cational sub-system moves in this direction at only a very slow pace and
can even be temporarily blocked. A situation of conflict consequently
arises between a highly differentiated society and a much less differen-
tiated higher education system. The main question therefore is not so
much whether diversification will take place, but whether it will not lag
too far behind the diversification process in other social sub-systems.

Looking at past patterns cif development in individual countries, a
clear distinction can be made between those which have already reached
very high enrolment ratios at the post-secondary level (United States,
USSR and, more recently, Canada) and most of the others. Both in the
United States and in the USSR this more rapid growth of the systems was
accompanied, or even preceded, by a diversification of post-secondary
structures. In this sense the United States has for a long time had a
system which facilitated the advent of mass higher education. "In fact,
elements of such structures have probably existed in the USA since the
end llf the 19th century: diversification of curriculum, service fumtion
of universities (Land Grant Colleges), mobility of students. It could
possibly he argued that these elements contributed to the relatively high
enrolment ratios already reached in the United States many years ago
(in 19(15 no European country had ratios which America had reached in
1950), '-(2) In the case of the USSR, too, the creation of its post-
secondary system w ith a multitteie of institutional types and edueatiooal
patterns - universities, teclmical institutions, evening and correspond-
ence courses - preceded and facilitated the large quantitative expansion.

Conversely, in most of the European countries, the great increase
In enrolments, especially in most recent years, seems almost always to
have preceded diversification measures. In other words, diversifica-
tion constituted a growth factor in the first group of countries, while the
reverse was true in Europe.

er: .1arst., I toloo., liar% ourt. I:raci and %%odd. New York. 11,1;7. p.11.
!;:e des elopt this point b. showthe that differentiation - .t Itnn uhich :meld be used interchange

wit:. diserst:Ication - shot,ld t onsidered both as a state ant! as a process. As a state. differentia -
thin cat: deflued at the number of structuralls tits:wet and flab-not:ally speoialized imits in society",
as a proce-s. Il I.:ea:is the c:iier4ene of wore distinct sraits to fulfill snore distinct functions . or 'as
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It is difficult to assess at which point a gap between the degree of
diversification of post-secondary education ;uul that of other social se -tors becomes critical. Rut, clearly, such situations already exist andlead to a certain blocking of the system, which has at least two important
consequences. On the one hand, society (and the economy in particular)in order to meet new needs generates new forms of post-secondary edu-
cation outside the formal system, with the result that graduates of thelatter suffer from increased unemployment or under-employment, some-times even in situations of quasi-full employment. Secondly, the tradi-tional, undiversilied structure under increased pressure may find it
impossible to fulfil adequately even those goals and functions in the nam:of which it resisted diversification, namely maintaining standards of
excellence" and contributing to the advancement of lotowledge.

2. 1' vrri:RNs invEitsinc:vtioN

.\ meaningful discussion of the actual and do sirable form: of diver-
sification might best be undertaken by focussing successively on a num-
ber of major aspects of the ftuictioning of higher education. These are:

a) access,
b) curriculum and structure of studies,
e) length and methods of studies, modes of attemkuiee, ;ind
d) the institutional framework.

a) Access(l)

Diversification of access implies the existence of a multiplicity of
routes allow Ing entry into post-secondary education: successful termina-tion of general as well as of ..acational secondary education, various
types of qualifications acquired in employment, individual stud outsideformal schools, different kinds of professional training ;uul remedialcourses, etc. In most Nletnhcr cotuitrius, all or most of these different
access routes are already either fully authorized or are being introducedon an experimental basis. At least three aspects or the new multiple
access schemes van for particular attention:

i) several of the new access routes remain virtually unused for
a long time after they are formally opened. This is often due
to the fact that their introduution is not accompanied by meas-
ures designed to overcome latent but nonetheless real obstacles,
and also beeause of the inherent inertia of social itt'ilaV :OM%
In the late sixties, in the majority of countries, les than 5 ",
of university entrants lacked the traditional secondary school
qualifications:(.2)

ii) methois of determin:ng admission flualfications fur those using
non-traditional access routes (work experience, indivhlual studyoutside SOP MO are still uncertain ;aid often quite arbitrary:iii) the multiplication of ac :tSS routes leads sinnetimes to a rather
complex system in which each of these different routes allows

cc Also v.ttlier >c, ti,' : on Selection. p.
r. gin.... I in a t,KarJi Nlass 111:1;ef al.. 1.0.1c -:
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admission to only one post-set.onelry etlueation institution Or
course (or to a ver limited number). This email easily lead
to a new, more ur less rigid hiemirchy of access routes which,
:is alreatly inntionetl, iii.ght in turn Lead to new educational
disparities.

\ fourth consideration might added: for the. moment there is alt
almost total lack of adequate illforillatio SI 4M till' problems and achieve-
ments of students who enter the sstent through the non-tratlitional routes.
Some of the recent pilot experiments, such as the Open University or the
swedish 2 5 scheme., are probably too new to allow such assessment.
Others, him ever, havt. existed for a sufficiently long time to provide
Ve% useful information; for example iu Yugoslavia, the City l'inversity of
New York or students admitted to the University of Vincennes in France
without the. traditional baccalaurat, and not forgetting the very success-
ful experience. %%ttli 11 orld 11 al' II veterans.

b) Curriculum, structure. of studies and the place of research
in higher education

Ith.rsifiation of the curriculum in post-scontlary education rel-
ates above. all to the range of fields of stud offered. This range can be
as narrow as the medieval trivioni :mil 41UallriViUill or as wide as in the
present American s% stem .vliert. degrees can lit' obtained in some 1,600
fields of study. Item. ....gain, there seems to be a close histo2ical cor-
relation between the general development of higher education and the
progressive divers if ication of the curriculum. Iii the American system,
a major breakthrough UI th1L5 prOCCSS tuck place as rly as the second
part of the centur , after the creation of the Land Grant ('alleges.
1:urt)peati universities followed much later anti opened themselves to new
-non-established" diseiplines anti problem-oriented fit Lds of study only
after the Second \\ twill 11 a r, sometimes even as late as the sixties. To-
da tie. principle of diversification is generally accepted, although it is
still stmitimes coos idcrablx l'aSIVI` to illIrIHILItt !WU as yet academie.-

ourecognied fieltis of study into the non-university sector of higher
etliteatitsi (either in existing institutions or by creating new Imes) than
int', thy universities (:Is %%as the ease with teelintdogial fields 50 to 1 00
ears :Igo). In tfivt. words, it often easier to establish inter-

institutional diversification of curriculum than inta-institutional. It
ne-a he noted, however, that a certain reaction is developing against
offering too w hie a 1 itil a of fields of stilly . Thus, the. Carnegie Com-
mission recommends '`that the I 600 current degrees be reduced to I 60
at the imist", (1 and that several curriculum reforms should envisage
less numerous and broader areas of stuff% (at least at the first level of
11401e education) in order lo give the graduate a wider range of career
options and to make higher education inure polyvalent. III a sense, a
sarch for tile moilorn 1111 ivalclit ut tilt. trivium tiliadriVil1111 niax.
said to be under wit'. and the diversification of curriculum seems tip have
1. 0411,1 ,..H ityptjuiltjun:-; 'if this trend clearly relate, on the
oili hand, to the %%hot.. issue of inteilisciplina studies and, on the other,
to tilt. c,incept of a "emiumni core" of studies both in relation to academic
prpaat.on and Lit th. needs of groups of prt)l::sions. The. issues involved

r ; . 1;0 I 10:e .'IC 1111....ef I.L11.4 Ilion. 'X14.1%11111.
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in these ileviopittents have htUll analysed in detail elsewhere (I )and only
their structural implications need ht, ail4(I

1'r1 are tto poSS creation of new "interdisciplinary
institutions" or special vstablii.nments providing common yore studies;
or the 'introilit...t ion of these studies w ithin existing institutions, Bothalternatives are being considered and which is adopted will largely de-
pend lOal 011tlit10115 and traditions, Examples
of the first approach are the Green Bas College, Wist.onsin, where allc.iiirses are centrvil the University hlstitlIttof StIdit'S in ioi`i'llt anti the College of Europe in Bruges
where teaching and research are focusiil on problems of European co-opeation, and several "Ileattli Universities" (e. g. Ilaceteppe in l'urkey).
The second approach is illustrated by a nuniber of the new British and
renovated French universities in which the traditional organisation basedon iiistiplutar units (thpa rtIllt'lltt; faculties) is replaced by a horimni-tat division into problem oriented units. But the genealiiation of boththese alternatives comet; up against the ingrained preferences of teachers
as well as of students who continue to seek rec.oguitiim am! status through
traditional disciplinary research and study rather than through participa-
tion in interdisciplinary and general education ventures which are often
ritiri.:ed for their apparently "superficial" nature, These problemswill not be overcome until higher education institutions undertake in-depth

anal)sis of both the conceptual and pract:cal problems of inteilisciplina-
ity and of its real impact on teaching alld research adapted to changes in
both knowledge and sou it.ty.

.\n iniport:mt aspect of curriculum diversification relates to the
whole peuhten or the ,aettettit.e of studies, that is, to "the most appro-
priate sequences and relationships between general and speviali.,..eil edu-
cation, between theoretical and practieal utstruetlun, :uul also between
formal education and wo k experience , It iita.v well be that this is the
most crucial issue with regard to the future of higher education, on whichall the others in sense depend, beeause its solution will, in the final
instance, dermine th flows; of students to and from higher cultivation
and their :nobility between different educational institutions and between
education and work. "(2)

p1:.:go1. y postulated oill unilateral relationships andflows from general tt, speciali.,..ed, from abstract :mil theoretical to prin.:-
Leal, and from etioration to job, For a number of reasons reactions
against the exclusive place of this pedagogy have multiplied during recentyears Virst, because, based as it is on the concept of a rigid divi-
s between voeational- and work-related education on the one haitil and
academic cdtleatitin on the 1', it does not reciignize that individuals
seek ;elf-vItyvtloptItunt in different ways allti that this !oust refivt tellit the rgalli:4atiOl of the educational process. Secondly, it hinders the
developittent if a Si stein 4,1' i011 based 011 altvrIlatioll be-tween work and study, Thirdly, it implies an eiliteational structure which,
even though instittit!tnally diversified, is charactiriied by fragmentation,
disconnection an:' blind alley s.

.\ (lit' conference reports draw, (a) Member countries
are tending, ti adopt two kinds of solution:

.1: a'.7 i'11.eiluc 1 I e.v..1.1ive. JK: II Iv:: rNi or, I..

,+.1! :, '0.*` ! ! 71 ,IJA, F.111%0101, II.. it. -I I.
..v*.t 1'..,LNe.vrv:. :Ze1.111011.11tivs .!.1.cc .

1:1 : v.. kat.. v.17:.: 111.1:11 i'th.c.111018 I .vriar..!, .VV I 1,111 1111ie t; !. T 1.1t: .111101%..W. At'AtIc:111.: t teli1 .;11.6.0, TI C1,.71:` 01 1. ..1% Have of
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i) combining vocational courses or training with general and
academic education and, conversely, including more general
and theoretical education in work-related training;

ii) organising the educational sequence into small units or modules
which allow a variety of combinations according to the interests
and possibilities of the student, thereby creating a kind of
common currency which makes it possible to transfer the tut its
1)ct%% Cull institutions, fields and levels of study, :intl possibly
even between countries.

This latt t. solution does not neeeSSarily illIply a trend tow ards a
getteraltiation of We credit point system as it operates in the United
States, (I) but it does use two of its components, namely the Sy Stein of
electives, and into r -institutional transferability enlarged by the concept
of credit for work experience. Such a system could certainly facilitate
the intlividualii_ation Of education :mil could also provide an appropriate
basis for recurrent education. It does have some drawbacks,however,
in particular the danger that it might lead to fragmentation of knowledge
and favour implicitly only highly motivated students from middle and up-
per classes to the detitti.nt of vocationally oriented, working class stu-
dents, (2) Diversification must necessarily prtvitle for alternative struct-
ures of studies :mil no singl. model of curriculnit can be applied through-
out the system.

Closely related to problems of curriculum and structure of studies
art. those posed by the place of research in future structures of post-
secondary education. Several, partly conlieting trends can be discerned:

i) the preeminence of research :ind of its rquirentents over
teaching (in terms of resources, staff and status considera-
tions). This trend, which developed strongly in the sixties,
is for a number of reasons being increasingly questioned:( :3)

ii) emigration of research from universities:
iii) new emphasis on unity of teaching and research, especially

in "socially-relevant fields, and on the pedagogical implica-
tions or research.

Here again, the problem is how to set up structures which allow a
variety of patterns of teaching-research relationships: institutions with
:1 heavy research component, those w ith emphasis on "teaching through
research", those assuming more traditional teaching functions, etc.
The main problem is that research activities provide both the institutions
and the people involved a ith a social status which mere teaching lacks.
\s a result, the system, although diversified, beet:Ins hierarchical ;lc-
eortiatg ter a single, rather rigid norm. Several of the lieu non-university
institutions endeavour to %ercoine this trend h allow ing their teaching
staff to participate in univcrsitv rcsearch ;mil, ul particular, by fostering
%;tiiits pes of applied :utd tabor research connected with their local or
regional responsibilities (Norwegian Region:LI Colleges). It remains to be
seen w Itethet. tiles' !treasures t sufficient or whether a more fun-
damntal change of the basic tuttierly big t alues of the system is itecessary
beft any rigid stat is hierarch2. can be elliciaated. T: is certain that a
clearut differentiation betvecii Ituulanientol witl applied research (%vitli
all its status eounotat ions) can no longer be maintained, either from ;in

! ;'. !t t. rc -:rt.dtcs op.
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epistemological or from a practical point of view. Whether the same is
true of research in the sense of advancement of knowledge (both funda-
mental and applied), of socially-relevant research and research as a
pedagogical device, is a debatable point.

c) Length and methods of study, and modes of attendance

The trend towards diversification presupposes the availability of
educational patterns with different lengths and methods of study and dif-
ferent modes of attendance. This is the reason for the creation and/or
extension of short-cycle higher education opportunities in the majority
of Member countries through the development of new institutions outside
the university sector and, in a smaller number of cases, of new types
of courses inside universities. (1) It is now clear that in most European
countries this trend has so far lacked the dynamism which policy-makers
may originally have expected of it. From 1960 to 1965 the annual growth
rate of enrolments in non-university establishments in Europe (which,
except for the United Kingdom, can be assimilated to short-cycle higher
education) was 9. 5%, as against 3. 9% in universities. From 1965 to 1970,
however, the former rate dropped to 5.6n, which means that the relative
power of attraction of short-cycle higher education decreased(2) and that
traditional long university studies maintained their dominant position.
interestingl) enough, the opposite was true in non-European countries
where enrolments in short-cycle institutions (mainly junior and commu-
nity colleges) continued throughout the sixties and the early seventies to
represent the fastest growing sector of post-secondary education: 11.9°'°
per annum for the period 1960-1965 and 11.5% per annum for 1965-1970,
as against 8.6"i, and 6.1":,, respectively, for institutions offering long-
cycle studies.

The discrepancy between continental Europe on the one hand and
the nun-uropean countries on the other is certainly in part due to the
different type of functions assigned to short-cycle institutions in each
area: in the latter countries they uaually represent the open-access sec-
tor while in continental Europe they are often more selective than the
universities. (3) This leads to one of the most important issues facing
European countries as they enter the stage of mass higher education,
namely how to provide opportunities for shorter higher education studies
and make them meaningful and acceptable alternatives to a wide range of
students. (4) There appear to be three possible solutions:

i) European countries could follow a pattern similar to the Amer-
ican model by developing separate institutions providing both
terminal qualifications and qualifications for further study;

ii) they could set up a polyvalent first stage of higher education
ithin universities:

iii) they could set up a system of small learning units which would
help to blur the distinction between short- and long-cycle higher
education by leaving it to the student to decide when to "step
out" of the system.

:. :or an extensiye aualysi of this nihiect. see short-t.2cle 1121 her Education - :search for
Is:runty. . Parts. 1 t,

t f. t...ly I it:1.1u.ards N'ats 111;11.2r F.dncatt.rtt OL.1.21.

Ittxr. .ore ft,cdsiiietital factors also play a role. particularly the social %allies reflected
in the t !;011C and they will he oiainti.,d in later sections of this paper.

.1. I :.e s:rip-ot rates from universities tip to 1:- befilfc the cod of the second year)
tr.tliares Cal there is a rh/ICIIiial for the deselopment of stunt-cycle studies.
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Thu first of these solutions was adopted by SeVeral EUPOJW:U1
countries during the sixties, e, g, the creation of tuo-year institutions
such ;Is the Noruegian Regional Colleges, the French University Insti-tuts of eelmolo6r.. ((I,Ts), and the Yugoslav Vifle §kole. (1) Adoption
of the second solution seems to have been increasingly advocated in the
earl} seventies, as reflected in the most recent proposals in the United
Kingdom and I" ranee' to create a two -tear polyvalent degree (Higher
I:dueation Diploma and the Diplfnue d'itudes universitaires gin6rales),
The third, most radical solution, which was adopted by the universities
of Roskilde (Denmark), Bremen (Germany) and a fei% others, (2) relates
to the %thole philosophy and principles inherent in the concept of recur-
rent 14111eiltioll.

The available data do not provide a clear picture of the prevailing
trends in the different modes of study and attimulancc. in general, the
proportion of those enrolled in part-time studies remained relatively
stable duping the sixties: 1.11 the e:151' of the United Kingdom there was a
marked decrease while in Canada the proportion inereased. liether
the fact that there has been no massive expansion of part-time studies
(o of gaud% ;dui evening courses) is due to a laek of farilities for
these studies. or to the continued prestige anti attractiveness of tadition-
al patterns, remains an open question which obviously has important
polio implications.

The diversification of patterns of stud% and modes of attendance is
clearly reflected in the recent trend towards the development of the so-tallyd patterns of study. (3) These are essentially
age-free", "time-free" and "spare- fret'" patterns of education, that is

patterns not closely linked to specific age periods, fixed durations orparticular geographic locations. The first consequence of such a system
ill almost inevitabl be a blurring of the line which until now has separ-

ated the educatisni of young people from that of adults, which is cleat* a
prerequisite to In.idging the generation gap and to the development of a
recurrent education tit stmt. It ++ ill also provide the necessary flexibility
betueell ethleatio11:11 oppurtuuities :111(1 WOO: experience Which will be of
benefit to both higher education institutions and the employment situation,

d) hist itutil nis

It slonild be clear by tam that (Hy, rsification of access routes, of
rte.rieula, of modes of attendance, etc, , can take place through both a
multiplicit of institutions or categories of institutions, and %cabin One
dominant institutional tt pi% This is the substance of the whole debate
between the protagonists of the comprehensive university Infidel and those
uho ViiioUS 1)111:11' or, More preeltiely, l'IllUlt1-111Sti.tti-
t is )11:11' model. Neither of the tuo alternatives r;u1 hi said to be inherent-
I... better than the other, Optimum solutioas %%ill depend on the national
rinitc..t and trailitoins,and yspi on the rapacity and uillingness.of
the universaics ter Srallile :U1 otiel'Ila 1 Wee l'SifiCat.

1 P. c11.. were h. the et reurtar w its ran tot.% work on. :t e.: .1!1.! ve iiii!wr I 1 si,ut I! for Idet;rit: ''V. ills
0; .e II Iv ..rAtis.t. of 4t..1 II it 111.1.0 Nu. .111.+11: rOWARIS.a IV. V t. ..! %It.dles
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In other words it can be said that the majority Of countries are
faced w ith the choice of either radically reforming their existing uni-
versity sector by providing w ithin it the new mass higher education facil-
ities outlined abov, or concentrating these facilities in a parallel sector
whose links with '.he former will be progressively strengthened. :\ clear
example of this 'atter case is the United Kingdom binary system where
although links La tweet' the two sectors remain for the moment very weak,
the non-university sector comprises all the levels of study from sub-
degree to doctorate. In practice, however, mixed solutions are frequent-
ly adopter` whien give different emphasis to one or other of the two alter-
natives.

This leads to the identification of four models:(1)
i) the integrated comprehensive university model, (e, g, the

German "Gesamthovhschule" and the Danish University Centre
projects):

ii) the binary model (the United Kingdom and to sonic extent
Ontario in Canada);

iii) the combined development model (e. g. Norway, emphasizing
the development of a new network of Regional Colleges and a
partial reform of universities with close links between the two;
France with its radical reform of universities and the creation
and development of IUTs: Yugoslavia, Belgium and to sonic
extent the United States):

iv) the first-cycle multi-purpose college model (e. g. "Colliges
d'enseignement giti.ral et professiotmel" in Quebec, and part-
ly in the United States).

Recent developments in Nlember countries do tint allow conclusions
to be drawn on whether any one of these four models is becoming pre -
dominant. The comprehensive university model is the object of several
experimental undertakings (Roskilde, Bremen, Loughborough in England
and, to a certain extent, the Extended University Program of the Univer-
sity of California). (2) :\t the same time, Germany, which envisaged
making the integrated comprehensive university the basic organisational
unit of its higher education system, seems to be retreating towards a
rather loose version of this model (Co-operative "Gesamthochschule"),
while other countries are definitely introducing their most innovative
experiences outside the established universities.

Thus the choice of strategies for diversification mill to a large
extent depend on the attitude of, and role assigned to, the universities.
If new and non-traditional forms of education are accepted as an integral
part of the internal organisation zuul of the goal and value structure of
universities, and there is a willingness to accept a diversified student
population of both .outh and adults, the comprehensive university model
would probably represent the optimum solution. If, on the other hand,
universities adhere strictly to their traditional patterns, functions and
standards, there will be no alternative but to develop new types of insti-
tutions to assume the new forums of post-secondary education,

In practice, of course, universities although often fully autonomous
are everywhere subject to increased governmental pressure motivated by
both financial considerations and manpower and other socio-economic

f. .wir,!s mit.tttaes of Post --:,ecoltdat Edntsatton ttp.ti!,. pp, I:- --b.
f, 1 -trace.:. for t Ili lifter Ethic Ationt 'Fhe Extended 1 ntetstty of the 1 inwtsit
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and political preoccupations. These pressures will almost certainly
lead to new attitudes on the part of the universities and, consequently,
in many cases intermediary st lutions will have to be found.

:1, DII,E111111AS OF DIVERSIFICATION

a) Rigid versus flexible struetures

The above discussion shows that the essential characteristic of a
diversified post-secondary system is the existence of alternatives, that
is the availability of multiple possibilities of entry into the system and
of what, how and where to study. This principle also applies to areas
which have not been discussed in this paper, such as the degree struct-
ure, the internal organisation of institutions, the recruitment of staff,
etc.: a diversified system will tend towards a wider range of degrees,
towards a network of institutions with a variety of organisational units
(departments, institutes, schools, etc.) and patterns of governance, and
towards the recruitment of teachers with very different educational and
professional backgrounds.

Such diversification by itself, however, does not guarantee that old
rigidities will not be replaced by new ones and that open and flexible
structures will necessarily emerge. The deep-rooted values and attitudes
of the different social groups concerned give rise to a strong propensity
to reinterpret almost any innovation in traditional terms. Thus, new cur-
ricula and new degrees have been established but their attraction and
prestige has remained low compared to traditional ones; new access
routes to post-secondary education have been opened Lat a "voie royale"
has remainee. The same danger undoubtedly confronts the most recent
diversification measures: the expansion of non-traditional forms of study
is encouraged but they are in danger of remaining the "less noble" sector
in terms of career possibilities, quality of teaching and status. The
problem is identical to that analysed by the Secretariat in connection with
its work on short-cycle higher education. (1) Surveys on the student pop-
ulation in three new types of non-university institution have shown that
these populations include a large proportion of students of middle class
origin with lower educational qualifications than those of their university
counterparts: and a minority of students - although larger than that inthe universities - from the lower classes with high education stan-
dards. (2) Tins can be considered as a positive dew .opntent towards
democratization but, at the same time, it strengthens the "less noble"
image of these institutions.

The potential or actual distortion of the process of diversification
usually gives rise to two types of measure:

i) The new institutions or patterns of study arc given a certain
number of attributes which make their image resemble slightly
that of the traditional, prestigious institutions. Including the
word "university" in the name of the institution, as in the
French [UT's or the British Open University, is a case in point.
Rut usually there is more than terminology' involved: the stan-
dards are supposed to be as high, the degrees awarded are of
the same kind, the duration of study is more or less equivalent

I. II. Slunt:t Fdneatton__-_.% seart.hfor IJcutit.
For mote Details see -Sualents in I tlisersity institutes of 'Vet Ittioloe,y in Frame ", OECD Docu-
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to those in universities. This approach could perhaps be
labelled as an attempt to generalize elite higher education.
The danger which this approach implies is obvious: by trying
to resemble the traditional "noble" model of higher education
the new schemes might rapidly lose the very purpose for
which they were created. The diversification process be-
comes, in fact, a process of segmentation (I ) - and the need
for diversification subsists with all the tensions which this
need, if unfulfilled, generates.

ii) Devices and mechanisms are provided which closely link the
old and the new patterns. This implies in particular the crea-
tion of transfer possibilities for students (as well as for teach-
ers) between the traditional and non-traditional forms of stu-
dy. This is dealt with in the following section.

The most important obstacle to "de-hierarchization" lies probably
in the prevailing differences in the working conditions and reward struct-
ures for teachers in different institutions as well as in the market value
of their graduates. These are not easy to overcome because they reflect
long-established value structure.; in society which view the educational
system as a selection /certification mechanism for the professions.
There will of course alwazli be some teachers and institutions which are
better than others, learning situations which are more successful than
others. The important point is that these unavoidable differences should
not be reflected in one single, rigid hierarchy but in a plurality of hier-
archies. In other words, the system should not be dominated by a tmi-
dimensional criterion of evaluation"(2) which automatically creates a
pressure for uniformity that works against diversity. The ability of a
diversification process to avoid this danger will depend to a large extent
on the possibilities for change within the existing value structure. This
will be examined later.

L) Transferability

It is certain that transferability is one of the key features of a
flexible and diversified structure of post-secondary education: however,
recent experiences show that the implementation of such a principle poses
a number of problems that have no easy solutions. Transferability exists
when the component parts of the system are organised and interrelate in
such a way that students (or teachers) may transfer from one institution
or eoucational scheme to another at minimum cost. Clearly, the most
ambitious concepts in this respect arc to be found in the comprehensive
universities, such as the University Centre (Denmark) and the California
Plan. But transferability can also be envisaged between patterns and
institutions which keep their own administrative or legal identity. Con-
versely, a hierarchical structure wiji only insignificant flows and mo-
bility between its components can also exist within a comprehensive
institution.

Absolute transferability is obviously impossible, but certainly the
curriculum content of related fields of study (health, technical, social
studies) can be made more polyvalent to avoid the old dichotomy bet,-cen

I. 74eonentation ia;. c ev:;ed as a proce.ss in which two or mole structurally distinct roles
or collecm tiles oerforn e a:ne hunt to m. holed Marsh. (.oinaarathe Sinno196): op. cit.

.N. iatts. Pces:t. rum anon. Rowledge and keitan Paul. London.
p.
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practical or vocational and theoretical or academic education. This
polyvalence has its liznit:-1, but these could surely be determined in a
more liberal and flexible way. (1) '[i.e second limit to transferability
derives from the fact that some of the conditions necessary to achieve
it perfectly could easily distort the diversification process and thus
risk giving the system an undesirable uniformity. If, for example,
most of the entrants to short-cycle instit.thons expect to transfer to
university, and if these institutions agree to fulfil this role, they risk
becoming mere antechambers of universities, neglecting their specific
functions and simply abiding by the rules of the senior institutions. On
the other hand, if the possibilities of pursuing further studies are total-
ly restricted, short-cycle institutions will be perceived as blind alleys
and not as acceptable alternatives to long-cycle studies. The search for
equivalencezand nut foryituality, will thus be one of the major chal-
lenges for new post-secondary institutions.

e) "Diversification" of values.......

Curiously enough, the existing value structure, which places the
highest value on theoretically and acaden.ically oriented higher educa-
tion and on inVolVelnent in Intre research, and the lowest value on work-
related or vocationally-centred training, is as much contested in "pro-
gressive" circles as any other characteri..ic of present-day industrial
societies. The quest for relevance, the need for a service function for
higher education and for its closer integration into society are universal.
Yet, in actual fact, it is the process of diversifying values which is
probably the least advanced. Diversity becomes hierarchy, and new
rigidities emerge for this more than any other reason. A number of
examples can be quoted: students who resist the introduction of new de-
grees because they do not correspond to the standard norm; governments
who create new patterns of study but do not give them recognition in their
civil service scales; employers who criticize the abstract nature of uni-
versity education but recruit more university graduates than graduates
of non-traditional streams: trail.. unions who fight for equality of oppor-
tunity but see it only in the framework of an extension of the elite uni-
versity: professional associations who !..omplain about the out-dated nature
of existing university education but who, through their influence over the
certification process, often block the really innovative solutions. The
list could be made much longer and more specific.

The most critical consequence of this situation seems to be in the
relations between education and employment. It is here that the contra-
dietions are most obvious between the nature and functions of mass higher
education and the values of the social groups concerned. Unemployment
of graduates, inadaptation of educational qualifications to job require-
ments, mismatch between the' output of the education system and the needs
of the econom - these all surely pose impot tant poblerrs for present
higher education systems and for society at large. (2) lilt, they are
usuali completely misunderstood becatwe they are still interpreted in

;It fa, otter: adonis a .nore It!se:.11 artril...!e: Ir. urine ,oraorreS i.i1 TO ..- of
er101..1% r.: :or as eti.treerr. Jr 1.1 of 'hose assiontir: professtonal enstiner

rtorrs ate ::or :rad.ate, cr...... eerin... -,nrrilar I... a lat..e Istrinorriour.if law ...:radirares never
les.al profesrlor.. it:era t r) reason We. the rr.le of tI:e edra anon ,'steeit sholik; 1e so int Ch

:.tore r1:4! r!rose of co,

lj. NeW :era:Ions lerween ;*.s sr rdt:. ti.-1 ar:s! l':;;1. -. went in "Towards
!.!ass llt,ther Ft!...cat tor oi..
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the same way as they were when only 4 to ii";, of the age group benefited
from higher education, which is clearly inappropriate in a situation
where this proportion is over 20":.. To the extent that the expectations
of students, teachers, parents and other social groups with regard to
mass higher education remain the sante as they were under conditions
of elite higher education, it will be difficult to arrive at viable solutions.

It is true that, contrary to what was the case in the fifties and
early sixties, and in spite of rapid tecluiological progress, requirements
for high-level manpower have grown less rapidly than enrolments in
higher education. (1) The temlion generated by the resulting imbalance
is sharpened because of the persistence of exclusive elite attitudes andvalues. It is, in other words, a cultural us much as an economic pheno-
menon. The imbalance or mismatch is as much between the product of
higher education and the needs of society as it is between those needs
and society's expectations of higher education. Rejecting the selection
process for entry into post - secondary education and allowing students afree choice of stu are clearly in ftuulamental contradiction with grad-
uates' expectations of employment in privileged positions.

Since the late sixties, however, there have been char indications
that new sets of values are emerging which have an impact on higher
education: the growing reaction against economic growth per se, different
aspects of the student counter-culture, the deschooling concepts, a cer-
tain disenchantment w ith science, etc. , are undoubtedly signs of a more
pluralistic value structure penetrating the new world of learning.

Clearly, the present system of higher education is by no means
the only cause of this "tan-dimensionality" and of the prevailing rigid
value structure which blocks so many innovations. But it is nonetheless
responsible in large part, especially the universities which by the content
of their teaching contribute greatly to the impression that all their stu-
dents will end up in ;lite positions. By giving so much weight and prestige
to theory over practice, to fundamental over applied research, they in-
evitably lead many people to believe that their training is essentially
destined for the privileged. This raises the question of how higher edu-
cation can help to change the value structure and (more relevant to the
context of the present paper) which structural changes arc necessary toHelp attain a system of multi-dimensional or pluralistic values.

For obvious reasons, only a summary answer to this question can
be attempted here. Reforms in the field of curriculum and structure ofstudies as examined above are certainly one of the first requirements.
Blurring the line which at present separates theoretical and academic
front practical and vocational courses is particularly important and mightbest be achieved by a quasi-mandatory mix of these two types of education
in all sectors, at all stages and levels of post-secondcry education. An-
other powerful device would be a radical transformation of the reward
system for both teachers and students and of the criteria governing sal-
aries, promotion, evaluation of achievement, award of degrees, trans-fers, etc. .\ third category of measures relates to budgetary incentives
which can relatively easily be oriented towards particular objectives
connected w ith new values.

Many cif these measures are bring tried out in different Member
countries but they do not appear to be used in it systematic way, in other
words they are not implemented as a coherent whole. There is in parti-
cular a lack of sustained effort in their application, for installed there is
no continuous evaluation of their positive effects, wealmesses and dis-tortions.

This leads to some concluding remarks concerning the actual pro-
cess or structural transformation :aid the problem of overcoming the
resistances and constraints which might prevent or slow down this process
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CONCLUSION: STRATEGIES FOR STRUCTURAL CHANGE

One general conclusion which emerges from the above analysis is
that desirable changes towards a more open, flexible and diversified
system of higher education will not come about spontaneously. They
will need to be supported by a planning process not the least aim of
which should be to encourage the creation of a system of incentives,
rewards and other devices necessary to promote the acceptance of
change in the face of established values and social inertia.

Two, almost contradictory requirements have to be reconciled,
namely those arising from the postulate of diversity, with all that this
implies in terms of autonomy, and those involved in traditional concepts
of the planning process, which implies co-ordination ana even a certain
degree of centralization. This dichotomy is also reflected in the essen-
tial characteristics of new structures of post-secondary education, that
is their unity and diversity, unity implying "effective co-ordination of
the various existing institutions as well as a minimum of integrated
planning". (1)

A second, and related conclusion points to the need for a com-
prehensive strar4, for the planning of future structures of post-second-
ary aii6ation. It must be comprehensive in two senses: on the one hand,
it is essential that it be concerned m ith the total sector of educational
activity that society provides beyond the compulsory school level, whether
within the formal system or outside it; on the other hand, no development
strategy can afford to address itself to single issues or groups of issues
in isolation because of the inextricable links which have been shown to
exist between the goals of the system, numbers, costs, structural and
pedagogical changes, and economic and broader social considerations.
Behind these considerations lies the growing realization of the inter-
dependency of higher education policies and public policies in other sec-
tors, and of the consequent need for such policies to be closely co-ordin-
ated if the new social objectives that governments are setting themselves
for the seventies arc to be effectively pursued.

In practice, both the above conclusions lead to the recognition that
more attention should be paid to planning not only the means of bringing
about structural transformation but also the ways of overcoming resist-
ance to the planned objectives while at the same time mobilizing their
political and social support. It is in this sense that widespread involve-
ment in planning and implementing the directions of change as is implied
in the concept of "participation" becomes a practical necessity and the
major task now confronting the planning of post-secondary education.
The goals of future structures of post-secondary education cannot in fact
be separated, conceptually or in practice, from the process by which

1. See -Towards New Structures in. Post -Secondary Education cpt cit.. p.:12.
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they are formulated, or from the process and means by which the desired
structural changes are to be achieved.

The analysis suggests that the implementation of such strategiesfor change conies up against a set of major constraints in terms of costs,
the employment situation, and the political, historical and sociologicalcontext.

With regard to costs; probably one of the key questions is whether
non-traditional forms of post-secondary education can, in purely finan-cial terms, bring about any significant reductions in unit costs. Apriori, this seems to be the case for schemes such as the Open Univer-sity or the Empire State College; but the danger here is that for.precise-ly this reason such schemes might also be considered as "cheap" highereducation in the qualitative sense and consequently be accepted by societyas only second best. In the last analysis, reductions in costs will dependon political decisions as to what can be given up in the present functioning
of the system, and this is not really amenable to scientific analysis.

With regard to the constraints imposed upon education by the realor assumed needs of the labour market, it has been argued above thatwhatever might be the mismatch between the output of post-secondary
education and manpower requirements, solutions must be sought on thebasis of an appreciation of the new, much more diffuse relations that
exist between education and employment in a mass system which is mar-kedly different from that of the past. It is obviously essential that every-one concerned be fully aware of this. Employers (including the admin-istration, which should perhaps play a leading role here) will need todevelop more flexible recruitment practices, free of rigid scales clas-sifying each individual according to the kind of degree received. Highereducation programmes will have to undergo greater "professionaliza-tion" through a more flexible combination of theoretical and vocational
courses at all levels. Teachers and institutions of post-secondary educa-tion must evolve more effective guidance and orientation functions which
take into account the new, diffuse relations between education and employ-ment and, of course, bring this to bear on their curricula. Educationand employment authorities will need to c,t-operate more closely to estab-lish more flexible relations between education and professional experience
so that learning opportunities can be spread over a longer period in thelife-span of the individual, and these in turn could be combined into moreflexible patterns of career development. Above all, the students them-selvs and their unions must become conscious of the new situation andaccept it not as a shortcoming of the system or as a temporary pheno-
znenon but as a structural feature of mass higher education to which theymust adjust their aspirations and scale of values.

Finally, the search for new structures in higher education will of
course need to build on and reflect the politico-historical and sociologicalcontests which are peculiar to each country. The danger here is that the
argument of incompattbility with national traditions may be all too easilyinvoked to resist changes based on "foreign" models. The assumptions
behind much of the argument in the present report have been that through
a functional unplysis of the different models being developed in Member
countries useful insights might be obtained into the options open to thesecountries in their search for their own solutions to the fundamental issues
Vonfronting all higher education systems. (1) In the last analysis, how-

rt:i.s. for exa:!Iple, it is probable that the different types of community colleges as they
tt.e :met! rates and Canada cannot and should nor he duplicated in Europe. lint the func-

tion; wtnc!.. ttiey ass$:::ie. ani to a :teat extent the prottlems which they have to face in the existing
!lass post -secondar. edhcation 3yvenis of !,:orth Amerwa. must certainly he assumed and faced in the

emer,1:4 mass s:sienis of Et:rope. in other worth. appropriate functional substitute: hate to be found.
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ever, such solutions will not be effective unless seen as part of the gener-
al process of social change, This means that provision for bringing about
change). in the behaviour and attitudes of social groups concerned, as a
prerequisite to the acceptance of change, must be effectively built into
any strategy for structural reform in post-secondary education.

In other words, it is not sufficient to postulate more autonomy,
more interdisiplinarity, more diversification, more equality of oppor-
tunity: it is not even sufficient to provide the necessary means to attltin
these objectives unless at the same time ways are proposed (and imple-
mented) by which people and institutions actually will assume more auton-
omy, will accept the interdiseipliv.ary approach, will interpret and re-
spond to the requirements of diversification and equality of opportunity
in their comprehensive and pluralistic sense,
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INTRODUCTION

In every advanced society the problems of higher education are
problems associated with growth. Growth poses a variety of problems
for the educational systems that experience it and the societies which
support them. These problems arise in every part of higher education
- in its finance, its government and administratOn; in its recruitment
and selection of students; in its curriculum and forms of instruction; in
its recruitment, training and socialization of staff; in the setting and
maintenance of standards; in the forms of examinations and the nature
of qualifications awarded: in student !lousing and job placement; in moti-
vation and morale; in the relation of research to teaching; in the relation
of higher education to the secondary school system on one hand and to
adult education on the other - growth has its impact on every form of
activity and manifestation of higher education.

In most of the writing on higher education in r.-cent years these
problems are treated in isolation, Discussions of curriculum reform
are commonly carried on quite separately from discussions of finance
and administrrtion, by itifferent people with different methods and as-
sumptions and often different values; they tire reported in different
conferences and published in different journals for different audiences.
Similarly, discussions of student unre,-, and disruptions in the univers-
ities more often make reference to student poliaes and ideology than to
the chanting relation of higher education to the occupational stru"turts
of advanced industrial societies. This paper wi:1 argue that these prob-
lems can be understood bet,er as different manifestations of a .elated
cluster of problems arising out of the transition from one phase to an-
other in a broad pattern of development of higher education that is under
way in every advanced society: from elite to mass higher education and
subsequently towards universal access. Underlying this pattern of
development lies growth and expansion.
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ASPECTS OF GROWTH

The growth of higher education manifests itself in at least three
quite different ways, .Lnd these in turn give rise to different sets of
problems. There is first the rate of growth - and in many Western
European countries the number of students in higher education doubled
within five-year periods during the sixties and will have doubled again
in seven, eight or ten years by the mid-seventies. Growth obviously
affects the absolute size of both systems and individual institutions.
Third, growth is reflected in changes in the proportion of the relevant
age grade enrolled in higher education institutions.

Each of these manifestations of growth carries its own peculiar
problems in its train. For example, a high growth rate places great
strains on the existing structures of governance, admihistration pncl,
above all, of socialization. When a very large proportion of all the
members of an institution are new recruits, they threaten to overwhelm
the processes whereby recruits to a more slowly growing system are
inducted into its value system and learn its norms and forms. When a
faculty or department grows from,. say, five to twenty members within
three or four years, and when the uew staff are predominantly young men
and women fresh from post-graduate study, then they largely define the
norms of academic life in that faculty and its standards. If the post-
graduate student population also grows rapidly and there is loss of a
cloFe apprenticeship relationship between faculty members and students,
then the student culture becomes the chief socializing force for new post-
graduate students, with the consequences for the intellectual and academic
life of the institution that we have seen in America as well as in France,
Italy, West Germany and Japan. high growth mites increase the chances
for academic innovation; they also weaken the forms and processes by
which teachers and students are inducted into a cocimunity of scholars
during periods of stability or slow growth.

Absolute size has a variety of consequences for academic life.
Growth may take the form of very large institutions, or of a very large
system, or of both. When growth results in large institutions it has ef-
fects on the nature of the milieux in which teaching, learning and research
go on. Large size affects the norms as well as the structures of higher
education. For example, there is an academic norm, quite appropriate
to the relatively small institutions of elite higher education, which pres-
cribes that an academic man has an obligation to be of help with his time,
advice and so forth, to anyone in any discipline in his own university and
to anyone anywhere in the world in hi3 own discipline. During the last
two decades in f.very advanced country in the world the numbers in al-
most every discipline have grown very substantially, while many institu-
tions have doubled, tripled or quadrupled their size. The norms of aca-
demic life have not significantly changed over this time. And this gives
rise to what might be called a pattern of "institutionalized distraction".
Academic men of middle and senior rank find that the number of requests
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for demands on their time and attention increases at least in proportion
to the growth in the numbers of "relevant colleagues'', and probably
much faster given the patterns of communication in scholarly life. The
whole level of pace and activity increases: men are invited to consult
on other people's 'wok cts, to go to increasing numbers of conferences,
to referee more papers for more journals, and to carry the much more
complex burdens of administration that are associated with large institu-
tions and systems,

It becomes increasingly difficult for academic men to protect the
uninterrupted time that they need for fresh thinking about their subjects
or for carrying un their scholarly work and research, This is a price
paid for growth that is rarely taken into account by students of the costs
and benefit of higher education. In response to increased demands on
people's time, academ'c men begin to devise patterns of evasion: men
spend less time in their offices and more at home; they are more likely
to take research leave away from their institutions: they rely more on
their research institutes and centres. These centrifugal forces in turn
tend to weaken the academic communities which have sustained the norms
of alemic life, with very marked consequences for both the governance
of universities and the training and socialization of students, both under-
graduate and graduate.

Growth affects the size of the national system as well as its com-
ponent units, and here the effects are primarily economic and political.
As a system grows it emerges from the obscurity of the relatively small
elite system with its comparatively modest demands on national r..sources
and becomes an increasingly substantial competitor for public expenditures
along with housing, welfare and defence. As it dues so, higher education
comes increasingly to the attention of larger numbers of people, both in
government and in the general public, who have other, often quite legitim-
ate, ideas about where public funds should be spent and, if given to higher
education, how they should be spent. The relation of higher education to
the state becomes more and more critical the bigger the system of higher
education, and this is especially true in most European countries where
the state and local government are almost the sole source of funds for
higher education. Under these conditions the questions of academic free-
dom and institutional autonomy become central political questions and not
something to be arranged, as formerly, by a few old friends in the uni-
versities and in the ministries of education and finance who share Nery
similar views of the world arch who may well have attended the eliti uni-
versities together. Growth raises the question of the relation of the state
to higher education in new and disturbing ways,

Growth also manifests itself in the growing proportions of the age
grade in any society enrolled in institutions of higher education. In many
European countries just after %%01.1(1 War II, that proportion was about4 or 5' Now, only 25 years later, it is between 10 and 15°:. in a range
of IA esters European countries, with a few exceeding the upper figure.
Growth it the proportions of the population that have access to higher
education raises a number of questions central to the issue of mass higher
education. For example, in every country, the proportions entering high-
er education vary very sharply between different regional groups, religious
and ethnic groups and socio-economic classes. The proportions from the
upper and middle classes are everywhere significantly higher than those
front the workJig classes or farmers. %%hen the proportions of an age
grads going into higher education were very small, the political issue of
equality of educational opportunity was centred much more on higher
primary iind secondary education. Rut the higher the proportion of the
age grade going on to higher education, the more the democratic and egal-
itarian euncerns for equality of opportunity come to centre on the increas-

.i8
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.ugly important sector of tertiary education. These differences in ac-
cess to higher education, which are not reduced but rather increased
during the early stages of expansion, become a sharp political issue
in the context of democratic and egalitarian values and create strong
pressures for reducing these differences in group rates of enrolment.
The more important entry to higher education is for the life chances of
large numbers of students, the stronger these pressures become. The
persistent tendency of intellectually elite institutions such as the univer-
sities to be also the home., of the social and economic elite is a major
source of tension between the institutions of higher education and the
increasingly strong egalitarian values of Western society.

The rising rate of enrolment of an age grade has another important
:significance, une not so directly political. As more students from an.ge cohort go to college or university each year, the meaning of collegeattendance changes - first from being a privilege to being a right, and
then, as is increasingly true in the United States, to being almost anobligation. This shift in the meaning and significance of attendance inthe tertiary sector has enormous consequences for student motivation,
and thus also for the curriculum and for the Intellectual climate of theseinstitutions. This question will be discussed later in the paper.
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PHASES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

There is no question about the extent and speeu of expansion of
European higher education; indeed, that story has been documented in
great detail in recent OECD publications. (1) For example, Sweden had
14,000 university students in 1947. By 1960 the number had more than
doubled to 35, 000; by 1965 it haA doubled again to about 70,000, with an-
other doubling by 1971. when university students comprised about 24%) of
the relevant age group. France saw a growth in its university population
between 1960 and 1965 of from 200,000 to over 400,000, with another
doubling by the mid-seventies projected to an enrolment rate of about
lro of the age group. Denmark doubled its university student population
between 1960 and 1966 from 19,000 to 34,000; by the mid-seventies it
will double again by 70,000 at which time the university student popula-
tion will comprise about 13% of the age group. In the United kingdom
the Robbins Report anticipated university enrolments growing from about
130,000 in 1962 to 220,000 by 1973 and to nearly 350,000 by 1980. These
projections have already been substantially revised upwards towards
400,000 (about 13% of the age group) in all forms of full-time higher
education by 1973, and somewhere between 800,000 and 1,000,000 by
1981, with roughly half in universities.

What these numbers conceal are two fundamentally different pro-
cesses. One of these is the expansion of the elite universities - the growth
of traditional university functions in traditioaLai, if somewhat modified,
forms of universities. The other is the transformation of elite university
systems into u .) ,isms of mass higher education performing a great vari-
ety of new functions (at least new to universities) for a much larger pro-
portion of the university age group. Up to the present in Britain, as on
the continent, growth has mainly been achieved by expanding the elite
university system. But the institutions cannot expand indefinitely; they
are limited by their traditions, organisation, functions and finance. In
European countries it is likely that an increased enrolment in higher
education beyond about 15";) of the age grade requires not merely the
further expansion of the elite university systems but the rapid develop-
ment of mass nigher education through the growth of popular non-elite
institutions. Mass higher education differs from elite higher education
not only quantitatively but qualitatively. They differ obviously in the
proportions of tho age grade that they enrol, but also in the ways in which
students and teachors view attendance in university or college; in the
functions of gaining entry for the student; in the functions of the system
for the society; in the curriculum: in the typical student's cater; in the
degree of student homogeneity; in the character of academic standards;
in the size of institutions: in the forms of instruction; in the relationships

1. Cf. De%elopttient of Higher Education 1:1S0-1907: Statistical Surrey. OECD. Paris. 1970.
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between students and faculty; in the nature of institutional boundaries;
in the patterns of institutional administration and governance; and in
the principles and procedures for selecting both students and staff. In
other words, the differences between these phases are quite fundament-
al and pervade every aspect of higher education. Let us look a little
more closely at each of these aspects of higher education in its various
phases.
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ASPECTS OF TRANSITION

SYSTE\I

Countries that develop a system of elite higher education in modern
times seem able to expand it without changing its character in fundament-al ways until it is providing places for about 15";) of the age grade. Atabout that point the system begins to change its character; if the transi-
tion is made successfully the system is then able to develop institutions
that can grow without being transformed until they reach about 50";, ofthe age grade. Beyond that, and so far only in the United States, large
sections of the population send nearly all their children to some kind of
higher education, and the system must again create new forms of higher
education as it begins to move rapidly toward universal access.

2. ATTITUDES TM% A HD AC:C ESS

The ease of access to higher education is closely linked to the
conceptions that people - students and their parents, and. increasingly,
college and university teachers and administrators - have of college and
university attendance. When access is highly limited it is generally seen
as a privilege, either of birth or talent or both. When over 15n of the
age grade have access, people increasingly Is:4in to view entry to higher
education as a right for those who have certain formal qualifications.
%%hen the proportion of the whole population rises to about 50n (anti in
certain sectors of the society it is then of course much higher) attendance
in higher education is seen more ;usd more as an obligation. For childrenfrom the middle and upper middle classes, not (th. in the United Str.:es
but also today in European countries, not to go on to higher education
from secondary school is incrusingl., regarded as a mark of some defect
of mind or character which has to he explained or justified or . )ologizedfor. Moreover, as more people go on to higher education, the est jobsand opportunities and the economic rewards in life come to be reservedfor people mho have complem! a university degree, and this greatly con-
tributes to the sense of obligation that is felt by many students on entry.

3. FUNCTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

The different phases are also associated with different functions of
higher education both for students and for society at large. I:lite higher
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r.ducation is concerned primarily with shaping the mind and character
of the ruling class as it prepares students for broad elite roles in govern-
ment and the learned professions. In mass higher education the institu-
tions are still preparing elites, but a much broader range of elites which
includes the leading strata of all the technical and economic organisations
of the society. And the emphasis shifts from the shaping of character to
the transmission of skills for more specific technical elite roles. In in-
stitutions marked by universal access there is for the first time concern
with preparing large numbers of people for life in advanced industrial
society. They are training not primarily elites, either broad or narrow,
but the whole population, and their chief concern is to maximize the
adaptability of that population to a society whose chief characteristic is
rapid social and tecluiological change.

4. 'HIE CURRIl UlAINI AND VOlt 01' INSTI(UCTK)N

The curriculum and forms of instruction naturally reflect changes
in the definition of the meaning of being a student and of the functions
that higher education performs for students and for the society at large.
the curriculum in elite institutions has tended to be highly structured
reflecting academic conceptions of the degree course or professional
conceptions of professional requirements. The courses of study, shaped
largely by the character of the final examination, were on the whole high-
ly spec iali.!ed and governed by the professors' notions of what constituted
an educated imui or a qualified professional, In institutions of mass high-
er education, education becomes more modular, marked by semi-struct-
ured sequences fif courses, which increasingly earn unit credits (the
unit of exchange in modular courses), allowing more flexible combina-
tions of course and easier access and movement between major fields
and, indeed, among institutions. (I) In universal higher ethic-Akin, as it
emerges, there is a survival of the modular course but instruction is
becoming relatively less structured: the boundaries of the course itself
begin to break down, as do required sequences of courses. It is very
difficult to justify course requirements where no single conception of
higher education is oecepted, and the rejection of academic forms, struct-
ures and standards :1150 extends to examinations and assessment as dis-
tinctions between le:truing and life become attenuated. Attendance at the
emerging higher education institutions designed for universal access is
merely another kind of experience, not qualitatively different from any
other experiences in modern society which give one resources for coping
with the problems of contemporary life. And, in a universal access sys-
tem, since course work does not clearly qualify people for specific jobs,
it is less clear why assessment of perform once is necessary.

There are parallel differences in the t.vpical forms of instruction
and thus in the lationships between student and teacher. In elite sys-
tems the characteristic form of instruction is the tutorial or seminar,
marked on the. whole by a personal relationship between student and teach-
er. (2) This is compatible with the central function of the shaping of

! rdits al.tl 4 :.Itti!.lat ciarurnInni are wilt h more common in higher rerhurr31 colleges
than I:. ropean .:ilserso.ct.

a.rle vie t!istain c 6t.tv.ccri the senior profe,..or and the rtlinart nnder:sadnaie nia% he eery
:rear. :os eeart tio.tlents are like'. T.) he workiii4 with 1111:1 in a t lose apprentit e relationship.
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character and the preparation of a broad or general elite whose specificadult roles and activities would vary widely making it hardly possible to
train for them during the course of a university career. The defence of
these forms of instruction in the "higher schools" of France during the
period of rapid expansion which filled the lecture rooms of the universi-
ties to overflowing made it clear where the elite functions in France aremeant to survive. Under the conditions of mass higher education the
emphasis is on the transmission of skill and knowledge, and formal in-struction is increasingly carried on through large lectures supplemented
by seminars often taught by teaching assistants. In "universal' highereducation the direct personal relationship of the student and teacher issubordinated to a broad exposure of the student to new or more sophis-
ticated perspectives. There is heavier reliance on correspondence, useof video cassettes, TVs, computer and other technological aids to in-struction.

5. THE STUDENT "CAREER"

The academic career of the student also differs. In elite institu-tions the student ordinarily enters directly after completion of secondary
schooling: the student is "in residence" and continues his work uninter-ruptedly (except for holidays) until he gains a degree. He is in this sense'sponsored" and in competition only for academic honours. In the massinstitution students for the most part also attend immediately after fin:Ril-
ing secondary school, although growing numbers delay entry until aftera period of work or travel. Easier access and a more heterogeneous
student population lead to higher "wastage rates". But the student popul-ation is becoming a mixed residential-commuting one as vocational train-ing becomes a larger component of higher education. In institutions ofuniversal access there is much postponement of entry, "stopping out"

e. periods when the student is not in attendance), and there are largenumbers of students with experience in adult occupations. The emphasison "lifelong learning" is compatible with the softening of the boundaries
between formal education and other forms of life experience.

Moreover, as student numbers grow, with increasing numbersfrom poor homes, a growing proportion is also working for pay in non-academic jobs - first during vacations and then during term time. Thistrend has implications for the meaning of being a student, for the cur-riculum (less outside reading and study can be assigned or assumed),
for student motivations and for the relationships of students with theirteachers. It is hard to discourage this practice, especially when it isdone out of necessity by needy students. It can be ignored when it is the
occasional 'spoor but able" student who has to work for his fees anti main-tenance. But it is a different institution when the proportion of workingstudents is 30, 40 or 50":.. The provision of state stipends for universitystudents (as in Britain) is designed precisely to permit the maintenanceof elite forms of higher education with a more "democratic" student in-take. But the high and growing cost of stipends ironically acts as a brake

- uni one of the ways in which the principle of equality in
higher education is at odds with expansion. The growing interest in stu-dent loans in several countries is part of the effort to solve this dilemmain ways that will protect the university against outside part-time work bystudents, The "sandwich course" for technical and vocational students isanother "solution" which makes a virtue of necessity by incorporating paid
work into the regular curriculum.

Oa ti;
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(i. INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY, ClIARACTERISTICS
AND BOUNDARIES

Ssteins at different phases of their development differ also in
their diversity. Elite systems tend to be highly homogeneous, the com-
ponent institutions ve.% much alike. They tend to be universities with
high and common standards, though they may include highly specialized
"technical schools" with special access to parts of the civil service.
Mass systems begin to be more "comprehensive" with more diverse
standards, though with sonic linkages among the several segments of
the system which allow mobility of students and staff. In systems of
universal access there is very great diversity in the character of com-
ponent institutions, with no common standards among them. Indeed the
very notion of standards is itself challenged and problematical.

The typical institutions in the three systems also differ in size and
character. Elite institutions are commonly "communities" which range
up to two or three thousand students in residence. If larger than three
thousand they are substructurcd so that their component units, such as
the Oxford and Cambridge colleges, tend to be relatively small. The
comprehensive institutions that haracterize mass higher education arc
less communities than they are "cities of intellect" with up to thirty or
fort% thousaxid students and staff making up a mixed residential and com-
muting population. Institutions of universal access are unlimited in

they may be limply aggregates of people enrolled for "instruction",
most of whom are rarel or never on the central campus; they may share
little in common and do not in any sense comprise a community rooted in
frequent association, shared norms ;uul values and a sense of common
Went if it at ion.

As one might guess from the foregoing, elite institutions are very
sharply marked off from the surrounding society by clear and relatively
impermeable boundaries, in the extreme case by physical walls. In

institutions there are still boundaries but they are more blurred
and more permeable: there is relatively easy movement In and out of mass
institution:4 and a much less clear concept of "membership", though there
are still formal definitions of membership which are relevant for a varl-
et} of :u adeutic and Lion - academic purposes. In institutions of universal
access boundaries are very weak, shading off to none at all. At a certain
point anyone who nia sw itch on a televised broadcast of a lecture may be
thought of for that moment as being part of an "extended university'', and
the question of whether he is submitting work regularly or has matricul-
ated is of o0.. marginai significance. (1)

7. III: I'M I:It AND DIVISION -mAhriNG

I'he three types of systems differ in their sources of ultimate author-
it% , the nature of their academic standards, and in their principles of re-

:t o: !1. that the 'pct. I ::o.cisif. ,!esplie at. name. Is a typical;, , 01,11ar.. 11 is a , haw all: inveloom wa), of incieasing at -
. . ,. a. cliff. 1:.,11* .!:' ,IY .110111.atillil 101 for:fiat awns. and 1,. allowing people
., f. II -1,:ne emplo.,oent, alai,' of the %Aiwa% ierislics of all elite ntiiversiti.,

' .im I t:.t: rr.riv. t'le %landau:, of elite brook niosersities and their
Iva! : 1:len is al: interesling transitional institiolon between the elite and

I atv: 1.14 ' .01.111.
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I iket to be broadly shared and relatively high. In the systems and in-
stitutions of mass higher education standards become variable, differing
in severity and character in different parts of the system or institution,
appropriately so since both system and nstitution nave become holding
companies for quite different kinds of academic enterprises. In institu-
tions of universal access there tads to be a different criterion of achieve-
ment: not so much the achievement of some academic standard as whether
there has been any "value added" by virtue of the educational experience.
l'hat is the justification of universal higher education, as it is of the non-
academie forms of primary and secondary school.. Obviously this changes
La a fundamental way the basis for judging individual or institutional ac-
tivities (For example, if the criterion of success is "value added" it
may be better to admit students NvIto are academically very weak rather
than those ith a strong record since presumably it will be easier to
raise the performance of those who start low than of those who are al-
ready performing well. That argument is in fact made for the principle
of open access. Whatever substance it has, it does suggest how funda-
mental is the shift to universal access. )

9. .\(*('I:SS .1NI)

The principles of student selection also vary in the different phases.
In elite s stems the criterion of ascribed status has given way more or
less rapidly over the past century to meritocratic achievement measured
by secondary school performance or grades on special examinations. in
institutions of mass higher education there is a general acceptance of
meritoc vatic criteria where access is limited, but this is qualified by a
commitment to (.quality of educational opportunity, leading to "compens-
atory programmes" :aid the introduetion Of additional non-acadeni cri-
teria designed to reduce "inequities" in the opportunities for admission
of deprived soci:d groups and categories. In the institutions of universal
higher education, %%hien by definition are tt holly "open" to anyone who

ishes to join or to those who have ceetaie minimal educational qualifica-
tions, the criterion is whether au oas chosen to associate him-
self with the institution voluntarily. The aim of universal access i-3 to-
wards the tiquality of group achievement rather than an equality of indi-
vidual opportunity, and efforts are made to achieve a social, class,
etlini( and racial distribution in higher education reflecting that of the
p,q)a!ation at large. Of cours the more nearly the system enrols the
v.h.)!( ,if an age grade, the more closety it reflects the distribution of
sal)-;:,:.«ups in the population at large. . \t the limiting case, it is demo-
er.it'e in the sake sense that compulsory forms of primary and secondary
(diaation are democratic, with surviving variations in the character and
qua:it\ I' the education offered in different places and different kinds of

Ilints of this philosophy of admissions and of these criteria
ft )1' :ICC' 'SS 1.:111 r"..111 ht. seer even in the present transitional period
between in-ss and elite higher education in European countries.

111. AU:N1)1:11TC I it.11 ISTII:\TION

The characteristic institutions in the three ssteins differ also in
their forms of institutional administration. Tin' typical elite university
is governed by part-time academics who are essentially amateurs at
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administration. in some otmtvies they may have the help of a full-timeeivil servant or registrar to deal with routine matters or financial prob-
lems. But the head of the administrative staff is commonly an elected
or appointed academie in the office for a limited period of time. As in-
stitutions become larger and their functions more varied in the phaseof mass higher education, their administrative staff becomes larger;there is no more commonly a Lop leadership of men who were former-
ly acatlenties but who now are learly full-time university- administrators.
Below them there is a large and growing bureaucratic staff. As the ss-tems grows even further towards universal access the enormous costs
generate pressures for greater financial accountability and more sophis-ticated forms of programme management. Universities employ growingnumbers of full-time professionals, such as systems analysts and eco-
nomists Imowledgeable in programme budgeting. The rationalization of
university administration generates problems in this phase, since the
functions of the institution itself have became more diverse and its "Out-puts" more difficult to vantify at the same time as the management pro-cedures are becoming more dependent on quantified data for the assess-ment of costs and benefits.

The rationalization of university administration based on the sys-
tematiL collection and analysis of quantitative data on the costs of dis-
ete activities, and on measures of the "outputs" or "benefits" of these
activities, is a response to the growth of the size and cost of higher LAM-
cation and to growing demands for public accountability regarding its

Rut these managerial techniques, in their heavy relianceon quantified data, become a powerful independent force Working againstthe survival of elite institutions, functions and activities which cannot be
.justified hr l'eferellet to Illa Iltitat ye lovaSUMS eittIVI of theireosts I,r htocfi.s. )

!Int the oevelapment of mass higher education does nut necessarily
invoke the destruction of elite institutions or harts of institutions, or
their transfomation into mass instittttLouis. Inded, elite forms of high-
e education continue to perform functions that cannot be performell asWell b' mass higher education - among them, the education, training and
sociali.:ation of very highly selected students for intellectual work tit thehighest standards of peioentane and creativity. As v. ohserVe the SYS-telll of mass higher education in the Unitell States :1141 the patterns of
grov.th timard mass higher education elsewhere, we see that it involves
the creation and eNtension of functions and auti% ities and institutions
rather than the disappearance of the

But if elite institutions and centres tend to survive and defend their
unique characteristics in the face of the growth and transformation of thes stem a them, they are not always successful. Their special char-
.1c leristius 01111 integrity are threatened by those egalitarian values that
define alI d:fferences as inequities: by the standardizing force of central
goecramatol control: and by the powerful levelling influence of the new

..t."1: IS .1 Ill the Ai 0:11 the detelpoteur of 'hese -.1alia..ertal tech
t.. .t aho .. e I. :e..1)1:: e.:Trill7a th'il it Marti!, art. tucwalle ,..its; the .:rowth it: the

cos' of .:1.." awl.. is c.:t;e:asts or. the iliet ita11111% of ihece trends ai,t1 forces tia.. pre-
, r : .11 etf !!ttt IlieSe new applied. 1,-':at
are 0.:eir ot.A......c...te a: t: wl:a, arc the linuts of toeloralytation relatiot: to lupin atonotnt

sfo I. at 'was: at...tre of ::o r:tsc tet.1..iup.es Lutierman those aciRoies slid ft.,.t tutus tit'
'.1.. er - t Slli !% rclertnac to %Isible and cast 1. 'Imam:fable outputs.
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form ationnii;c41 management administration, The ationaliza-
titin of acatIcitee administration is a reflection and a product of the move-
mein toward ni iss higher education: but it is not neutral toward other
forms of higher kdu ation, In this respect it %olis against the diversity
of the systt in that is also a characteristic - indeed, a L'illtal defining
characteristic - of moss higher education, This creates a dilemma
w ;Leh w ill be discussed later in this paper.

II, [writ% \I. (x)\ ritNANcr.

i.;,e int..11101 gpvt.rilanct. ilightt.
(1)Ulltr\ to (0unt and heti.% (('n

ile-:titutitins, nut, oil the 4:11i'o. t lite institutions evt'l'\'\tIn tend to be
Aoci d h the. to senior professors:(1 ) those who do not hold chairs
ortiiii.ii! pia\ little or no part ill major institutional decisitnis. .Ns in-

and (*spec:di 1\ their non-prolessoial staff, grow, the latter
utcreas:ligi ilaticligt tilt w.onopolistic power a %%hat conics to be seen
IS a Pufs.s,-7;a! . in mass highit education, internal
power contt-: to he shared to No\ ill); tIt'glees ith iinio staff. \lore-
oet, -indents inercas:11:.1i) claiiii a right to influence institutional deci-
sions, and the forms anti e\tent of student participation 1.)ecome a major

.itirini.; the transit ion from elite to mass higher education.
pt.,Ilielas institntional go%.ernance arc greatly sharpened 1)y the

brellsdown if tilt :It adttoic consensus that occuis ith growth and the
transition from -late to mass higher education. I:lite intivesities,
their it:ivi. tradit 14 $11.11- range ul ftinctitins and litIologeneous 'male:, of
stint, ins and s.eachers, souill assume the broad acceptance by their parti-
uipnts of ;Ili. 1):,:-;it niKiottt..n the institution. the Move-.

Itinotion, v. illi its illtt t.a..ge of functions,
-,1:- : ret 1:1.11% 1111% islasis of siwitlits and i':-; Mort',l', 1).1,;,:2!t1111 :s ,Ill; wort. V:Irjt.1 jiv,S ;111(1 rolicIti.0115 Of what

anti their lust itut ions I etiglit to \t tlit sanit.
1'' :-,t -: anti att;tialtS differ Sharply front thOSV

-t :WC V:;1111i11g Ill 1)t)%% ;Ind StU41(11tS,
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the. e.ohicts or interest anti ideology that :C laore familiar - and more
casil. in:waged - the political institutions ot* society, (1 )

The politici.:ation Of the university is a familiar problem in anuost
all advanced societies and is the theme of much current literature. Its
solution may be linked to the larger problem of devising structures that
sustain educational diversity %%Rhin ;in emerging system of mass higher
edueation V.hi.le allouing its vomponent institutions and units to preserve
their 'mil unique identities, a narromer range of functions, and staff ;Ind
students %tho share attitudes and values appropriate to their (Jun institu-
tiun. Consensus %%Rhin units is v.holly compatible u ith vaiet, :Ind di-
vsity of forms and conceptions of higher betuvell units and
%%Man the larger s.N.stetn, Rut if the diversit.% of the %%hole St stem is
reflec ted in each of its component units, the problems of institutional
governance may become almost insoluble: in that event, as %e already
see in some ounties, effective pulle and decision-making inevitablyRum. out of the colleges and universities into the hands of political author-
ities %%hos authoit is based not on their roles in higher education but
on the political processes of the larger society. The bre;;kilown of in-
stitutional gi)vernzincy arising out of value dissensits anfl fiercels.
t ed conflicts of values anti interests tends to aken the autonomy of
an institution: someone has to 1nak4. decisions ant iiCollllt fO public
FUJI( is in V. s inmoll ;.tCcuptabit to the society at large, and if this can-
not be done inside the institution then it A ill be done by outsiders ur their
:win) illteeri.
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CAVEATS

There are several important caveats to be made before developing
this perspective further.

0 First: the three phases - elite, mass and universal higher
education - are, in Max Weber's sense, ideal types. They
are abstracted from empirical reality, and emphasize the func-
tional relationships among the several components of an insti-
tutional system common to all advanced industrial societies
rather than the unique characteristics of any one. Themfore,
the description of any phase cannot be taken as a full or ade-
quate description of any single national systetyl.

ii) Second: these ideal types are designed to define and illuminate
the problems of higher education common to a number of coun-
tries. These problems are of three broad kinds:

Th functional relationships among the various components
or aspects of given systems: for example, the degree of
compatibility or strain between a given pattern of student
admissions and the dominant forms of university curricu-
lum.
The problems arising during the transition from one phase
to the next when existing, more or less functional relation-
ships are progressively disrupted by tuieven and differently
timed changes in the patterns and characteristics of the
system, An example might be the survival of the profes-
sorial oligarchy as a mode of institutional, faculty or depart-
mental governance as the growth in the numbers and func-
tions of junior staff increases their responsibilities, import-
nee and self-confidence.

. The problems arising in the relations between institutions
of higher education and the larger society and its economic
and Political institutions, as higher education moves from
one phase to another. An example here might be the great-
er concern for public accountability of funds spent on higher
education, and the greater interference with the autonomy
of higher education institutions in the allocation and use of
these funds, as costs rise and the higher education system
becomes more consequential and more significant to a wider
range of social, political and economic activities.

iii) Third: it must he emphasized that the movement of a system
from elite to mass higher education, mass to universal
higher education, does not necessarily mean that the forms and
patterns of the prior phase or phases disappear or are trans-
formed. On the contrary, the evidence suggests that each phase
survives in sonic institutions and in parts t ters while the
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system as a whole evolves to carry the larger numbers of
students and the broader, more diverse functions of the next
phase. Its newest and gradually its most important institu-
tions have the itaracteristics of the next phase. But in a
mass system elite institutions may not only survive but flour-
ish: and elite functions may continue to be performed within
mass institutions. (Similarly, both elite and mass institutions
survive as the United States moves towards universal access
to higher education.) But this observation points to a char-
acteristic problem of all mixed-phase systems: the problem
arising from the strains inherent in the continuing existence
of forms of higher eil-.vation based on fundamentally different
principles and oriented to quite different kinds of functions.
The question follows: how successfully, through what institu-
tions and mechanisms, does a system continue to perform
elite functions when the emphasis of the system has shifted
to time forms and functions of mass higher education? now
successfully can a system perform diverse functions which
require quite different structures, values and relationships
- especially when central governing agencies are pressed by
both bureaucratic rules alit' egalitarian po'itics to treat insti-
tutions and individuals equally and in stanoard ways?

iv) fourth: the analysis of the phases of development of higher
education should not be taken to imply that the elements and
components of a system of higher education change at equal
rates, and that a system moves evenly toward the character-
istic forums of the next phase. In fact, development is very
uneven: numerical expansion may produce a mare diversified
student built before the curriculum has been similarly divers-
ified: the curriculum may become more diversified before
the recruitment ;aid training of staff have changed to meet the
net% requirements of the changed eurriculum: the staff may
have become more diverse before the forms of institutional
goveilianec reflect the changes un the chara.:ter of university

cid.lege teachers, and begin to distribute institutional
auth.niitv to reflect more closely acadentii responsibility. A
Close nal.% sis of developments in any system must attend to
the sequence of change in its several parts and patterns; to
the eonseiluent strains and 1)1... _ems: and to the extent to which
the hanges in different eivaitries show common sequential
patterns among the various parts and elntents of their sys-tms.

in short, the analysis of the phases of higher education in advanced
industrial societies, of the development of parts of the system during
these phases, ;mil of the problems that arise at the transition points be-
Neel' phases and among elements changing at different rates within a
phase, is designed to illuminate problemF and patterns common to dif-
ferent societies and systems.
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VARIATIONS IN THE PATTERNS OF CHANGE

There are several questions that may be asked about the patterns
of change in the course of the growth and transfornrition of higher educa-tion in advanced industrial societies.

i) Is there a characteristic pattern in the sequence of change of
higher education systems? If so, what is that pattern?

ii) hies elements of higher education change more or less easily,
and which are higii> resistant to change in the course of growth?

Iii) \\ hat are the consequences of variations in the rate of change
among the several elements of a system of higher education?

It is not possible to do more here than suggest tentative and pro-
visional answers to these questions.

The expansion of student numbers seems to precede other institu-
tional changes in almost all cases. Systems of higher education do not
characteristically modify their arrangements az anticipation of growth.
(Indeed the rate and tunount of expansion, at least in the earlier phases
of growth spurts, is commonly underestimated. ) The one major excep-
tion to this was the "land grant" state universities in America after time
Civil War. These institutions, already democratic and comprehensive
in conception and devoted equally to scholarship, vocational studies and
public service, were far ahead of their time: they were, in fact institu-
tions dedicated to mass higher education long before college and univer-
sity enrolments reached zmything like the proportions which characterizemass higher educatim. Timis important development, arising more out
of the egalitarian values of the United States azul the role of education in
its political philosoph, greatly eased time transition from Mite to mass
higher education in that country. Thus it is only experiencing now,
its move toward universal higher education, time problems that European
countries are experiencing in their move from elite to mass higher edu-
cation.

The growth of numbers, in itself, begins to change the conception
that students have of their attendtmce in college or university. When
enrolment rates are four or five per cent of the age grade, students
naturally see themselves as part of a highly privileged minority; while
this does not mean that the.% arc necessarily passive or deferential, it
does make them feel, along with their professors and lecturers, part of
a small privileged institution with a very clear set of common interests
embodied Ell a common life st le, values, symbols auul ceremonies zuid
modes of speech. All this: affirmed the ern identity of the academ'c
institution over and against the rest of society. Students might indeed be

rebellious, but their actions and deznonstration were typically di-
meted against state er political institutions rather tinum against members
of their own institution.

Growth toward enrolment of I 5 to '2(1 ":. of the age grade, and toward
student numbers in the larger 1:ttropezum countries of half a million rather
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than filt. thous:aid, inevitably changed that. Students increasingly cant
to see their entry into a university as a right earned by fulfilling certain
requirements. Por some, and a growing proportion, attendance is in
part becoming obligatory: larger numbers in all otultries attend univers-
ity at least partiy because people in their parents' social strata send their
children to ttni-ersity :is a matter of course. Such students feel less like
members of a chosen elite on arrival, :Ind they enter universities which
are larger (and in some cases very much larger) than their counterparts
of twenty years ago. 'hust big institutions are marked in many cases
by impersonality, turbulence and continuing political activity. There is
little question that the "communal" aspects of universities have declined
along with the sense on the part of the students ;Ind teachers of their
being members of a special "estate".

l'he growth of numbers and the shift in the conception of attendance
from privilege to right is accompanied by changes in the principles and
processes of selection. .s the gates gradually open, the older, almost
exclusive Links butt% urn a handful or 'Lite( preparatory schools (whether
private or state supported) :Ind the universities become attenuated, and
now avenues of ziecess to higher education begin to open up. Logically,
if the move toward mass higher education were state policy :Ind carc-
fully Planned, the development of a broad system of "comprehensive"
seeimilary schools, ea,rying larger :mil larger numbers from every
social strata to the point of university entry, would precede the growth
of mass higher education itself. in practice, however, the explosive
expansion of higher education over the past twO drcadeS has; almost
everywhere preceded the move toward comprehensive secondary educa-
tion. (The exceptions, here again, are the United States where univer-
sal comprehensive education had been achieved b World War [I %lien
enrolments i11 highe education sere oak\ about EP..., cilen where
the establishment or a flak\ conliwolnsiVv sucoliday School SSton and
the rapid move toward lliaSS highor Cdtication have proceeded together,
by plan, over the past decade. ) It is more trtie to say that mass higher
education is forcing the growth of a popular system of comprehensive
secondary education rather than that the creation of the latter has made
possible the expansion of higher education. (It is true, however, that
thy continued growth of higher education beyond, perliaps, 1 5":. of the age
grade w iii depend on the colltilllled doilloati..ation of the Sccolida.y
school s.%. stein and the transformation of more :Ind more terminal sec-
ondary schools into schools which qualify students for university- )

isAit the climige ill the principles underly ing the preparation Lind
st ;On 4 )f Un .1.S tv entrants has itself proceeded through a series of
phases:

i) there was the simpi twine: )1c of admitting those qualified
for cntr according to mure or less strict moritocratic

This process, however, rusted heavily on very marked
social illoqualities ill the opportunities to gain those qualifica-
tions - opportunities almost exelusively offered by a small set
of elite ayaik...ilic preparatory schools. The demand for the
aholition of social inequality was in the first instancy met sole-
ly by :in emphasis on ineritoeratic procedures and criteria,
\titholit 'Mich regard for the role of social inequality in Affect-
ing the chances of meeting those criteria. Qualifications took
such forms as 13ritin's passes in it:: ".\'' level examinations
or, ill 'WW1* countries, the successful contid.cti011 of the pr--
parator secondary school prograntnic and the earning of a
baccalauiat or .\ WW1%
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ii) The set of complementary forces - increasing democratic
pressures, the needs of the economy and the growth of higher
education itself - lead to an expansion of those secondary
schools atui streams which qualify for university. entry. This
phase is marked by a griming concern for an increase of edu-
cational opporttmities which would make it possible for "able"
students from Lower social strata to enter university. How-
ever, during this phase the growth in student numbers at
university is very largely made up of an increase in the pro-
portion of middle class students %rho almost everywhere are
the first to take advantage of increases in educational oppor-
tunities of every kind and at every level.

iii) In the third phase, partly as a result of the work of sociologists
and partly under political pressures, there emerges a clear and
more widespread recognition of the effect of social inequalities
On educational achievement. This in turn leads to special ef-
forts to reduce the effects of such social inequalities. These
take the form of proposals to modify the structure of secondary
education, especially toward the comprehensive principle, or
at least the extension of the educational channels through which
access to higher education may be gained. In addition, there
is a call for efforts to compensate for the disadvantageous ef-
fects of lower class origins. Increasingly, schools and streams
that formerly led to vocational schools or simply to early term-
illation of formal education are modified to allow, at least in
principle, for the entry into tmiversity of some of their stu-
dents.

iv) In the fourth stage (and in part because social inequal:ties
show everywhere a stubbornly persistent effect on educational
achievement, despite the best efforts of reformers) the egal-
itarians attack the selective principle of higher educat.on and
demand open access to the universities (as at Vincennes), or
a greater expansion of non-university institutions of higher
education which do not require the same formal academic qua-
lifications for entry as do the universities. This phase (clear-
ly. visible in the United :-itates though less so in European coun-
tries) marks a very significant shift from the principle of
equality of opportunity for educational aehievement to more
radical principles of equality of educational achievement for
ali definable social groups and strata. The principle of equal-
ity of individual opportunity is compatible with the maintenance
of meritocratic criteria for entry: the effort is to enable more
students from lower social strata to meet those qualifications.
The latter principle, the equality of group achievement, affirms
that social justice requires that students from all social strata
be equally pkpresented among all elite groups in society, and
this, at least in the short run, is incompatible w ith the main-
tenance of nt Pit nwritocratic criteria for admission. Needless
to sin, even where put into practice, the principle of equality
of group achievement is usually introduced in a highly qualified
or compromised way and immediately introduces very substan-
tial problems, among them the relation of students in open in-
stihdions to those in institutions s' ill governed by meritocratic
principles, and also the signific:uwe of the qualifications earned

instihttions where nieritocratic criteria have been subordin-
ated to other values (at Vincennes, for example, the French
government ::imply ceased to recognize its diplomas).
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The question of the principles and processes of selection and ad-
missio to higher education is the crucial point at which higher edua-
tion touches most chisel. on the social structure. 1% hat expansion does
initiall.f is to increase the opportunities for middle class hildre to
gain an education which still promises to provide (though to a larger
number of people) the II ign iod and rew-arding prof( occupations
:ni traditional social status ffirmyrl. reserved for a much smaller
elite. 11 hilt. a fltrlitli obscier might suggest that tripling or quadt.upl-
ing the moldier. of fiivrsity graduates must reduet. thy special. status :ma
privileges accorded to the graduate, it does not so appear at the time to
paticipants in thy process - for example, the parents of the would-Ie
university entrant. \ nd rysistancc to xp:utsion sa.s, front 5 to 1 5":.
of the age grade - has almost ver: where liven remarkithl weak in the
fact...of denuieratic values and presumed economic needs. !low ever,
the .Werpitilltictitni" of univesit graduates for the tralitiimal graduate
okcupations is a Irv:lily causing misgivings among conservatives who ste
more and more lerlf that mass higher education is a corrosive solvent
of traditional social relations, status, Ilirartliics and privileged accessto elite careers.

\s larger number of %forking class ho gins to enter tiniver-
sit% , the impact of universit.f \pansion on the life hae.es of tipper mid-
dle class fouLli %%HI het-oine efen more %.isilitt. :En theat...nitig. It is hard
to imagine a suf.tt.ssul move to end the expansion of higher education,
although that is curt:dill% talked about in eonscrvative Lireles in all %1 est-yen countries. The establishment of different sctors of higher educa-
tion reflecting the status hierarchies in the larger soviet) is a more ef-
fectif-e w a% of using higher education to Inittyss rather than undermine
the class structure. It would he useful to examine and 'compare the his-
tory and I luvi.lopmvitt of modes of access to higher education in different
:ult.:weed industrial stn-ieties in tinder to see how tht.y have moved through
the phases sketched Ir.tf and wilf the.. are now.

It has !wen suggested earlier that after (.xpansio itself, the earliest
and most rapid changes in the system occur in the moaning of university
student status, :nal in the principles of admission. Miler components of
the st, stem art however more resistant and slower to change. I'llis is
because, while thy decision to expand, Uee definition of attendance, and
the rules for admission are gin riled largely bt forces outside the uni-
versit% , the curriculum, the forms of administration and internal govern-
ant t., the structure .If the academic career, modes Of instruction and
academic standards- themselves, are .11.1 S11:111 c11 (though, :.gain,with I xcept:ons) 11 t11:111 1)5' tilltSitli fortes.
illt1111;!: 1)1clut ssiti ;rv, ful teller 'II' fur V.I)ISv,iliti is ilt I) :.1)11 :1,1tic of the 11:1\ OW1.'1'11141. in Wirt hi'.
i;IlISc .0t tilt- ult.11:iitclititit'S and orientations of academic intn. Let 115
1.1)4 bricrb. at thi
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ACADEMIC ORIENTATIONS

How do academic men - the rectors tun! professors and associate
professors, the docents and lecturers, who staff the old and the new
institutions of higher education in every advanced society - view the
rapid developments occurring all around them? 11 c do not have a de-
tailed study of the academic professions in most countries that would
allow us to say w ith precision just how these men and women view their
own institutions, students and subjects, and the great changes under
way or just over the horizon. But if we cannot know the distribution of
academic attitudes - the relative size and strength of the several most
important positions that university teachers take toward growth and
change in their institutions - we can identify the major dimensions along
which those attitudes divide.

The great changes in recent decades in the site and functions of
higher education have generated a diversity of orientations within the
academic profession in every advanced society. Until after 1Vorli War
H, thee small university system in most countries was staffed by profes-
sors and their assistants, men who had made or were making their ca-
reers through a life of scholarship or scientific research. The bulk of
their students went into a small number of professions traditionally link-
ed to the university degree: higher secondary school teaching, the civil
service, lam, medicine and the church, and in some countries into cer-
tain sectors of finance and industry.. A small number of students stayed
on for higher degrees as apprentices to the professors in their fields.
The expansion, diversification and partial democratization of higher
education over the past two decades has created different functions for
higher education and in so doing has brough: different kinds of studentsto the universities. And, as suggested earlier, within the university
the old consensus about the nature and proper functions of the university
has broken down: in every country ac ailemii men differ among them-
selves in their attitud..-; toward the changes in the university that are al-miler ay or are likely to acompan. further growth,

At first glance, it ma. seen. that the major division among academic
men is between those who give their approval and support to the trans-
format!on of their institutions and systems as they nr)ve from elite to
mass higher education, with all the implications for selection, the cur-
riculum, et.., that have been discussed earlier, as opposed to those
who tenaciously defend the forms and functions of elite higher education.
Hut, in fact, many aLadcmiL men (like politicians, civil servants and
ordinary people) do not draw the full implications of growth nor see its
logical c onsequettes, and many support the e( nutinned expansion of higher
education while opposing its transformation into mass higher education.
Oth es are wary of growth while accepting and even supporting important
c'.anges in the eharacter of their institutions. Thus we see that support
among academics for substantial expansion, beyond 1 a to 2O":. of the age
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grade in higher qlucation, is to some degree independent of their atti-
tuds toward the fundamental uhanges in governance, curriculum and
the like, that we associate with the movement toward mass higher edit-
cat! 11.

III other words, tut analysis of the variations in perspective :uul
orientation among tunversity teavhers, if it is to be useful, has to etnn-
bine their attitudes toward the expansion of higher education with their
views about its proper character and functions. Basic differences in
academic orientations are more accurately represented not along a
single "traditionalist-expansionist" continuum but .ay a typology, one
dimension of which is defined by their opposition to or support for con-
tinued rapid expansion, the other by a commitment to traditional uni-
versity forms and functions versus an acceptance of the transformation
of the basic functions and characteristics of the system as itt moves
from being an elite to being a mass system. This typOhlg is shown
graphically in the following table.

1.1:, IIP: %NI it NI I II *.N:+1

.11: III lira 1111 a A 1.111%

1,11. mut ritr 1.12,1v, rim
III' 111*1( 111 I \1'11 1,\

1 :l it ists EXpall8 h)IliStS

Traditionalists I II

Reformers III IV

These stark polarities do not, of course, do justice to the complex
views and attitudes held i) individual university teachers. Nor do they
rapture the !Mallet's of thought and feeling by which men manage to main-
tain conceptions of the universities and of their academic poles which
reflect both expansionist and elitist values, or which accept some changes
but not others in the character of their institutions. Nevertheless, mendo differ in the emphasis the'} place on these values, the priorities they
pin on their embodiment in universit orgallisatiollS, and in the allocation
of both natiImal and perSlai resources. It is this relative emphasis in
their values and orientations that is .t'tial during a period of expansion
and change. %%heti men caul oppose, or attempt to !clay. or cleotoc, ofccli tl. 11) 111';11l the elialigS %Illicit are associated It itll the Xpaii-
sion att,l delliocrati/atioil of higher ctiocution.

lici)gni111114, thercfoc, that any such tpiPhwy is meant to he an
anaitical aid to understanding broad patterns of (Iylopinunt in higher
ediaatilii rather than an effort to characterize individual men mai their
%ley, S. IT be useful ti) Xaillill the i !WS 11 at'adtIiiit
1.',I'llkr:11. I)% tiltSt

'I'lt. \11II'K oN.\1,ts.r-i:I.rris.I.

this complex of values and attitudes was the dominant orientation
of I:vo,i),n zwild.IIILL: 1111.11 (and, iteleecl, of ticarl't everone who had
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views about universities) before World 11ar II. In many countries they
are still held by a large number of university teachers, especially the
senior professors. In their purest forms they are rarely articulated or
defended now in speech or print, but their power lies in the extent to
which they continue to guide action. They are reflected most clearly in
the work of senior academic men in their senates and committees, de-
fending deeply held and cherished values which for some represent the
very essence of the university, values which give meaning and substance
to civilized society. In this view, the function of higher education is to
prepare small numbers of very able anti ambitious students who have
been rigorously educated in highly selective elite secondary schools -
lycees or gymnasiums - for the professions traditionally requiring a
university degree, and to prepare an even smaller number for a life of
scholarship and scientific research. This university is defined by its
traditional curriculum and governed by senior professors as an auton-
omous corporate body. Graduates of the university, whether they re-
main there as scholars or go into the learned professions, should hold
a distinctive status in society, and indeed comprise a special estate
marked by a way of life and thought as well as by the dignities and pri-
vileges of their str.tus. This conception of the university has its roots
in the classical and humane studies of the medieval and post-medieval
universities, as modified and extended b' Vie inclusion of natural science
in departments and research institutes durig the 19th century. But this
orientation is incompatible with the "democratic" view that entry to the
university should be governed by strictly meritocratic criteria rather
than by social origins and thus in principle should be open to students
from every social stratum, although in practice the nature of selection
and preparation for entry effectively restricts uiembership almost whol-
ly to the children of the professional and upper niddle classes.

In an egalitarian age, men who hold these views are often attacked
as reactionary defenders of their own special privileges. But. when they
defend the values of scholarship, learning am; disinterested inquiry
against the enormous pressures to subordinate the university to the
needs of vocational training, economic growth, soc;a1 levelling and
contemporary politics, they are in their own r.linds defending an impor-
tant bulwark of civilization against the new barbarism of mass society.
It is an important question for societies and educators whether these
views and these men will merely be defeated and "swept into the dustbin
of history", or whether their views will inform and fructify the develop-
ments now occurring and survive at least in parts of the diverse systems
of higher education now emerging. The fate of those values will be de-
termined in part by the unique social and political histories of the several
societies whose educational systems are now undergoing change, and in
part by the ways in which these changes are accomplished. It may be that
the central questions for educators in the near future will not be how to
dislodge elitist-traditionalists front their positions of power in academic
senates, insLitates and departments, but how to preserve and defend the
best of the values that they represent under conditions of mass higher
educatii

2. TiourrioNALIsT-Exp.Nsio.NNT

:Academic men holding this position have welcomed, or at least
accepted, the rapid growth of their institutions and systems while de-
fending the traditional university values discussed above. In a word,
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till'S a re men who have believed it. poSS Hilt* to eXpaIld the elite univer-
sk systems very considerably without transforming them in fundament-
al wa% s or adding to them twite different kinds of institutions - it is a
belief in the expansion rather than the transformation of higher educa-
tion. These views are perhaps the most widel held of the four basic
orientations being deseribed hem. The pressures for expansion that
followed 11orld %% ay 11 met everywhere w ith surprisingly little resist-
ane from academies, in part because they recognized the changed
economic. :end social circumstances Of the post-war %. ,red: in part be
cause in the short run expansion greatly increased the.. resources and
their capacities to do num% things the had %%anted to do; and in part
because their institutions showed a surprising capacity to carry larger
numbers of students and employ more staff without a fundamental change
in their character. But growth atonic begins to create strains in the
traditional forms and functions of higher education, :eerie this orientation,
inherently wistable, has no solution to the problems engendered by
growth, except more growth or the cessation of growth.

3. It1:1.1)11\11:Itti

This is a small but significant body of academic men who w ish to
preserve the unique role of universitie:: as elite centres for scholarship
and research at its highest level, but who IUgni....i the treed for certain
internal reforms that %%mad reflect the changed map of learning and the
changing relationships between higher education and the larger society.
Among the reforms these men have urged have been a modification of the
professorial oligarchy that has governed most ruropean universities and
an improvement in the status of junior staff - ur their conditions of work,
their tenure and their mole in departmental and university government.
In addition, such men have also pressed for more support for research
:nal a movement away from the traditional faculty toward a departmental
organisation that more closely reflects the actual organisation of intel-
lectual and scientific work; in Chit haye uthk,btudi.,
by the \ineican model in whicli the department is the arm of the disci-
pline in the university. ill a sense, this pespective ainivil to moderili7e
the 1111iVerSity ill its organisational structure without changing its basic
character as the centre for intellectual work of the highest standards,
access to which is limited b% merit:KT:die criteria to it relativel small
number of able and highl% motivated students. lanv of these men have
learned in the past 1.111 deeiiIit'S iloM. 1111101 easie it to increase
the numbers of students and staff than to earry out the .:criiis structural
reforms that the have recsamounded. !tut, in their view, a slow ing
down or even it cessation in the rate of growth of higher education or the
shifting or grim+11 %%holly to the non-univtrsit% set tors Illa provide the

spat.e ante opportttnit to reform the conditions of teaching and
learning in the uni%ersities, and thus afford an opportimit for re-estab-
lishing anti rtinfork. in;.; those high st.aiilards threatened b the indiscri-
inate grtmtli of unreformd structures.

1. I 'XII 1NNION 1S It I:F(111 \11:11,,

1:xpansionist reformers, concentrated Vet % on the political
Left anti among .oungtt facult in the social sciences and sonic of the arts
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subjects, see many of the traditional forms and functions of the univer-
sity as the greatest obstacle to the democratization and expansion of
higher education. The problem appears to many of them as much poli-
tical as educational: to change the distribution of power within universi-
ties so as to break the capacity for resistance of the more conservative
professorial elite. In this they often have the co-operation of political
parties and movements, and sometimes of higher civil servants in the
relevant ministries of education. The views of this body of thought are
marked by a conviction that there must be a substantial transformation
of higher education - that it must be extended vertically in the class
structure, fundamentally democratized in its patterns of recruitmentand, hori...ontally, it must be adapted to a broad range of social, eco-
nomic and political activities of the society. For example, they want to
provide useful training for a much wider range of occupations and pro-
fessions titan did the traditional learned professions of the old univer-
sity. It is not uncommon for people with these views to link the trans-
formation of the university to broader ideas of social transformation or
revolution. Moreover, the proponents of this position do not ordinarily
recommend the creation of institutions to carry these additional func-
tions alongside the elite universities, but rather urge the transformation
of those elite universities into larger, more heterogeneous, inure demo-
cratic and socially responsive institutions of mass higher education. In
many countries young faculty have fotuul support for their views in the
student body: the main weight of student demands for changes in the uni-
versity fall into this category.

The attitudes and orientations of university teachers and adminis-
trators toward the future of higher education in their countries, summar-
ized in this typology, both reflect and influence its growth and develop-
ment. The rapid growth of higher education after World War II brought
large numbers of new men into the system. In the climate of Europe at
that time many of these did not accept the old assumptions of European
elite education, especially its narrow class base for recruitment and
the "tuulemocratic' rule of the professoriate.

hi addition, rapid growth, both in rate and absolute numbers,
weakened the close personal ties of junior and senior men which had
softened and legitimated th traditional arrangements. The powerless-
ness and insecuit of the Junior staff became more visible and more
resented.

The !arm-al-based demand for expansion set off a train of conse-
quences most of w hick undermined the old assumptions and arrangements
and led to calls for further democratization and reform. For example,
higher education during the fifties and sixties was increasingly justified
b reference to its presumed contribution to economic growth, and there
was a strong emphasis on the links between univerity training and indus-
trial development. .\t the saute time, that tendency created pressures
for an expansion of technological and business studies and fur more di-
rectly applied research in the tutiversities. On the other hand, the grow-
ing welfare state created a continuing demand for people with skills in
the applied social sciences - ut public administration, in social work,
in penology - indeed for the whole range of social problems to which the
state was giving increased and systematic attention. Roth of these broad
developments strengthened certain sections of the university and imbued
them w :tit a spirit in' vitably at variance with that of the traditional elite
universit. '..1:tn% of the problems (:f I:urvean higher education have
centred on the acconmuniation of these new functions and activities - and
the new kinds of people drawn to them and thus into the university - with
the older functions and traditional conceptions of university
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The typology of academic orientations sketched above, while not
meant to be descriptive of the full range of views held by individual
teachers :uul atIministrators, is designed to be helpful in addressing
such questions as these:

- how diverse are the conceptions of academic life; arc they
captured in this kind of typology, or are there better ways of
describing the main currents of thought among academic men
about their own institutions? Do we find the same types of at-
titudes among politicians and civil servants, or are differences
among them along different lines of cleavage?
11hat is the distribution of these types within a university or a
national system, and how has that distribution been changing
over time?
What is the organisational structure of this normative diversity?
Do we find representatives of all of these types within every
faculty, every department, in ways that arc making it increas-
ingly difficult to govern these units and carry on the ordinary
business of education? Or do we find a continued consensus on
the conceptions of education within faculties zincl departments,
with the dissensus reflecting the new departments, faculties and
research institutes within the expanded universities, thus leaving
the two somewhat insulated from one another in the ordinary
running of the institution?
Where are the concentrations of views held in terms of subject
areas, age, kind of institution and the like? New "experimental"
institutions tend to recruit men interested initially in reform
aunt) expansion. Do the new institutions have much higher concen-
trations of "expansionist reformers"

;
or do they increasingly

become "more royalist than the king' , with strongly conservative
positions as a result of the insecurity of their status within their
national systems of higher education?
11 hat are the patterns of coalition and conflict within the univer-
sities? On what kinds of issues do men and groups holding one
or another of these different views join with others on such is-
sues as curriculum reform, and to what extent are lines of con-
flict and cleavage drawn along these lines of academic orienta-
tions?

Briefly, we are asking whether this typology of academic orienta-
tions helps to illuminate and clarify the dynamics of conflict and change
in the systems and institutions of higher education now, and whether it
aids us to study and understand the evolution of these systems in the
future. At the very least, if this t -ology shows a certain congruence
with the realities of institutional lif , it suggests That we need solid em-
pirical data on the distributions of these views in different systems :anti
parts of systems. Broad comparative survey research centring on a
typology something like this may allow us to get a better sense of the
role of aeademic attitudes and values in institutional change in European
higher education. For, whatever may be the best way to discuss and
anal3se them, the distribution of attitudes :aid orientations of university
teachers and administrators about their own institutions is a major force
in determining whether a society moves toward mass higher education,
how it dealt; with the strains that growth inevitably imposes before its
institutions are transformed, the forms that the new mass institutions
take, ;aid whether the Oder functions and institutions survive and continue
to perform their transits nal university functions.
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DILEMMAS OF GROWTH IN THE TRANSITION
TOWARD MASS HIGHER EDUCATION

The expansion of higher education and the transition from elite to
mass systems generate a set of dilemmas which are not :ashy solved but
which persist as eontinuini, problems for teachers, students and adminis-trators. The forms these dilemmas take and their relative importance
vary from country. to cotuary, but they are visible in some form in every
advanced society whose systems of higher education are growing.

Quality, Equality and Expansion

The steady expansion of higher education appears to some observ-
ers to constitute a serious threat to academic standards. The questionof standards is nominally a question of the quality of an academic pro-
gramme, how rigorous and demanding on the one hand, how rich andstimulating on the other. : \t one extreme we think of a group of learned
and imaginative scholars teaching highly selected and motivated students
in a situation of rich intellectual resources, cultural, scientific and
academic. : \t the other extreme are institutions staffed by ll.ss well
educated and less accomplished teachers, teaching less able and less
well motivated students wider less favourable conditions - marked by
lower salaries, a poorer staff student ratio, a smaller library, fewerlaboratory places and all in a less stimulating and lively intellectual
environment. Many cottntries are committed to the expansion of theirexisting systems of higher education. This involves the achievement of
education at a high and common standard of quality throughout the sys-
tem, whatever the varied functions of the different institutions, Thisdual commitment - to continue(' growth and also to high quality in all
parts of the system - poses die dilemma.

The dilemma has three components. F irst, there is the strong
.egalitarian sentiment that all provision in higher education ought to be
substantially of equal quality (and thus of cost). (In the absence of
good or reliable measures of the effects of higher education on the adult
careers of graduates, we tend to assess the quality" of education by
reference to its internal processes, and this leads us ti equate quality
with cost. ) The second is that the criteria against which ne forms of
mass higher education are assessed arc typically those of the older,costlier for!rs of elite higher education. Third, a rapid and potentially
almost unlimited growth of higher education at the per capita cost levels
of the former small elite ::'stems places intolerable burdens on national
and state budgets which are also hav ing to cope with grow ing demands
from other public agencies, such as social welfare, pre-school educa-
tion and child care, the primary and secondary school systems, housing,
transportation and defence.
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%%lien applied to higher education, the egalitarian position, which
cuts across class lines and party preferences, is highly critical of any
tendency to institutionalize dit7erences between the various sectors of
higher education. Egalitarians in many countries are committed to
closing the gulf between the several parts of their higher education sys-
tems and w reducing the differentials in the status, quality, costs and
amenities of its different segments and institutions. Alen with these
sentiments, who might be called "unitarians" in their commitment to a
single system of institutions governed throughout by common educational
standards, are often also committed to reforming universities :mil mak-
ing them serve more tle funetions of the non-elite forms of higher educa-
tion while at the same time raising the quality of the non-elite forms,
especially of higher teclulical education, to that of university standard.
(These art the people described earlier as "expansionist reformers". )
This position, liber al, humane and generous, argues that formal tlif-
f-rentiat ions between the different forms :unl sectors of higher education
almost always lead to invidious distinctions between them, and ultimate-
ly to very marked differences in the quality of their staff and students
:mil in other respects too. \len holding these views also observe that
the weaker or low status segments of the system are those chaacter-
istivally associated with and used by students from working and lower
middle class origins, so that the status differentiation in higher educa-
tion is closely linked to that of the class structure :s a whole. They argue
that ally sectors of ethation outside that system which includes the uni-
versities nut necessarily be made up of sevond class institutions for
second class (and most commonly working class) citizens, as historical-
ly 11118 been the case. Essentially, their slogan is "nothing if not the
best" - espeeially for youngsters from those strata of the society which
have often rlcl'iVt'll 11.88 or, if anything, second best.

%%hilt. this position is humane and generous in its concern for equa-
lity of educational opportunities for working class people, it is, in its
insistence on a "levelling upward" in rest as well as quality, inevitably
in conflict with a continued and rapid expansion of the provision for high-
er education. No society, no matter how rich, can afford a system of
!Ogilvy education for 20 or 30":. of the age grade at the cost levels of the
elite higher education which it formerly provided for 5 :. of the popula-
tion. Insofar as galitarktns insist that there be nu major differentials
in per capita costs among various sectors of the system of higher educa-
tion, ;uid at the same time insist on expansion, they force a levelling
downward in costs and perhaps also ul quality. Insofar as they are com-
mitted to a high and common set of standards throughout the system, the).
art. also necessarily urging a restraint (al expansion, though they them-
selves may not recognize this. The crucial question in ibis unitarian
position is woethe it is a e(nnillitment tril t) a l'0111110I1 set of stuulrds
throughout tile system, or to a comninn set of high standards.

The unitarian position i s, I suggest, basically ineopatible with
very marked differences between institutions in their status, staff/stu-
dent ratios and other aspects of cost anti quality. %% hilt it is possible
in principle to argue that stunt. institutions would bt. more expensive be-
ause they tarry a larger research responsibility, it is very difficult in
practice to argot. fur a gentiane unitarian system while furbititling certain
parts of that system or institutions within it to engage in research. And
research is inherently highly expensive. Ntore.......er tiler', is a tendency
every where to identify research with the highest standards of higher
eduation, :in identification that atrial; component of reality. It is
research that attracts the most able and creative Licaocinit minds, alid
it is the institutions that recruit these men that gain higher status in any
sy stein of Itighti. education. Therefore a genuinely egalitarian policy
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must allow every institution to attract people who are innovative intel-
lectually, and that means supporting their research and them the
1,411 degree of autonomy they need to create new knowledge, nee fields
of study ;mil new combinations of disciplines.

"l'hese activities are very hard to rationalize tun' programme close-
ly despite the Itew forms of systems management being introduced every-wlwre. ror this and other reasons, a unitarian position which wishes to
raise standards in all institutions to that of the leading universities tends
to constrain the growth of the system: if every new place, every new in-
stitution is potentially as expensive as the most costly of the old, then
growth must be very carefully plainly(' and sharply restricted, However,
where the egalitarian spirit overrules that of a commitment to high stan-
dards, as in much of the 'United States, the slogan is not "nothing if not
the best" but rather the expansionist Slogan "something is better thannothing', Under those circumstances there tends to be a levelling down-
ward coupled a itlt expansion rather titan a levelling upward with its in-
herent tendencies toward a constraint on growth.

The ke question in this dilemma is whether new forms of higher
educathm can fulfil their functions at a st;unlard that earns high status
and satisfies egalitarians, while reducing per capita costs in ways that
will allow genuine expansion tow ani mass Rig'o'r education, The Open
UniAersity u1 Creztt Britain is certainly one effort in that (lireetion,
thrnatively, a society may reject the arguments of the unitarians and
egalitarians and develop a system on the American model that sustains
internal divers it in costs and quality as well as in foetus and functions.
(.\.4 is suggested later, this is much more difficult in systems that arc

ced, and thus ultimately gmerne(1, by a central governmental agen-
cy. ) In either case, the more ambitious and energetic the new institu-tions, the more they will the libraries and research facilities,
the salary schedules and other amenities of the old instiLitions, lind the
more like[( the.% :Ire to (Irk' their per capita costs up. It may he troy(!'
exploring how the forms or this dilemma differ in tliffl'ent societies,

effect uC e\a15iO11 1)11 St:tlnlal`ds and (plata\ iS a c01111)11' :11111
iSSUV. 111 the stage or the current phase of growth, in

the fifties, there was w idespread concern among academies and others
that the pool of talented youth able to profit f..ont higher edLeation was
small and limited, and that expansion beyond the numbers ptavided by
this pool would necessarily mean a decline in student quality, .1.stzt thisfear has declined anl in some cases disappeared as numbers hafre grotut
with Ito :Ienioustrable decline in item'' student quality, (I ) Neverthe-
less, static obseryers suggest that the new stadents, 114A less able,
are less highly motivated or less well prepared in their secondary schoolsfor serious academic work. This feeling is widespread, though there is
no good evidence to ;:upport the hypothesis and there is sonic reason to
suspect that present-day students are being compared with idealize(I
StlItlentS thical Golden Age located variously in the past, de-
pending on the age of the speaker.

There is a somewhat more persistent anti plausible concern felt by
many that tit- rapid expansion of higher education has lowered the average
quality or the adequaey of preparation of college and university teachers,
espee ia 1 1% omit/1g the new recruits. Still others fear that growth has ad-
virselY affeeted the relations between teachers ;ual students, making
them more remote and impersoual (where they w not so a!r('ad%).
Others suggest that mass higher education must affect the intellectual

!.1:,.er dh.r, r.u.:c .11 4'111;le5 n
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climate of colleges und universities, introducing into them the vulgar-
ities of the market place, of vocational training, of mass politics and
popular culture.

11hatever the validity of these fears, and they are not wholly with-
out substance, a seems likely that the impact Of expansion on the quality
of higher education would be greatly influenced in every society by how
Lt deals with the dilemmas discussed above, and particularly %%nether it
strives to achieve a common level of quality throughout, or finds ways
of creating and sustaining diversity within its system in all the haracte-
istics that mark higher eduLational institutions, including their quality
and costs. It ina be that in the interaction of quality, equality and ex-
pansion, educators must accept the inequalities inherent in genuine di-
versity if the} are to defend the highest standards of scholarly and aa-
demic life in some parts Of an expanding sysm. Rut that "solution",
of course, has its own costs - moral and inteLlectual as well as financial
and political - and some societies may well opt for equality at high
dards, at the cost of continued rapid t oansion. It is probable, however,
that only in rhetoric can all of these ti..irable characteristics of higher
education be maxintii.vd w ithin the same Sy StC111.
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PATTERNS OF PLANNING UNDER CONDITIONS
OF UNCERTAINTY AND RAPID CHANGE

An analysis of the phases of development Of higher education of the
kind being undertaken in this paper involves some effort to see into the
future. This, of course, raises the question of the extent to which some
kind of planning, either for systems or for single institutions, can help
to ease the transitions and solve the problems during the transition phases
uncovered by this analysis. That, in turn, involves some consideration
of the nature of forecasting awl the role that it may play in educational
planning. Let us begin by making a distinction between secular trends
zunl unforeseen developments.

1. SECULAR TRENDS

Secular trends, the broad movements of social institutions, the
kind that we have been discussing in this paper, can reasonably be ex-
pected to continue, short of a catastrophe, over a period of decades.
Among the secular trends in higher education that we can reasonably
expect to continue for the rest of the century the must important are
growth, democratization and diversification.

a) Growth

Despite the problems that the growth of higher education Ir. ings in
its train and despite the arguments one hears from various quarters that
the growth should by slowed ur stopped, it scenes very unlikely that any
advanced industrial society can ur will be able at any time an the near
future to stability the numbers going on to some form of higher education.
This is true for a number of reasons that will probably be compelling for
any government ur ministey.

There is almost certainly going to be a continued popular ta.mand
for an increase in the number of places in colleges and universities.
Despite much loose talk about graduate unemployment or ove -supply of
educated men, it is still clear that people who go on to higher education
thereby greatly increase their chances of having more secure, more
interesting and better paid work throughout their lives. The concern of
young men and women and of their parents for access to the best intl most
highly rewarding jobs in the society (rewarding in every sense) will in-
sure that the demand fur places gmtinues to be high.

Those ratiimul uniulatiuns and anticipations initially affect those
people (and their cnildren) who are, so to speak, at the margin of higher
education, who would a few years earlier have ended their formal educa-
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tion on the completion of secondary schooling, Ilut growth and the move-
ment from elite to mass higher education itself creates a set of social
and psychological forces which tend to sustain it. .\s more and more
people go to college or university, and as an even larger number be-
come am are of it as a possible and reasonable aspiration for themselves
and their children, higher education enters tutu the Ftandad of living
of growing sectors of the population. Sending one's sons and daughters
to college or university inereasingly becomes one of the decencies of
life rather than an extraordinary privilege reserved for people of high
status or extraordinary ability. Giving one's children a higher educa-
tion begins to resemble the acquisition of .zut automobile or %%ashing
machine, one of the Sy mbols of increasing affluence - and there can be
little doubt that the populations of advanced industrial societies have
the settled expectation of a rising standard of living. But, in addition,
sending one's children to college or university is already, and will be
more so in the future, a symbol of rising social status. Not only does
it give evidence of status mobility in the adult generation - in this re-
spect resembling the purchase of a home in the country or an automobile
- but it also lays the necessary foundation for the social mobility of a
family across generations. i:verywhere the numbers of people who
have (011'1)1(.441 secondary education grow, and as more people orn-
plete secondary education the more necessary it is for their children
to go 011 to higher education if they are to oualify for still higher status
n..CLIPat This increasingly the case as more aml more occupa-
tions require a degree or other higher education qualification for entry.

The w ishes of pari.nts and youngsters to go on to higher education
%%mild of course be inhibited if there were no growth in tli jobs that

post-stcondOry OtItIt atiOn. On this score there is presently
much talk of an oer-supply of graduates and of a decline` in the market
for people mho have had further education. But there is little evidence
of that ove-supply, and this mill certainly- remain the case for the next
three to four decades. Vor closely related to the growth of demand for
places, which might 1w called the push from the general population, there
is the pull of the economy, nmked particularly by the continued growth
of the tertiary or service sector of the society. This takes two forms.
One is the gromth of those occupations which traditionally or presently
require higher educational qualifications. The growth of every advanced
economy is marked by a nitwit more rapid growth in the numbers of
managerial and technical personnel than of manual or skilled workers.
The ationali,..ation of production and the growth of industrial and com-
nwrcial organisations geavrate enormous bureaucratic structures which
in their middle and higher reaches clearly call for the skills, attitudes
and orientations that are provided by post-secondary education. \lore-
ov, there is a %\ lath. range of nett and semi-professions, particularly
those linked to the welfare fuwAions of goVV11111011t tilt' social workers,
penologists, experts in environment, transport, housing and urban prob-
Mus - 11tivit call for tolVallOd training.

hi addition, :Ind equally important, is the educational inflation of
occupations, .Ns the supply of educated people grows, job ri quirements
are redefined so that occupations which fol'Illtsrly vre filled by secondary
school gcaduat-s are increasingly restricteileto people with pos+-
secondary edw. ,Tion. It may be argued that many of thesejobs - tor example,
the o ;ddle !sects of business management or public administration - do
not e4I formal post-sIcondary education. Hut, in fact, growing number:

pt,1,0.1 v. it no wt. fiwinAl colliptqc SUccc$Sfally jObS
M ha. less formal qualifications. Once in those jobs, they
tend to reshape them by exercising responsibility, taking initiative and
apply ink sk1.1 and imagination in ways that the job may not have "required"
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when it was being filled by people with lower qualifications. 'This is an
aspect of the impact of the extension of higher education on the occupa-
tional structure that manpower analysts almost never take into account
partly because until recently graduates had been going into traditional
graduate occupations rather tlum redefining anti reshaping jobs former-
ly filled by people who had not been to college or university. One of
the must important aspects of the movement from elite to mass higher
edtv..ition lies precisely in this transformation of jobs by people of
greater education than were employed formerly in those jobs.

11 hat mass higher edueation does is to break the old rigid onnec-
tion between education and the occupational structure untier which a
degree not only qualified men for a certain range of occupations and
professions but also disqualified them for all the jobs.which formerly
did not employ graduates. Thus "graduate unemploymenebas never
meant that graduates could not get jobs in competition witlinon-grad-
uates, but that they could not get the kind of jobs that they thought ap-
propiate to their status and dignity. The growth of mass higher educa-
tion breaks this connection and allows people who have gained a higher
eutleation to seek employment, without loss o; dignity, w hierever the Ijobs
may exist. entering the job market without prior conceptions Of in-
appopriate.' jobs, graduates can up-grade the jobs that they do take,
both in status and in the scope they give for the application of skill and
initiative. At the same time, by competing with those who have not been
through college or university they 'Mere:it the pressures on the latter
to gain formal qualifications so that they too can compete successfully
for the same range of v.Ititt: collar occupations. This process (like the
rising standard of living as applied to formal education) is one of the
poce.ows which inexorably increases the demand for higher education
both from the populations of industrial societies mul from their occupa-
tional structures.

Alongside these social, psycootogical and economic forces are the
institutional changes ill secondary education which bring more and more
students to the point of college or university entry. The raising of the
school-leaving age, the broad extension of university preparatory studies,
the spread of comprehensive schooli:Ig, are all institutional encourage-
ments to students to stay oil longer and to qualify for entry to college or
university. The extrusion of educational opportunities in Si ,Ondary
education reflects both the fundamental democrati;ation of Ino(',rn so-

ict and changes in the economy mentioned earlier. Rut it v.,.ks inde-
pendenth of tlise other forces to increase the pool of young oleo and
women Oat the margin" of higher education - and thus the absolute num-
bers and the popotioa of the age grade - who are able to pursue further
stud:es in response to a variety of Ahoy economic :mil social motivations.

It is widely ecognii.ed that the rate of social, economic and tech-
nological cluing(' in modern societies is very high and is increasing. In-
venions such as the et mpute, changes in the supply of energy implicit
in flue h.a r fission and fusion, changes in forms of transportation tund
emertainment and communication, all create new industries almost
overnight while sentencing others to rapid decay and obsolescence. The
more highly developed the economy, the intime rapid these tramforma-
flow.; of the economy and its underlying teclumlogieal base, :mil all of this
in tua forces changes throughout life on people in the labour force. One
student of social and teclumlogical change has estimated that a num who
is presently entering the labour market in the United States will change
not just ltis job but the industry in which he works nine or ten times in
the course of Iii.z working life.

The rapidity of social change, largely though not exclusively due
to rapiti technologi.al change, puts a very great premium on the ability
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to learn wag the master.% of specific skills. This, in turn, greatly in-
creases the ftmetional import:uie Of lingual selitmiling over appntice-
ship or on-the-job training. Formal education proviiles a base of broud
understanding of managerial :mil teclutical princi I.p.es and, above all, a
training in the capavity to acquire new knowledge: v11'11' apprentieeship
and u11- the -job training more often transmit skills which are likely very
quicklv to become obsolescent. Rapid tecluiologival and urganisatiomll
eltzutg loosen the links betwt.vit formal education and specific parts of
the occupational structurt ; but they increase the role of formal shool-
ing in underpinning the whole structure of a rapidly changing teclum-

sv stem. This fact at4tics against the widespread assumption that
''non -ti' clinical" studies have no voatilmal compinicut. On the contrary,
it is likelv that the most important "skill" acquired in higher education
is the capacity to respond sensitivelv and successfully to rapid social
and teclutologieal change. Above :tity specifk. skill acquired, it 1:: this
that students in collegos :mil universities gain in their higher studies
%%Inch gives them a significant advantage over those who have nut been
through higher education. Indeed, it may well be that formal education
is the major determinant of %%nether men and %%omen are the beneficiaries
or the vietims of social and economic changs.

It is clear that these ehattges benefit sonic sections of the population
%%It ltating other's, and those hurt most are those w ith inflexible skills
tt ate not the vapacitv to adapt readily to new requirements or 01)Pur-
tunitis. It is not only the ability to adapt to new jobs but the capaity to
learn where new opportunities arc arising that is the marl: of the educated
matt, and this is a very great advantage that he has over less well-edu-
cated people itt enitetttporat.v societies.

h) ..ettiocratt..attott

Set r trend 111 Modern tone's - movn "nt that in 1% estern
countries is nahroliett for at least t%%1, ut.tttutit.s and shin% no signs of
%%ealoning - is the fundamental ilettiocrath..ation of sucict.% lit its earliest
6w/us this imokeil the xtensit)i, of the frattchisc and utlit.r aspects of
political pi 1%% to la rgcr and la rgcl sections of the societv, lit addition,thtr been a continued weal:ening of tratl it ilmal slit ial 'list s'tions

the txt.ttsi1)11 of %aviints sli ;:t1 ;Intl cuitiffilic (%%Iticli %%ct. once
itri%iit.gcs) to ccr brctilt.r soctipits of till' tnnititutit.%. Traditional
social Ilirarchis dill sur%:%t and pattcrits ilcferctice are glepl
billIil fit the structures of lll:iit societies. N..vi.l.tilvi..ss, vvor-
%11(1.. ow ctit tItc art. %%cal.citiint unel (It'' impact of 11Ilt1 %%ars,
the i.,,r,)%% tit kit' t cutsunting sinitt , and the It%cliitt.t fories 4,1 tIvint)-
crati.. politics, tilt mass media and mass olticatiun. TIn.int)venteitt
t 'Hass hit:Jul. cilticat ion v. ill cinitribatt. to this ill.inti-
u1' :16.;it,it)11 tic Slit' ht% 1119111W rill I .'ilt Mil iii' figli
igit'k hilt,' to the ',mai opportunities.
Rut the xponsion and deolocrati,.atisut ef educational opportunitv. the
"licuith2. t5) ~peal., Ittl part of this 'Poet's~, il
Liter tilt ;I inatIt that the ultimate results td a 'male.% td

4)11).)rtunitt must he vi:-iblt in the t'sp.alit of achievement of snuial
gyttups and -at.ata,

inttIligt.tict is rantbonly ilistributd in a pttintlatiott - ail mpitica!
ilut.stiun %%Inch has cu'. tit he a pdit it al atfirtinitiint - an iliffiTt.ttct.s
in tin p,isn.ti:mns .:rittith fruit' dititt.t.nt grutins ot st,ata %%In) t.tatt
II IOW!' Illit .11 and _ :lilt its iltg,rtt.s and t-tt.titlyatts must be disc to pat-
ti.rtts td sun rintittatiin Hitt to %at.iatiiats itt individual abilit.
Tittst ditit i:t c;;;Ilitarkin age arc incrt.asingl.% defined as
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ales and thy product of injustice, and vt.r strong social and political
forces are at wt wk reduce or obliterate them. The net result of them,
foris must be the expansion u1 places, if the proportions from every
sotial class are lu l equal 1/ed. This is clearly more a long-range
goal than ill111ellillteh of putie.; inue-
ovr, art. num\ arguna.nts of principle against these policies.

hatver out. ma\ think of those arguments, however, it is difficult to
imagine that thy, t ill ht dt..cisive and that the fundamental dmocratiza-
tion of the society ;till not also extend to tht provision of plate: in higher
education, as it hos for printar% schooling and is in the process of doing
at the secondary ievels.

\nother broad trend in higher education that %t c might reasonably
k.xptct is the diversirientn,n of the ru's and functions of
higher education. \s alread suggested st veral times in this paper, Ow
growth of numbers ltas also meant an increasing diversit 1,r students
. it!' respect to tinr s,,,::.1 origins and other characteristics, their
ntotiittions, asp:rations, Interests and adult careers. All of this places
great pressures on the sstclit to reflect the divers it% of students in :1
silIlilar dkersit% of etitteational provision - in the curriculum, ill forms
of instruction and the like. central issue is the continuing struggle on
tilt part of more taditionall oriented educators against the threat, as

sil it, ti) Stand:11S, and iu11ee,l tilt' ssnt of the tra-
ditional univrsit, posed 1). the pressures for di\ et.sification arising out
of the grow ing and itangiug student population.

III addition to the familiar changes t ithin the "rehrular" colleges and
uniarsities, there is also a ntoultnt to dirsif bight r education up-
wad .uttl outward: upward to ov ide adult edneation or lifelong learning
fn a cr% large part t. tilt adlllf. po1111Iatioll, ullt1%;114I, to bring it to peop(c
ill their )11I1 11111111 s la` The pSSUrS hehilhl this are 1111U1\
There is lob\ ilar-d the force of rliphi Si It i:1 ;UPI technological change
which alone creates a neetl for the nr.,visiun of nil.. skills M. Vt'illWII
formal training for people \Oil) are changing their occupations, or whose
jobs and nvifssions are changing Illu r:Illith than their :illUit\ to
keel) thrtql:h /11-the-j..1) Npih. I 'or example, engineers and
doctors becinitt inceasing!.. out of touch with the latest tli.lopmnts
in their professions unless th. are ahle to get formal rt fruhr training
during their professional career,. But, 111 additior., man\ educators
are noting that substantial ritctiulls of the 1,1.1 universit student body
enteriier from see.,11.1:11 se111,); :ire for tarious reasons some-
what rest tful of their prolonged formal education and rather tt. akl
mot kited, cont r :ist, the niutieNti.in of adults :dread.% ill the ()CUIU-
Ii,)11:11 St rile tll re for further formal eilneation is often vet high. Th.
are In tch 1111)re l eV.li riling to teach and indeed bring a new and stimul-
ating els vii.nt back int., the classroom It wo of their Imit job xperine.
III addition tli tend to he it highl polititized and liaN,a. ntor slus-
ivl auoletilic ocational interest, and this appeals to niam ethic:aut.:4
as :is to politic ions. \ild to this the fact that adult talueation, offered
pat-time or in the evenings for people al ad ill the occupational struct-
ure, often turns out to he expnsie than tad;tional rurnis of higher
viltt.iyott. Ille students do not h1\'1 to he epensil maintained in halls
tif resident t moreover, there is not the hidden cost of their gont
tarnalgs if the. are actual I\ at work while attending kollege tot univrsit
courses. \ :;trot deal has heel] written on the subject of perm mein edu

snare the vi, of num.\ that tins inn\ he tilt sector of Itiglir
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edueation which trims the most rapidly over thy next three i four de-
cades If :idults art. brought directly the central collg mil uni-
x ersit% facilities and are taught alongside %ining men ;mil winnen direct-
ly out of secondary 81'11001, it nia normotil beneficial for both
sides and in important respect:; change the character of higher educa-
tion for the nhIcr and younger groups alike.

\dult education, altatl% liberated from the traditional forms as-
sociated with the education of voting men an-I %tonic'', is likely to break
with all sorts of traditional assumptions about how higher education is
at..omplisheil. It is likely ti) by more dispersed and 1/14)1114M much closer
to %%here people live and work. .\lreall% the Open University in Ilritain
has demonstrated that higher education at the high standard of British
universities can be offered to men and %%omn in their ()W11 111)111(8, anti
this is a lesson that is being learned by similar forms of off-campus
and "extended" education in the United States and other countries. The
iniaginative use of telt.% ision, of video cassettes and remote ...t)1nputet
consoles w ill greatl% facilitate the provision of higher education onts;ilt
the traditional boundaries of the university or college buildings. And
while these developments are likely to occur first ill 1'01111(4'th/11 %%all
adult l'tillt'ation, they Ina.% vt.t well be adapted to the education of post-
set.ondary .vouth in the ne;u future.

CrtA% ti: ilivesifiration, these are the secular
trends in higher education that we call antieipate ,ove the next
three or four decades, though at different rates and in different forms
in different places. If the future were the product W.' the secular trends
alone %%1. could plan for it %% ith )1I1 S01111' Stlltit carae.
it\ to master the future, first intellectually and then institutionally. But
the future is not just the aggregate of secular trends. it is also full of
unforetieen events and Which !unlit 11011(1' to
alltit'ipatts WOiti for %%Well yvi plan, Or our capacity to
make our plans achieve the results that me intend.

2. tr' oursi :1:N

linforeset'll I livelopments take a number of different forms, such
as 114.%% teclinitpies and teelinologies in in4lust, it s, specific will enormous-

-. lt." cuuseyueutial Iiititorical l`VI'llttii and hit .1 changes in the values of
suctions of the society ;Ind must especially of youth. %1 Ito could have
ftiecost unb two or three decades ago the development of die uomputer
iliduNti.% or of ultctrollit8 more generally ? These industries have af-
fected tile economics and occupational structures of advanced industrial
souietics ver consoleral,1%., and in a 11* pl'Vtipll* i ;lave

changeti tilt- resources available to education. Video cassettes,
te lt v :siou, uomputers and the like wake it possible at least to imagine
extended forms of iii014.1 education vet% differeilt from the corrt's1)011(1-
4.144. courses fie external degree" \\ am II.

Specific historical events also affect oto power to forecast the (levy-
:ow:am, i, ilk-Thor:41ns In .\inerica the assassinations of Jolul and
it,,b,t Kennedy changed the politics (;util the colleges ;uol universities)
of that nation profoula:b , not least through their effect on the extent and
duration of .Ninerica's ru it itar% iuvu1venlent ill Tilt' hatillIt
of pa.% lelltti crisis ill anti its effect on the British National l'hui
in the lah sixties vi.% substantiall lllll Idled the development of higher
education in that count' (ft, to take a more speculative example, a
substant:al easing of bit:duns between 1:as.. and \\ I.st and 11 vi.r.% sharp
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control of the arms race may in the future release for higher education
subst;thtial resources ill %%tstern countries %%Welt are nou spoilt on de.(tIli

I'lltl ;trt ;tl:44) broad eliangos in values, in %%holt. sot &ties or In
major segments, %%Illicit affect Ili tiller education. Po oxample, the
quite unanticipated gomth uL eonrit for the environment in all illdt1H-
trial Stir ittiv8 11 ill affect higher (..Ittuation in various %%ays . on the one
hand increasing the domain' for people %tali broad r(nnbiliations of zul-
%anctol learning in social and telutiai aroas, 011 the other 11:11111 po-

itling importalit additional competiCou fu1. 1.i.siniet.7.; that might othe-
u is(' go to higher tolttration. \nothor example is the grout!' of the
totunttt ulturo" in every \\ estern stwiety, :uttl %liat iti cloalv a re-

treat from reaNun among sections of middle class tuttli touad two-
romanticism and unconventional forols of religiosity. Closely related
to this there is among ecta ticctiollS of youth yiliat might be canto! :I
criSis of ambition, marktol the primacy of mural considerations tun!elittcst for community as against thy' striving for hull

:111,1 1 piI`SIM:Il TIltSi changes in valuos, the significance
1)e tthieh iS hard to OSSCSS ()I'!" lung 111:10, V('l'% great con-
sequences for institution:4 such as unit sities that ato fountlocl so stib-
stantially on the rule of reason and on the pltpal'ati011 adult arees

1)11 kmmi,dgc and ,\pt.rtisc.
Trhcightntol political eourerns Intivrsit studnts in the iatt.

si \tics, and the readiness to carry political activism into the unioisity
itself, have posed anothei sot of prt.blonts for institutions of higher otItt-
eation, and it is difficult to kittm hum that pattern tt ill dt. ..clup in the
decades alwad. III addition there are changes ill the relations betuten
the generations, ill the sten,gth and Isis iti and ill a %%hide
varlet\ 1,t ftuidainental belief~ and values %%hie!' make problomati the
traditional fol1118 of elationships in colleges and tuthrsities.

1*()It ()I.' \NN "

In the :*;ici of So touch t11;it LS pl'oblvill:itit ill
IiiStoial (lc\ vlopllicIlt, as against hat can roastmably be anticipated
as the outcome of foreseeable secular change, it is useful to In:Ike a
distinction between IA hat !nig! t be called "prescriptivo planning," :11111

.s..sttlits planning .

l'ircsertptiye phuming, till' kind that is 1111:;t commonly pactisod
by the :;overailig :no rit s advanced societies, :lints
to spell out in detail the si.o and shapo I)f the higher education system
over tilt it \t sovera I decades, and the eontent and forms of instruction
- ill brief, %that still be taught, to tyhonl, to him many, ill \that kind of
institutions and at tt hat tNpunst.. Prescriptive planning necessarily
1.1r,ts 1)11 :111 4)1' ScutlIal t11111(IS (;1J1(I olliy Solid' of tlloSt), .1. pi-
c.11! , it I);iScs itStIr 1)11 4St1111;itt'S and of the demand for
hightr educatiInt, both in tht population at large and by tlw crunoni.,,
and the rosours mailable to higher odu. ation over a period of yeas.
Sy stems planning., by contrast, %%mild have :Is its aim the eolution of .t
sy stem 4,f b% divcrsit ;11111 t'lt'\ibilih, It uutild
not aim to specify in detail ttliat those institutions of higher eduratiou

ould look like, of hut% and V. hat they V. mild teach to hunt. The diffor-
encc in those modes of planning is bettt yell planning the specific size,
sap and t outent of an educational system, and planning Strtlettlri.



or form of a system of higher education which is best able to respond
to the 1 111111)illatil)11 of secular trends and unforeseen developments.

The forces for prescriptive phuining are dominant everywhere,
despite the fact that they are probably inappropriate fur a future that
inevitably involves unforeseen ile%elopinents. They are (1(111int first
because of the very existence of agencies of central control. The exist-
ence of a central ::tats' administrative apparatus %% ith the power to plan
prescriptively is the first guarantee that that will be the form planning
will take. Ti is, Lit addition, the illusion that higher education
constitutes a losed system relatively imprvionts to tuiforeseen develop-
loents. This is hi hangover from the period %%hen almost the whol of
education consisted of compulsory. plus a 1,.(ry small system
of elite higher education: the bulk of planning for that kind of system
was largely a planning for space and for the number of teachers neces-
sary for a known population of youngsters, The forms and patterns of
broad. nataniy% hie prescriptive planning for primary and secondary educa-
tion arts now being adapted to higher education. Net it is easy to see how
much more vulnerable !Ogilvy education is to unforeseen developments in
technology, historical (%ento-; and broad changes in .aloes than is the sys-
ttqll of primary and secondary education. Third, growth itself stimulates
prescriptive planing: the more higher education grows, the more money
is in.t.iit.d for it, the mort interest there is in it among larger ports of
tin' population, the greater denuuid there is for tight control over its
shape and costs. The growing denuuid for accountability. of higher educa-
tion, for its ability. to demonstrate its effiriene in the achievement of
mandated .41(1 budgeted inevitably translates itself into tighter
controls and prescriptive planning. But this control can only be exercised
rationally in terms of available lotowledge based nu foreseeable trends
and projections. The growth of higher education, given a prescriptive
control system, places ever greater demands on that system to maintain
and Ulcrease I tS y0111.1.4)1 (1% CI. numbers and costs, structures and stars-
dab. lis.

'I'lSt* ISA% t. pkuming involving that kind of (lose control has how-
( vet. v'et's little flexibility. to respond to the unforeseen, and a very slow
response rate to new developments. Ill addition. it politici/es num.%
educational issues by locating the key decisions in central political ;igen-
el( S. Iltit, perlii,ps most important, prescriptiv planning by central
planning agencieo-: does not and perhaps eanriot ertate genuine diversity
in the forms anon structures of higher education, although diversity itself
constitutes the major resource that higher education has for responding
to the tuiforesecn as well as to the ant icipated developments ;did secular
trends of modern society.

Central go%ening bodies tend to e\ert pressures toward uniform-
ity among the institutions under their control. These tendencies are
on:y. slo%%ed by the formal allocation of wricront functions to dirri.i.ot
si.utos and are not reversed, as tin.. :Iry for i.xampte ill ilritaints

s.% ark: nevi. 'al pressues for noiforit or ,on-
virgence ao-;soc kited with central governmental control over higher edu-
cation:

i) the uniform application of administrative forms and principles,
as in formulas linking support to enrolments, formulas govern-
ing building Standards and the provision and allocation of space,
fonittlao-; (-,(Ierning research support, etc. :

ii) broad norms of equity, hielt pr(seeibc equal treatment for
It cull:v:11(.1a Mil tS r a single governing body:

iii) inereasingly strung golitaitui %.alues which define all differ-
(awes among public hist ituthuis - in their funetions, standards
and support - ;is inequitable.

P;8
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\lid ti, these the tendency for institutions to converge toward the
forms ;Ind practices of the most prestigious models of higher education,
a tendency %%inch oia.rates independently of government control, and we
see that the forces working against diversity in higher education art
very strong at a time when expansion increases the needs for diversifiva-
tion of furtuti and ftuictions beyond that whirl' presently exists.

In Many etnaltrit'S the struggle to contain diversity takes the form
of an effort to maintain tight controls over stuulads, costs, tuictions,
forms and so forth, all in the service of the traditional values of higher
education. Diversity is seen not only as a threat to the power of the
state over a major claimant on public resources, :is a threat to orderly
governmental :mil bureaucratic process and as a rhallnge to the norms
of equity and equality: diversity is also seen as aailentie anarchy and a
threat to the traditional values of higher education itself.

There is here in part a hostility to the market which is seen, eo-
rectly, as subversive of prescriptive controls and as embodying the
neistcry of the tutqualified over what ought to be a protected sphere Of
cultural life. \ild to this the relation of growth to high costs and public
accountability, amt the consequent nationalization of administration in
the servit of efficilit., and m see how strong are the forces making
for prescriptive planning. Evevy where one sees the distaste of central
governmental agencies for the messiness and unpredictability of genuine
and evolving tli%vvsity, their continued efforts to bring their systems
back under control and along desired lines of development. One may
ask whether that tendency, which emerges more strongly during the
confusiints and tuicetainties of transition from elite to 111.18S higher edu-
catin, is in fact likely to poultice the kind of diverse system appropriate
to mass higher education,

There are counter forces which help to SW-than and even increase
liveesity in higher education (and these, of course, vary in strength in
different countries). In some places there is a multiplicity of govern-
mental bodies involved in higher eduatiini: the United States is an extreme
case in this suspect, \lore generally, there are variations in the degree
of divers itt of sources of support, both of public and private funds. Third,
the dsi ability of diversity' of forms and functions in higher education is
being increasingly recogiii-,-eil by- politicians and iluators, and this leads
to efforts to create and defend these institutional differences through
legislative and budgetary means. (I) In addition, there is a growing
setts.. of the inadequay of the existing educational forms and a growing
readiness to pray it support for educational innovations on every level
of lligace educ;ition. lit.1.11iips most impor:.:Lni, rapid growth and large
si.. make it move difficult for governing agencies to impose uniform
patterns in St stems tutiltttl very Lirgc and diverse.

The growth of institutions and sys:tenis toward mass higher educa-
tion puts a strain on a,liniiiistrativc structures designed for a smaller,
simpler, elite s stein, and activities begin to elude the controls of an
ovi.rhoult.m.(1 ond understaffed in:illy, whether or not
it is desi rabic, it is difficult to ration:111;a. the multiplicity of ftuictions
and activities that go on within higher education. \Inch of what is done

e!!..I h. at hiite thversi. rhroe:11 prst.ripitite :1111.1...tatttst t
(owes t: , Ir e reJ, et. oh preferent es fur staetlardarroh. and the at atleirite rend. n .y of msti
n.tunn. to model r!;.nil% m. flue most presrivitm5. This mien, the .1,11,,y), pokt, III prafaill.rtt It, re, or ,f1IFIellIS gel: ommetas of its .111tor. ttlitoty, 1 roslathl, tit the Tlia:s

wari s.t.i1-Henent. (;tit Jane 1172.
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in higher education is esoteric and hard to understand for anyone out-
side a narrow :iiadiiii or professional speciality. This near monopoly
within the aadmi world of specialized knowledge about the nature of
the academie fields, their needs and rqUielllentS, is the ultimate basis
of academie autonomy. and slows (though it may not prevent) rationalisa-
tion and the application of standardised formulas governing admissions,
academic standards, support, worklisids, etc. (This is, of course, the
more true where the knim ledge base is greater and the intellectual au-
thoity of the academies concerned is higher - which is why academic
autonomy is defended more successfully in elite institutions. )

The nitotipticit. of acadend, activities and the speriali-...eil laiow -
ledge requirsd to assess or evaluate them interferes also with the flow
to the top management of an institution of aecu ate and st:utilartlized
information about what is going on w ithin it, and this is particularly true
fur higher governmental agenyws and authorities. The resulting areas
of ignorarice and obscurity make it more diff:eult to develop stanilardized
procedures :kn! furninlas, and thus sustain diversities.

Systems plmuting, by- contrast, would :Cult to strengthen the forces
making for diversity in higher education. It would, for example, in-
crease the range :mail diversity of governing agencies and sources of sup-
port: it would encourage an inereaSi in the rnge of runtiuns pifurnied
and t.onstittiviiiivs served by the system (though not neressarily by an
individual im:titution): it would create forms of budgetary control in the
Ser Vire of accountability that do not impost. this same formulas, standards,
or criteria of "efficient performance" on all parts of the system. It
would, in the terms of this paper, defend elite institutions in :ui emerging
system of mass higher education w itl[t)Ut allow ing the ohl elite institutions
to impose their forms, standids aml costs On the new illStitilthilis or on
the SStl111 :15 :I whole.

Naming for a system marked by diversity runs against the habits
and structures of educational planning in most European countries. Plan-
ning for diversity clearly involves risks, whereas prescriptive planning
gives the illusion of ult.i.tiitg a contingent future inure effeetively (though
quite possibly the reverse is true). Prescriptive planning and the ventral
administrative wid control structures which nia!i it possible are, as
suggested earlier, the enemies of diversity .catists diversity makes
prescriptive planning and control more difficult anti because it violates
the principles of equitable treatment by government agencies and equality
of status of public institutions. Pon these and other reasons it seems
unlikely that those governmental agencies which have the responsibility
fur higher education can or wilt. surrender their control,

Thus, on balance, it would appear that uI llit)St !.tirohenll cuuntrirs
the l%)ret'S working against genuine diversity in higher education are
rattier stronger than those working to sustain or increase it. This may
In tlehatable, in W hid' case it M an issue which deserves further compar-
ativ study. 1;ut if that assuniotion is true, then several questions de-
serve close atontion:

i) Is increasing control. over the forms and ituietions of 'light..
education by central public agencies or authovities an inevit-
able concomitant of expansion and nrelSe enStS?

ii) Is the (increasing) role of public authorities presently a force
working against diversity- in higher education, in their functions
and standards, their moth's of g40croanct., their forms of
unit inn. their source, of support :tinl the;. relation to other
histitutit ins of society .'

iii) If so, Live these "standardizing" tentlyneies inherent in celltrIli
government-Ai control, ur is it illiSSible for central governing

91;
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and financing agencies to function in wa s that sustain and
increase the diversity in higher education? If so, that govern-
ing and funding structures would have that effect, and what
principles of operation would govern their activities? How
can efforts to support diversit be sustained against the poli-
tical pressures in almost all advanced industrial societies
arising out of (a) the norms which prescribe equitable treat-
ment of all comparable units and (b) grossing egalitarian
sentiments and policies?
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CONCLUSION

Needless to say, it is impossible to say anything very specific
that would be at the sante time true for all the emerging forms of higher
education in 15 or 20 complex industrial societies. Therefore, to t ay
anything that might be useful, or at least interesting, it is necessary to
cam. the discussion onto it somewhat higher level of abstraction. But
this means, as suggested earlier, that the remarks made cannot be true
in detail for any institution or even any single national system.

Moreover, this paper is not intended to increase or disseminate
Ictow ledge in the way, for example, that a statistical report or compar-
ative survey of some emerging educational patterns dues, It is rather
an effort to suggest a way of thinking about the development of higher
education in advanced societies, and to provide a way of framing a set
of interrelated questions about this development. Nlany of my apparently
confident assertions will be challenged, and some may in fact be empir-
ically w rung, at least in places. But that is less important than whether
the questions thus raised, the problems and issues thus identified, are
in fact the problems, issues, dilemmas of higher education that educators
and politicians, students and citizens, face in societies whose systems
of higher education are pmving from elite to mass forms. The aim of
the paper was to help identify and clarify those questions, and not to
answer them. In keeping with my evident bias in favour of diversity,-
I can only hope that even if the questions that higher education in advancedsocieties face are similar, their answers will be different.
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I

ACCESSIBILITY TO POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
AND EMPLOYMENT

ENTROI)U(." LION

The future development of post -See011tlary education is faced with
:t number of uncertainties, particularly in relation to the size and nature
of the demand, the amount of available resources and the possibilities
fur graduates to find suitable employment. These uncertainties may to
a large extent be ascribed to t to difficulties involved in devising and
introducing structural reforlits.

out of the eruLial proWeins facing the authorities whose task it
is to pr(nnott. structural ref( rms in post-secondary ducati(m, in tall!
absence of zuty prescripti.e iiliuming measures which would give the
system a precise orientation, is to reconcile individual demand with this
recµlirenitltlts in skills :ind qualification.. it is no easy task to reconcile
such billerilltly different objectives. NtAftsrthisleSS tills Could perhaps
be achieved introdueing new admission poi:its and procedttre5, by
land ifs itlg the structure :uld organisation of studies :Intl by incorporating
into education :t more clearly defined vocational component.

The purpose of this paper is to give a brief outline of the major
trends 'al the development of higher education from the point of view of
the problems of access :old of the relationship between higher education
and c1111)10111Clit. Finally, a number of questions will be put forward
for (I iseUSSion.

1/1:1-1:1.0l) \HAT OF 1.:DIJC.\TION
\ND \IS DP

development of higher education in OECD Nleml)er countries
has b1211 goverlid va Timis objectives. In most ettSS, WV primary
objective has been to cope with individual demand while at the sante time
endeavouring to achi.ye tatter aims, particularly that of promoting equal-
;t\ of educational opportunity. The first of these objectives would appear
to have been achieved ;mil the demand satisfied thanks to a rapid increase
ill tht. restiurces allocated to this sector zuld to a considerable expansion
of intake capacities. Ilow:ver, the size and nature of this demand, par-
ticularly in 1:uropt.., I( mail to a large extent determined by the selec-
tion processes operating dt.ring secondary education. :\ number of
higher educational establis intents stipulate additional entry requirements
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%%Inuit tend to reinforce certain disparities ill participation: but these
mainly infltionci, the distributiini of graduates of long-cycle SecitlIdary
eatIvatioll among various branhes or typos of stud% and do 11(.4 prVtit
the %aSt Majority or them from embarking on higher educational etturses.

1)uring the past fifteen years, many reforms of secondary ecItia-
Lion have been introduced in ruopy. .\t lower secondary level, certa:11
structural rigidities have been eliminated and unduly early streaming
has been postponed. Though these changes have helped to increase and
to di%esif% the potential demand for higher eduration, they have affected
neither the structure of upp.r secondary education (except in the case
of Sweden) nor the inuceiltIteS and principles governing; :1411111145i4)11 to
higher education. There is still a sharp division in upper secondary.
education between general or technical streams leading to higher studies,
and vocationally oriented streams which in general preclude the contin-
uation of further stittlies. The choice Of SCIL111111a1.\ loyl uurss
StitateS font of preliminary :streaming into certain types or branchesof highe cducotion, Moreover', the prestige attached to certain hing-
e". cit. um% erSi y culhSes :dal tin' inrufeSsiuliS IA) Vt Idyll the.% lead helpS

..truer Ilehtalal for the general secondary streams %%Idyll
prepare studeWs for these courses, I'his state of affairs helps to ac-
centuate the ailia! distinctions between the various upper secontlary
streams and to reinforce uvrtain inequalities related to social 1)ack-
g nind u to see hitilleace the SttlalelltiS choice of eutlili'Se.

\leaStis to l'eCtif this Sallath)11 for example offering graduates
of vocational seeonda 1. education, or even people who Pave not com-
pleted their secondary schooiing, the possibility of going on to higher
education - have had little effect. The expansion of higher education
has resulted lt.oni the griuItli in the number of graduates of long- cycle
secondary eourses olio, not having received any training which leads
dieetl% to Ii job, fr.quently have no choice hut to einharl: upon higher
stutlies,

I'llis expansion has inost frequently oct.nrre(I the traditional
structue: t)t* the :;\ stem. It has not radically affeteil 1.1u traditional
adin:ssion criteria, particularly ill the case of ruropean tmivesitics,
nor the strut:tue of those studies esioned to prepare the elite of secnd-
ary level students for a sinall number of professions enjoying high social
status. Curt:talk the pattern of student choice has altered slightly, but
:Mt iltptS to adapt this, even in the aggregate, to the qualification require-
ment:, and to the available employment opportunities have by and large

led. lnts I.laye prefetyyd to embark upon long-cycle post-
eeoltdo courses despite the efforts made to develop short -cy el. studies,

turning away fruld scit and teciciiiNd d:siiid inv.; ill ray.mt.

t the same time, e\p:aision has gctierited situations
for cuilipi..tl political initiatives. Higher education is tolla in-
t.nded tit a !iy. and much more lictogetteons student "clieirele cum-
posed of p)ting people and adults dioait hakgruunds, interests ;Ind inoj_
vidual :Attitudes 11 kick (Iirfel,

The (leVelliplaellt fit' !Hass cdtleatil)11 calls fur radical reforms and
in 11:1L1k:id:iv fur peid. di%sific.ition uf curricula designed to Meet the
geatel' range if Reeds ;Ind intcsts, III inw4t sstms, ilmccvot., and
t-spi;ol in inrop, the major remaining political problem :4(1-
justme)It of contr.tions it aeess lu post-Aonda education. .1 his is
Ill fiik t the prubiela ut selet!I)II, It is difficult to d('ll% that st)Ill na1
of a11:101i11:11)11.: the eru;:d problem is to replace the pre-
sent, Irreesadt selection process which is based on social criteria
all v.Iiieh cinitintle!-, to oper..te thoughout secundary etlueatiou, 1)v a nell,
more etiu:tolde method offering the various social groups ulg; 1)510)
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and particularly adults) more equal opportunities of access to
etlueation; a method %%1001 is more acceptable to society as a whole and
one which can be applied throughout the lifetime of the individual.

Ultimately, the solutions hieli are adopted to attain such an aim
are linked to political priorities reflect ing the hierarchy of goals as-
s igni'd to till' education s.vstem and the preference:: of society or the
state in the matter of eiltication. More specifically, the reform of 8i'
NIA 4/11 pl'OCedl114 '5 %1 ill changes ill the nature of qualifications
(scholastic and other) requited nil. :icc,55 to higher education, in avail-.
able intake capacities ith special reference to the application of
numerus clauses) alai in methods of selection, either inside the higher
education establishments (examinations, tests, orientation and self-
assessment of results, itildaS, itittl'il8) ur outs kit' them (during sec-
ondar, education or ill the course of professional employmnt).

POST-SI:CON DA RI' DIJC:\TIONC\ iti:i..vrioN rAipLoymi:N.I.

The prim:Ir.\ feature or th transrovination of the employment pat-
tern is a gt'in big dnculd fur skills. This explains the difficulties ex-
perienced toda I quig graduates, pat ticularly those %% ho have received
a general university educati4m, in fimling employment commensurate with
their qualifications. Since the nuntio.r high-ltwel posts has not in-
creased at the rate at which higher education has developed, there is
currently a fear of under-employment or depreciation of degrees ("down-
ward mobiiity). Ilut, %% ill the fil)%1 01' graduates in its turn not give rise
to nt'%% 410VV11/1)niitt trends in the pattern of employment? The availability
of better educated, more highl skilled personnel ;ive5 pomisc of it new
increase ill productivity and this "inflow of brains might be expected to
hoist the dilamisin of the economic structures, thereby leading to a
fuller satisfaction of social needs.

The development of education has, in fact, resulted in a change of
the rene%al nu.clianisins in all occupatiol l sectors. 1.imge schooling
contributes to turning the ounger generation aw a from Lidustrial ent-
plo meat I:1 10111 -1101111;11 %%ark. Tile de Vel01/Illellt of etlu-
e :It :'ill II:IS helped to 10Ste I' the U11.4/1'0.'12:111\ OtCilllilti011:11 sectors
and functions to the detriment of others %vide!' sometimes call for skills
that are Inure complex ;thd more difficult to acquire. Looking oc and
mere stat:s,-.;.(-!.;, one might question the extent to %%Idyll the development

cduc.it.n Itas helped to raise the ;1yer :lt;e level of skills. (I)
some ears a lieu phenomenon has been emerging, that is the

fact a I icgt.t.t or diploma is no lont!,r a guarantee a trniptoyink.nt.
\ ::!.:,,iti:ttcs ;ivy Shhtibi Inc
that tilt :WV too li1 n,. graduates, more in fact than can by absorbed
Ir. tilt' ecottom.'.. Should present-day difficulties be attributed to I.' XV('S

:0111/i tillii part'' MN' Went dif-
ficult it,-; CI, be seen 115 a sign that formal education is not geared to the
needs of 1 inploymnt?

En severa: countries (Sweden, United States, United 1<ingdom) some
of du se d:fficti:ties coult! rightl he ascribed to an unfavourable economic

1.1 e I:. .1* .1 ,.l e".1. .filtIl. 01 It etrl't 11W.. Ili the
t.c' I. .* .0. ;.!. e.a I v..%
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situation. It i also possible that the rapid increase in the supply of
graduates ,ik their ultebrutiuu hat) the labour force difficult, the
economic structures being unable to absorb them straightaway. More-
over, some of these diplomas are awarded for new courses or by new
Ulstlttltlulls hich are unfamiliar to employers or which provide training
In skills for which the demand is still limited. Lastly, it may well be
that salaries offered to young graduates have been judged to be inadequate
and discouraged them from taking a job immediately. 'Is Ins extensive pus-
Aibilitieg of substitution of different graduates for a single job, which
has been recorded by several surveys, suggests that in the long termthe economy posstssses a fairly extensive absorption capacity in this
respect. It thus See 1115 IIVVIII:Itol'ts to speak of an over-production of
graduates, and it is debatable tt [tether this argument could be put for-wad to justify measures designed to limit access to higher education.
Over and beyond this, lam ever, the difficulties facing graduates would
appear to call in question certain structural imbalances which might beattributed (i) to a failure to gear the vocational component of higher train-ing courses to corresponding occupations, and (ii) to the lack of co-ordin-
ation of admission policicean umg the varitius branches of higher educa-
tion and also the lack of harmonization between the content of these vari-
(sus training courses and the corresponding admission policies.

The trend towards vocationally oriented mass higher education
obliges governments to face the concrete problem of defiing_zuul introm
dicing a vocational component into education, (1) at both tile upper sec-ondary level :Intl the higher level where in most countries vocational
education and general education are too rigidly differentiated. It appearsnecessart today to make the content of education more directly relevant
to working life: emphasis is everywhere laid on the need for more prac-
tical training and for better planned tlpeciali,:atiqq, less exclusively
focused upon research. The concern to make education vocationally
oriented raises the further question of defining "clusters of skills" as abasis for admission policies. Until now, numerus clausus has frequent-ly been the )11I procedure proposed tills cOlUltsction.

ty, one of the causes or the present imbalance between educa-
tion and employment widoubtedly lies al the autonomous development of
the educational svItent and in the ahst nets of :my appropriate mochanisms
to co -on linate education and emplcymnt. The incorporation of a vocation-al component into higher education presupposes the development of closer
Links between education and employment, either at the policy-making
level or at the in:it'll:UM:a level. This trend can be observed in short-
et etc or part -time port-Sevolltlary COUSeS but Sldom relates to tiltshigher education system as It whole.

Till: \ICS 1'01i DISCUSS:ON

Thy attempt to reconcile carious objectives;:
- by adapting admiss ion policiesLOS; and nrnt!CIIIIIM's,
- bt MOdif ing the structure and organisation of studies,

. .. iota I t ottipotio:1 a cdt.tation should he halanretlh:. the Introduction of an es'''.
di).):!,t .',:;ips/1:1:11 11.1., ho.: .11111101111.11i W11Iti he rellectet1 in the cones:1)1ton of ent-

plot ate;:t ant career as hell %Is t:: f..;-ther nathine.

ye
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- by incorporating a nu ire clearly defined vocational component
into education,

leads to the following themes for discussion:
i) In most European Member countries one of the major problems

is to co-ordinate admission procedures among the various
branches of higher education and to better adapt them to the
in'w student clientele. The need for student s..vetion is an
inevitable one, justified both by the existence . I financial
constraints and by tin' concern to bring the development of
higher education under control and to meet more fully the
needs of speeifie groups (adults, for example).

ii) The various proposed changes in admission policies should be
conshlered: fin. example, the strengthening or adjustment of
current regulations, the establislunc.u. of different orientation
cycles, self-assessment for students, the introduction or ex-
tension of ntlitiOrtls clauses, and the application of new proced-
ures (quotas, lotteries and so forth). The harmonization of
these various methods throughout the educational system (for
example, between long oniVorSity education and short-cycle
studies) has become 0 matter of vital importance.

iii) Fin' effects of each of these selection niethisls must be evaluat-
ed. If the aim is to promote procedures that are loth equitable
and effective, the criterhni of efficacy will probably tend to
select the best qualified and most highly motivate'. randidatcs
whose chances of successfully completing the course are great-
est: while the concern for equity will tend to foster the admis-
sion of students from all groups and particularly from those
which up Lill now have frequently been eliminated by existing
selection methods (adults, w omen, young people from under-
privileged social groups or minorities).

iv) The concept of qualification for admission to post-secondary
education should be redefined. : \t present it is bused on aca-
demic criteria: the acquisition of general knowledge and the
ate and of a secondary school-leaving certificate. The intro-
duct of reforms in upper secondary education together with
the proposed incorporation Af a vocational component, I_ e.
courses designed to prepare students for nigher education,
should help to modify this concept of qualification. Its content
should also be broadened to takt, into account the acquisition
of occupational skills (for the admission of adults) and of other
than purel academic erileria.

v) . \u essential feature of the new Ands po1ie'ies Is the iiiver-
sification of options, eh: imels of ace( ss and the structure of
studios. SCV MI IlWasu rcs have been introduced for this pur-
pose: the reform of the first years of study (e. g. the Dip16me
d'Otudes universitaires gt;n0poles Prance (DEM)), the re-
structuring of curricula in terms of units (credits), the exten-
sion of the range of options and opportunities to return to the
education system, increased possibilities of transfer between
the different types of course, and the creation of now education
institutions are but a few examples. This diversification should
mike it possible to satisfy all types of demands and in parti-
cular those from adults.
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vi) The restructuring of studies, which is a vital issue, raises
the problem of the distribution of students within the system
and the extent to which it corresponds to the employment
structure. The solution to this problem lies partly in devel-
oping orientation and guidance policies and in extending stu-
dent information services on courses and the openings to
which they lead.

vii) The introduction of a vocational component into all higher
education courses has become an essential issue in mass
education. It Involves rethinking such traditional principles
as the division of courses according to discipline, the pro-
gressive organisation of studies, the primacy of theory over
practice and the definition and use of specialization as a peda-
gogical tool. If education is to meet currently conflicting
demands, a whole new conception will have to be evolved and
implemented.

viii) Lastly, consideration will have to be given to the arrangements
necessary to ensure that employment conditions and require-
ments are taken into account - at the policy-making stage or
at .ne instAutional level - in relation to local conditions. Al-
th( ut n such mechanisms already exist in the Member countries,
th..y are often insufficientiv developed to permit any interprets-
-if ,n of the specified skill requirements or to provide an over-
01 picture of society's needs and the dynamics of employment.
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II

NON-TRADITIONAL FORMS OF STUDY
IN POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

All Member countries have witnessed in recent years a shift from
a selective to a more open system of higher education. In some coun-
tries this has been accompanied by a growing conviction that the whole
post-secondary sector of education ought to be reformed and rationalized.
It is for this reason that the term "post-secondary" has been invoked to
comprehend a wide spectrum of programmes from advanced degree
courses to some of the unstructured activities sponsored by adult educa-
tion agencies.

Until only a few years ago the expansion and reform of post-
secondary education was viewed primarily within the framework of univer-
sity provision. Colleges and universities, if was thought, would have to
respond to the drastic increase in demand for places by means of internal
adjustment of the curricula and innovations in teaching methods. Altern-
atively or concurrently, it would be necessary to found an appropriate
number of new universities.

In the event, many universities have expanded quite considerably
and have diversified their functions, o ten quite substantially. Moreover,
riany new universities have been created. Yet the scale of this expan-
sion and diversification has fallen short of both individual and societal
demani:-: for more diversified post-secondary education. Accordingly,
a variety )f so-called "non-traditional" forms of post-secondary educa-
tion has been created to meet the new and varied ne4.!ds. Often established
on an ad hoc basis, but occasionally related to a more general policy
framework, these new forms of post-secondary education are in some
countries (e. g. Canada, United Kingdom, United States) expanding morerapidly than the traditional ones. Consequently, this new feature of
post-secondary education is becoming an indispensable element in pre-
sent policy, and it will be necessary for any future policy and planning
in education to encompass both the traditional and non-traditional parts
of post-secondary education. Furthermore, policy and planning may
need to be seen in the perspective of an emerging policy for recurrent
education, covering the whole formal post-compulsory education and at
least some t;f the many forms of informal education.
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REASON:4 FOR Till: EXPANSION
01? NON-THADrnoNm. posT-sEcoNuAn mucAinoN

The reasons why traditional institutions have been unable to meet
the new demzuul for post-secondary education are many and varied and
not always coherent. ^Lae following appear to b!, the dominant reasons:

i) They are not sufficiently diversified and flexible and thus do
not correspond to the increased diversity of the individual
demand, especially the growing numbers of adult students.

ii) They have not been able to respond adequately to the develop-
ment in the labour market towards greater diversity. the re-
quirement of new skills and continuous training.

iii) Their general efficacy has been increasingly questioned by
both policy-makers and students.

iv) The unlimited expansion of these institutions based on a general
ent:ance qualification acquired in secondary education has
proved very costly for goveri.nments to sustain.

v) Many people who desire to pursue post-secondary studies lack
the minimum entrance requirements laid down by traditional
institutions or are unable to comply with the regulations.

vi) Some policy-makers and many would-be students, in particular
adults, now recognize that it should be possible to undertake
post-secondary studies on a part-time or recurrent basis in-
stead of attending a traditional institution on a full-time basis
in a concentrated way for a period of three or four years.

vii) :\ greater concern for equal educational opportunity also at
the level of post-secondary education has been a strong force
behind the new provisions.

MEETING TIIE N DENIAND

The rapidly growing and eiversified new demand for post-secondary
education has been partially met by:

i) amending the regulations and adopting new methods of instruc-
tion in many traditional institutions:

ii) the emergence of new institutions, especially short-cycle in-
stitutions, performing new functions. (1)

For the put poses of this paper, both the new methods and the new institu-
tions arc designated "non-traditional".

Although it has already become an indispensable element in the
provision and policy of post-secondary education, the non-traditional
sector is not easy to define. The Commission on Non-Tradhional Study
(United States) was forced to conclude that "non-traditional study is more
an attitude than a system and thus cal never be defined except tangential-
ly". (2) The oxamisshm also points out that the range of non-traditional
forms is vast:

! See 'Towards New Struentres of Post-Secondary Ethic. :Ion. op. cit.; Sltort-Cc'e I ligher

EdIAation; Searchforii,entity". oFt:11. Paris. 1.1.-1.

7. t ontittission on Non- Traditional Study. 1)1%ersity ti. Pesten. lossev Hass. Inc. . New York.
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"Even a partial list of such ar:uigna.nts :Ind programs discloses
the m hie consortia of at'atIIII (IVI):11111elltA, Speutal
guhlance and counselling centers (for monien, returning veterans,minorit nips, etc. ), tutorials, external degrees, ex:mil:notions
as the total measure of an academic degree, independent stmt\ ,
work experince for crt flit, co-operativu education, stud abroad,
eomputer-ossisted instruction, television courses, radio courses,
\ideo-tale, tmo-m ay telephone, cable television cassettes,
lllOtItlIt'S of sloth', contracts, llulllic service fur credit,
correspondence courses, weekend or 8u1.11111r OtIr'r oliShopS,
ll1C11tO-StUdellt relation:4[14)8, arrangements with alternate systems.
Vt ithin each of these organisational as well us academic approaches, "
It is certain that in order to eater fur a greatl enlarged :Ind more

heterogeneous student population, innovatory lust - secondary institutions
have developed and adopted nem lllvatillrt'S. hove ill
particular included:

i) emplo lug na.mhes of staff ml.ose academic qualifications
would previonsl have been considered inadetlicae:
eniplo ilig rgirt-tilli olltractS instructors engoged in Mikis-
ti. ond commerce, for eviniplc allI lam, es:ill) broadening the traditional curricula so as to include new sub-
jects and to allow students to .:f subjects:
introducing nm methods of instruction either to tomplenient
or to replace traditional nietli(1(15, rm tviiiip11' tuition h\ cut_
i...spondence or prograillltied learning tIcyirt'S:
changing admission regulotions, for e\amplc by regarding moil:
experience as an alternative to completing the normal period
of secondary education:
acknom lodging for the purpose of accreditation periods of study
undertaken in tither ine.titutions:

vii) tern itting registered s:iidents ti tollom courses amav front
the institutional eanipus:

viii) pc! mitting students to stial on o pat-time basis in the even-
ings, at meet:ends, at summer schools or for periodic blocks

tall -time attendance:
using continuous aSSi.S:011oill rather
as a means Of final act tt'ditation:
co-opirztting with other institutions
nition of courses of instruction.

\Ione of these nem. innovations represent attempts to construct
vtime-free-, "space-free" and "age-frcite cart fllik tolloc(I to
individual learning needs and making the optill1l1111 use tall av:Iilab!.
illStrUctiollaI alibi. Stich vollrSt's the ntltion o, a /Mich Mori,
fit' Variol)k than the aeatienhie year, and on the theo that the
actual place to stink could lie at home or It mork as m ell as on a campus
and, further'. t.vo, that a student population inure di-sified in age and
experience is tit illlpot:Ulet.. I :Naltlillt'S Ii programmes are:

extern: :! (Iigrii progannaes ( \ ustralia,
I united Kingdom, Baited stats):
)IWII 1111 i'''s 111. Igra 111111 VS (.1 I pall. SIM ill, Ihtited Kingdom,

States):
universitIcs without malls (United States):
multi-canipus programmes (('anada, United States).

.% large amount of non .traditional post -Sectillilary also
takt'S place uudt r !loll-academic auspices tuiall ontside the formal

k

Vi)

ix)

x)

t11:111 W11111101 t'XaliliilatiollS

ill the proViiiioll icog-
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tional system. Many halustrial and commercial firms as well as major
public bodies provide an increasing amount of in-service training and
career education. For example, in Massachusetts (United States) the
right to award education degrees is no longer the exclusive prerogative
of colleges and universities: recently a firm was given the right to grant
academic degreea of Master of Science in Administration. It is also a
well-loiown fact that in ay of the large multi-national enterprises spend
a considerable amount of resources nn internal educational programmes
- often of a very kyli quality. %Vhethe. these kinds of educational activ-
ities should or could be co-ordinated with other forms of traditional
post-secondary education is questionable, but they should perhaps be
taken Into account in the future planning of the more traditional forms.

SONII: ESSENTIAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS
OF THE NEW DEVELOPMENTS

The advancement f new policies for the total post-secondary field
is of primary concern most OECO Member countries. The general
concepts aroun which the new policies are formulate(' are: greater vari-
ety in programmes in order to meet a much more diversified individual
demand, and shorter and possibly less expensive programmes. Further-
rwe, it is beginning to be recognized that a great deal of relevant educa-
tion takr s place ontside the formal educational system. The most prom-
inent feature of thLse new policies has been the establishment of short-
cycle iLititutions (1) of post-secondary education. These, together
with othe forms of non-traditional post-secondary education, now
represen-: in many Member countries a large and important part of the
whole post -see 3ndary field. Its rnpid expansion poses many intricate
policy questions, but two seem to be outstanding:

- the relatioaship between the traditional sector and the non-tradi-
tional sector;

- the expansion of the non-traditional sector and its relation to
adult education and an emerging policy for recurrent education.

As regards the relationship between_the_nonmtraditional sector and
the traditional sector of education, governments have so far responded

one of three ways:
1) by creating what in the United Kingdom has been called a

"binary" system - that is, treating the (ra litional and non-
traditional sectors as separate entities;

ii) by regarding post-secondary education as a totality and creat-
ing :13 integrated, but diversified, system embodying all its
institi.tional manifestations and co-ordinating them as much
as pos:iible (e. g. German "Gesamthochschule", Danish Uni-
versity Centre Projects and Swedish "V 68" proposals);

iii) by treating the two sectors as interdependent (e. g. Norway,
(mphasizing the development o: a new network of Regional
Co Hog( s and a partial reform of universities with close 'links
between the two: with its reform of universities and
the roundatiun of TI'Ts: some states in the USA and certain
provinces in Canada).

Tr:aids New Striict tires lf Post -Necotidary Ethic a i -(:_yc le. glter._ Ed.tica

ti)v: .seari ;1 tor Idet:tit% op ctt
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irrespective of the three appr 'aches, there seems to be a gap in
presti6c between traditional and non-traditional forms, a gap which is
wider in most European countries than it is, for example, in North
America, At the same time it would be misleading to suppose that there is
a strict polarization: on the one hand, the new forms of study are makingsome impact upon traditional institutions in t espct of curricular reform
and methods of instruction and, on the other, although the design of new
course structures and new methods is undoubtedly the product of much
radical thought, eaclt national, state or provincial system Of post-
secondar education is ultimately built upon existing foundations.

One of the unstated intentions of a policy to establish new forms
of pest-secondary education was to direct students away front overcrod-
ed universities. This would, in fact, allow the UniVersitics to continueexereking their tt aditional role and maintain their status as high-pres-tige institutions. However, the problems that have emerged are formid-able. In many cases the new institutions strive to gain the sante pres-tige as the "long", traditional institutions by raising standards, stiffen-
ing admission conditions and lengthening courses. Students often turn

ay from the programmes that provide occuoational qualifications andprefer those programmes that allow them to Ansley to lung -cycle in-stitutions, It must be added, however, that in some instances the policy
has been successful and some of the new institutions are more popular
among students than the conventional ones, The Regional Colleges inNorway are a ease in point.

Nnother crucial issue in the relationship between the two sectors
is the question of social selection. The Main problem is whether the
no policies can handle the selection process in such a way that the
drawbacks of the binary system are overcome in a socially acceptable
manner. To the extent that policies for developing broader post-scond-
ary structures arc intended to direct the flood of students away from the
universities, the question must be raised as to how this affects the pro-cess of social selection.

concerning the expansion of the not -tratlitional sector of post-
secOndaryyducationand its relation to adult and recurrent education, there
has been a tendency to consider the new trends in po-'.-secondary educa-
tion in isolation from educational trends in general. The problem of this
tendency becomes apparent Own it is recognized that tho recent unpre-
cedented expansion of post-secondary education o,ten has ben ttnrelated
to an increasing public commitment to the idea of a system of recurrent
education. For policy-makers anxious to start implementing this ideait is not simpl a question of formulating schemes for comprehensive
post-secondary lducation but of striving for a still more fa -seeking
goal, that is, the integration of secondary and post-secondary education
it:to a post-compulsory SSteln based on the notion of a policy for recur-
r4.1at educa.:ion.

The concept of recurrent education proposes a concrete framework
within which a great part of individual lifelong learning can take place.It differs from concept of "pernument education" by making the prin-
ciple of niternation between education and other activitios central to thedefinition. Accordiagly, recurrent. education is a proposal for a new,
alternative educational strategy to reform Cie array of "ducational pro-visions, R.rmal and informal, for young people ant adults, at present
available. It is a long-term_phutning strategy curd not a proposal forsudden radivai eltang As its planning inclades suggestions for a grad-
ual reorlentation ut the uresent towards the future, it has immediate im-
plication:, fur vent atioual policy anu innovation at all levels, including
the post-seconday Itvel. )

or a Jet,Ille0 421S._Sior of eqs crcept See: ReCt:frellt tiara : .\ trzteo for lifel)1.4
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While the trends of non-traditional forms of post-secondary edu-
cation outlined abole 110 dote: contribute to creating favourable condi-
tions for a system of recurrent education, they are not sufficient as they
often are not part of the overall restructuring of post-compulsory educa-
tion, nor are they co-ordinated with related innovations in other social
sectors.

While recurrent education has attrr2ted great interest in iiriny
Member countries as a possible alternative to the continuous growth of
higher education, it is also becoming recognized that the problems in
higher education are to a great extent a function of the structures and
objectiN es of secondary education and, consequently, a reorganisation
of eecondary education is of vital importance to the development of the
post-secondary sector towards a system of recurrent education. Hence,
the introduction of recurrent education, it it is to be successful, must
be part of a wider policy for educational change in which all types and
levels are carefully co-ordinated and N!count is taken of their inter-
action. Recurrent education will necessitate reforms in curricula and
structure, both at the compulsory and post-compulsory education level.
It also implies bringing upper secondary and post - secondary education
together into one flexible and integrited system. ,1.1 essential starting
point for this reorientation of policies lies in new approaches towards
the 16 to 19 age group. of the upper end of secondary school is
therefore a crucial issue in order to enable a smoother transition from
study to .work and to make the choice between leaving the education sys-
tem or going on to high( r education less final. Such a policy would have
great impacZ on the post-secondary sector. It would have to respond to
a still larger number of young adults and be able to provide them with a
meaningful alternation between work and education.

Current reforms in post-secondary education have also largely
taken place without reference to that part of the field which is commonly
designated adult education. One reason is that the main emphasis on
educational expansion has been directed towards Lai extension of academic
education or vocational training, especially for the young. This neglect
Of adult education is unwarranted, on two grounds. First, some of the
approaches characteristic of adult education could be introduced with
advantage into the formal sector. Second, and more important, there is
a scrieus possibility that the opening of accost: to higher education, re-
moving apparently one social injustice, will create a more glaring in-
justice by dimming still further the opportunity of advancement for adults
who have not profited from a secondary mcation in the first place. In
other words, it is arguable that the prevision of secondary ecucation for
adults should have priority over post-secondary education for young
people. Implicit in a policy of recurrent education is a more careful
analysis of the interaction between new forms of supply and demand,
especially in the context of equal educational opportunity. If the new
forms of study discussed above continue to expand primarily at the post-
s.,eondary level, they ' ill not provide equal educational opportunity to
the majority of the adults; consequently, within the framework of a policy
for recurrent education and existing inter-generat:onal inequa'tties, new
forms of stud> would also have to be developed beiow the post-secondary
level.
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CON:.*LUSION

A more diversified individual demand and social and technological
development both indicate a rapid growth of non-traditional forms of
higher education during the coming decade. The effect on and relation
to the traditional forms of study are hard to predict. However, whether
this rtAationship will take the form of a binary model or an interdepend-
ent or comprehensive model depends to a great extent on the general
policy framework and on a deliberate lung -term planning for the whole
post-compulsory field. Much of the development of new forms of study
has been a function of ad hoc solutions and

development
management" in order

to cope with increased enrolments and new individual and societal de-
mands on higher education. What seems to be needed is a new policy
framework for the whole post-compulsory sector. Such a framework
exists possibly in terms of a oolicy for recurrent education. It dues
not give clear-cut answers to ail the problems discussed in this paper
but provides a conceptual framework for the further development of
post-compulsory education.



III
THE STRUCTURE OF STUDIES AND THE PLACE OF RESEARCH

IN MASS HIGHER EDUCATION

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

This paper is concerned with two related themes of crucial im-
portance to the future development of post-secondary structures in OECD
Member countries. Both depend in fact upon certain assumptions as to
the most valid means of organising knowledge, of evaluating and accom-
modating new contributions to knowledge and of transmitting knowledge
to new generations. As these issues lie at the very core of the purpose
of the educational system it is not surprising that they are profoundly
affected by the advent of mass higher education, particularly with regard
to the traditional role of the university in developing scientific knowledge
and training the higher professions.

The scientist ha: tended to organise his accumulated understanding
into what we call disciplines and to evaluate research in terms of the
contribution its results make to issues defined as problematic by his
discipline. These disciplines have acquired a social (as well as epis-
temological) reality, mani:est at the levels of scientific societies' jour-
nals and (most important here) academic departments. The organisation
of what is taught has been forced to correspond to the disciplinary organ-
isation of lmowledge, creating graduates in the image of their teachers.
The low value placed upon the solutions to problems of external, rather
tnan purely scientific, significance has been transmitted from teacher
to student. Little value has been placed upon reflective (synthetic) in-
quiry or upon the process of doing research, even though these may re-
present the principal mechanisms by which research contributes to
teaching. Thus, the two issues are all the more related in the light of
current experiments involving research as a pedagogic device, leading
to the view that the organisation of research in an academic institution
should not be regarded as sacrosanct and unquestionable but must be
appraised in the light of the intellectual and vocational functions of that
institution. Policy - towards research, towards teaching - is some-
thing for academic institutions as well as for governments. Such policies
are becoming urgent because of the current trend towards expansion of
higher education at post-graduate level and the need to relate this to
changes at the level of undergraduate education. Many governments and
institutions are in fact introducing significant such change 3 in the organ-
isation of studies as a policy instrument for structural reform.

Any higher education policy must be formulated in the light of an
extrapolation of current trends (curricular, structural, quantitative) on
the one hand, and of the specific goals which it is ultimately desired to
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:Manton the other. Thus, adjustments in poli w Ill he liveSSary
Uheve, tt hen. ;Uhl to the eXtelit that stick etanolatio.1 appeaS to twilit
to a situation divergent from that desired. It is imptietant that there
be no confusion between that wine!' is desired and that which appears
probable in the light of existing trends. Clearl., it intern'ttionill corn-
partS011 the prohahli:tieS of out' etlileatiollai syStelli correripolid to
the ohjeetiVeS of another, :Old poliles adopted in one country may be
bf use in achieving the objeetives of another if their implications are

matte explicit. Fottath of course, one'. their effects are understood
the superficial attractiveness of the poll ties or experiments of others
ma. disappear.

A number of the national trends relevant to consideration of the
subject of this paper (e. g. enrolments, the changing soe'..t1 t omposition
of the student both) art' wll-known or described elsewhere and need not
be repeated here. This parer first outlines certain trends in the organ-
isation of aailemie research, dictated target. b. the needs of scienceitself or of siment-for-science but ul.Leli have had important effects
upon tht academic s\ stem. It then discaSSS certain experiments (in
the organisation of research, in the relation of r.scarch to learning alai
in the organisation tbf "earning) which may be of wider value, and con-
cluds ti ith a otorc specific analysis of pedagogic organisationa!
aspects of trends and cluuigi s in the structure of studies.

Tit I:NUS \null

Certain trends have been innate in the develtpillent of science it-
self. Research has tended to produce knowledge that is increasingly
technical, disciplined and often orient Al to the methods of the physical
sciences. Knowledge has become increasingly fragmented or differenti-
ated as ac ademie disc ipl ilo.s continue to give rise to a growing number
of sub-disciplines. As individual se. lairds become increasingly special-

the reintegration of knowledge becomes more more difficult.
Other trends have been the result of policies adopted, particula-

I\ in the finanee of research. In recent years an increasing proportion
of oademie research has ',wen faianced not from universities' own funds
tow. b\ research b,iles g. rcsvarull voillIcilS) l'eSpollize to SpeeifiC
projet applications Wade h individual scientists. ..tpplications have been
cvaluzied eemmittees of the scientists' peers and (traditionally at least)

terms of the likely contribution to the development of the discipline.
This tnikn ton art is project support I: as been most marked in the larger

\lember countries :ma is at its highest in the United States: in a
number of the smaller countries, %%fity research is still largely sup-
ported from imiversity funds, it ,r; one focus of current policy. More
recent'\ these research cotilleils have departed from their traditional
poli\ of passive response to the ret,uests of university scie.aists and
have sought mote active'\ to influenee the development ni academic re-
search. Policies have been ''.rected tow a-ds the harmonization of re-
seach with regional development pc.licy (e. g. in Norway, France): the
development of a complemental.\ policy towards post-graduate eduva-
ti.tn (German\ , United li:ngdoni): the .pr, ntation of research towards
areas i1 need of special elleouragenellt. %%huffier for scientific or eco-
nomic reasons (1.-r;nicc, Get many, United King(lonil; Inn! the Increase
in the effeetivenes:: of resca..ch by concentrating it in large centres

g. Clermar.., United Kingdom). More recently in the United States,
sience Foundation pc licy has been concerned rather with al-
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loviating some of tilts diff.culties which now appear to result front a high
dependence upon project support. Some of these difficulties are out-
line') below, \\ hat, indeed, are the effects of substantial project funding
upon the academic institution?

Many of its effects have been ;advantageous. It allows the rapid
initiation of new lines of research. It subjects research proposals to
the informed scrutiny of experts in the field rather than to the less ex-
pert internal political process Of the university. Project support, there-
fore, inhibits the continuation of research which no longer shows pro-
m:se. It permits the relative allocation of resources to the scientific
disciplines to reflect clearly formulated prioritieil rather than, as was
so often the vase, to reIiuct no more titan the growth of student numbers
Ill ter various academic departments. Project funding has been an ef-
fective instrument of innovation in the hands of the science policy-nutker.

But, equally, it has had numtsrous (lisp 'vantageous effects, most
notabiy in the United States. It has served e.!reasingly to concentrate
research within a limited number of "elite" institutions, thereby creating
inter-institutional strains and rivalries and accentuating the staffing
problems of the poorer colleges. it has helped to reduce both the quality
Of undergraduate teaching and status as a component Of the academic
role (It has become less tun! le 48 "respectable" simpl.- to teach). Aca-
demic scientists have become more and more "cosmopolitan", owing
their loyalty increasi:-.:s to their discipline and being less and less
eoneerned with the w oll -Lasing of the institution which temporarily houses
tlasm. The fact that E.Jelt funds have been disproportionately available
in the natural sciences has resulted in the methods of these sciences
being aped by other disciplines, in intra-institutional strains and rival-
ries, and in distortion of the balance of work within universities. Thus
the value of an increasing level of project funding must now be questionc:1
from the viewpoint of the academic institution rather than of the science
policy-maker. 'Ft) what extent should institutions of post-secondary
education develop in response to priorities which are formulated else-
where and which are of tut essentially non-pedagogic, non-vocational
nature? Should they not rather seek to retain (or attain) corporate power
over their own development? In part this would entail the internal pre-
evaluation of research proposals in the light of institutional criteria. In
"elitist' institutions such criteria might appropriately be of a strictly
"internalist", scientific kind. But in "mass institutions" they will more
frequently take account of thew ider responsibilities of the institution.
.\ number of academic institutions (e.g. the British Polytechnics, the
Norwegian Regional Colleges) are attemptin,; to impose such corporate
values - among which la dagogic and local responsibilities figure promin-
ently - OIL their resea pelt. The formulation of such criteria and their
LLtiliL :at ii 01 1)\ I1 institeC.onal research committee is an innovation worthy
of general consideration.

There is no reason to suppose that scientific excellence corresponds
Lin alit' a priori wa to ixdagogiv value. This roust he borne in mind in
the evaluation of faultily research proposals. Rut it is a potentially more
acute problem at the level of post-graduate training. Items again, scien-
tific needs and uonsideratitsus have taken precedence in many countries.
For example, the support of research students from research grauits (as
assistants) tends to ensure that whilst their work may contribute to some
project of substluttial scientific interest, little thought is given to its
educational benefits. (Ily contrast, their wholesale support front educa-
tional sources may have the opposite result. )

It is possible to go further than simple evaluation in seeking to
realise the full pedagogic potential of research projects. It may be feas-
ible to associate undergraduate students with a faculty research project,



or indeed to encourage students to initiate their own projects. A num-
ber of experh tents in student-initiated-research are in fact being made
at the presen.. time, and it is relevant to review their rationale and im-
plic at ions.

STUDENT-INITIAT%D-RESEARC11

Two of the most thoroughgoing experiments of this kind are to be
found in the University Centre of Roskilde (Denmark) and in the Univer-
sits of Brenton (Germw0. In the former, students begin with two years
of /'basic education": In the latter, education is based on the "project
studies". In both cases the attempt to refashion the curriculum was in
part stimulated by a socialist critique both of the structure of studies
and of the values and structure of the university. In both cases projects
for examination are selected by groups of students: an attempt to re-
place a traditional educational emphasis on competition by a new empha-
sis: on co-operation. In both cases selected projects arc likely to be
multi-disciplinary: oriented towards the mixture of !mow ledge and me-
thodologies required for the solution of social, rather than purely scien-
tific, problems. In both cases projects are to be socially relevant. The
role of academic staff is largely one of counsellor - to be consulted by
students as they require. Formal tea, Ring is kept to a minimum. More-
over, at Roskilde at least, it is intern ed that faculty research projects
- which are to be widely discussed in the institution before their initia-
tion - will be closely related to stud( nt projects. It may be said in
favour of experiments of this kind th it they inculcate values of communal-
ity and co-operativeness: they s.imtate a high degree of motivation by
allowing students substantial ec, 'trot over their own education; and they
prepare students for the (pro'ulen: .solving) tasks which they will ultim-
ately be called upon to perforil di employment. In addition, the initia-
tion of projects by students t,ould seem an important stimulus to innova-
tion (pedagogic and organisational), perhaps fulfilling an equal and com-
plementary function to the stimulus provided by externally ftunied re-searc.

But there are a number of imitortutt negative implications. The
desire to explore the external world and to control one's own education
generally demands a high degree o initial academic motivation. Educa-
tion based around autonomously chosen problems corresponds to the
norms of the basic research community rather than to those of a world
th which problems are dictated by extrinsic needs. Finally, the instru-
mental value of education of this kind is by no means apparent. Its lack
of any clearly vIcational function is likely to render it distinctly unat-
tractive to working class students. For all of these reasons it has to
be seen as a pedagogic device suitable only for an academic elite.

The U. S. National Science Foundation (NSF) seems to have realised
this in initiating its own programme of Student-Originated-Studies, in
which groups of students may be awarded grants to carry out short re-
searc projects conceived by themselves. Since its initiation in 1970
the scheme has been intended for students of high ability "who can de-
monstrate their readiness to assume increased responsibility for their
own educational development". It should "encourage (them) to express
in productive ways their concern for the well-being of the United States
by applying their scientific and technological expertise to the study of
significant social problems". It may be argued that this approach, which
seeks out and feeds educational maturity and the exploratory instinct
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wherever it can be identified (whether in an elitist or non-elitist insti-
tution), is the more appropriate in a mass system of post-secondary
education. Of course there would be great value in the initiation of a
similar scheme by a private foundation, which might be more receptive
to radical, action oriented projects than is possible for a government
agency.

More recently, the NSF has begun to appreciate the potentially
innovative influence which its scheme may exert upon the host institu-
tion. It tries therefore to persuade institutions to regard the success-
ful completion of such a project as a significant part of the student's
educational development. Such work should therefore be credited to-
wards his degree. This leads to a discussion of issues concerning the
structure of studies.

sTitucTuR OF STUDIES:
PEDAGOGIC AND ORGANISATIONAL ASPECTS

The main set of problems concerning the content and structure of
studies relates to "the most appropriate sequences and relationships
between general and specialized education, betw:ien theoretical and
practical instruction, and also between formal education and work ex-
periences". (1) It may well be that this is the most crucial issue for
the future of higher education and the development of a diversified and
integrated post-secondary system because its solution will, in the final
analysis, determine the flows of students to and from higher education
and their mobility between different educational institutions and between
education and employment.

Traditional pedago, which is still largely reflected in existing
structures, postulated only unilateral relationships and flows, from
general to specialized, from abstract and theoretical to practical, and
from education to job. Reactions against the exclusive place of this
pedagogy have multiplied during the last few years, for a number of
I`V:18011:5. First, because it is based on a rigid division between voca-
tional and work-related education on the one hand, and academic educa-
tion on the other: secondly, because it makes a development towards
recurrent education and a system of alternation between work and study
very diVicult, if not impossible; and, thirdly, because it implies an
educational structure which, even if institutionally diversified, is char-
acterized by fragmentation, disconnection and blind alleys.

The solutions sought in Member countries tend in the first place
towards the inclusion of more general and academic courses in vocation-
ally oriented education :Ind, conversely, towards the insertion of voca-
ti.onal courses into academically oriented education.

More elaborate proposals relate to the development of a common
core curricula based on the traditional links of established disciplines

g. natural sciences, social sciences, humanities, etc. ), or on a com-
mon theme (e. g. health studies, environment, problem oriented courses).
Substantial progress has been made in this respect with university cur-
ricula and programmes, particularly in the first two yours of university
studies. The purpose is to provide education which can be considered as
terminal and at the same time to allow students to pursue further studies.

1. rewards New Mnictures of Post-Secondary I:Lineation". upLcit..
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Hut mud' less has been done to link and co-ordinate in a rational way
the first cycle of university studies and short-cycle higher education
(e. g. medical and allied health studies, engineering and short-cycle
tecimical courses, etc. ). This does nut mean that short-cycle higher
education w or should be made equal (or completely equivalent) to the
first stage of long-ey cle university studies, but solutions have to be
folml which w ill facilitate students' orientation and mobility at a mini-
mum cost in time, thus avoiding irreversible choices and blind alleys
ul the post-secondary system. All these solutions pose the more fund-
amental problem, which was central to numy reforms in the late six-
ties, of the conceptual and practical implications of interdisciplinarity
(relations between the disciplinary organisation of Mum-ledge and the
teaching process) and of the relations between professions. (1) More
recently, the development of non-traditional forms of study and the
concepts of space -free, I.Vad tOWardS curricula
reforms and structures of studies %Odell encourage student-centred
t :Alter than institut ion-centred higher education.

Die feasibility of individualized, unorthodox studies of this kind
depends upon a high degree of curricular flexibility. Such a degree of
flexibility has been traditionally, and almost uniquely, associated with
the American ''credit system", The system is based on the assumptions
that the curriculum in a field cannot be categorically defined: that the
professoriat is not uniquely qualified to determine the content of a degree
programme: and that fields of loam ledge can be broken down and reas-
sembled (whether by the student himself or by prescription). There has
sometimes been a tendency to see in the inert. introduction of the credit
system the source of all the educational desiderata indicated above.
Analysis of the United States' experience shows that this is an exagger-
:act! optimism.

In fact, to assess the value of the American credit system it is
lIcet'SS:iry to distinguish between its elective and its credit elements.
The elective element refers to the freedom of the student to select the
individual courses which he will follow in pursuit of his degree. In its
traditional form it therefore allowed (perhaps forced) the student him-
self to design the intelleetu:d. structure of Ms learning. The credit ele-
ment is essentially a useful ;ulministative device but one founded upon
cacious pedagogic assumptions. One of these is time notion of breakdown
and reassembly of 1.1iou ledge: another is that the extent, or quantity, of
learning can In equated w ith the number of classroom hours of instruc-
tion. Credit points are used in the United States both ;e; a common
language and as a means of enabling students to capitalize on qualifica-
tions obtained in different places and at different times. In recent years
the system has undergone certain modifications. The students' complete
freetItnn of selection has been eroded 1w the widespread introduction of
the nujor (in V hieli certain courses are preseribed, frequently in a pre-
determined order). Secondly, credit is increasingly allowed for extra-
mural owerientiai learning.

[f the assumptions upon which the system is based can be accipted,
certain rather important benefits follow from its utilization. Studerts
can plan their oM. II Ca IstsCI'S" :old it 1)1.st-1111'5 t'atikl` to alternate periods
of work w ith ix.rioo.-; of education. aiiiire to mastf,r a particular topic
need not imply that the whole year be repeats I: students can repeat the
particular course the next Tar. It becomes ea:. it' I' administratively to
integrate short- and long-uy die education in a single institution and it

rrollc-is of 1 cat i;ilit: stud 'eward. cterFities. I
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reduces the costs of transfer. \n enormous range of specialized courses
may be offered at little institutional cost. 1 it II_y , tt allows the ready
accommodation of expt Henna' learning: this may be student research
or, mu IV :11/1)14)1Wiattt\ ft)1. tills majority of :all( lentS, it nut). be the
practical lX1of new, professionally relevant situations.

However, it must be recognized that the effective use of the sys-
tem requires high() efficient computeriz.ed management and information
s)stents, as well as guithince and tutoring for students. The psyeno-
Logical effect upon the student of a greatly inereaset; freedom cannot be
igl) rt.( I.

Nlork.ove v, ti 111`l SC riOlIS ions hit. h attach particular-
ly to the pedagogic assumptions upon which the .\inerican system is based.
To %%hat extent are the ntztjoyit) of students able to obtain a meaningful
education tinder conditions of relative freedom? If the majority of stu-
dents lack any coherent educational objectives and select courses (per-
haps the l'aS il`St, ones) on an ad hoc basis - does it matter? Does the
fragmentation itielt must follow mean that the institution is offering a
therap) rather than an educat ion? Is the danger of imposing a liberal
philosophy of great intellectual appeal upon vocationally oriented wok-
ing class studints not as great as that of imposing an acadmie author-
itarianism upon all comers? More recent1), the U.S. system has come
to be well as better suited to the needs of training titan of more strictl)-
educational objectives. In addition, students seem to becont.:. concerned
with the accumulation of credit points rather than with the learning which
thesk, warp() L't to

Till' 1)1'01)10111 %1 hicil must be faced is that of obtaining the undoubted
benefits referred to above w ithin a modular system based upon a coherent
pedagogi philosophy. 'hus, more recent ruropean experiments, such
as the German 'llaukastensystem; seek to offer a range of educational
modules which are conceived systemically Lind %Odell ma) be meaning-
fully fitted together in a variety of ways. The duration of the total course
(long or short), the degree of specialization or professionalization, the
bala:tce between different methods of learning (e. g. intramural versus
extramural or ksxperient Lai), all these should be variable according to
the needs of the individual student. Thus, the matter of a traditional
discipline (e.g. chemistry) may be situated within a variety of suitable
contexts (12. i. physical-scientific, social, economic, tclumlogical,
historical). Dit, for this to be effislt iVls. a much greater umierstuuling
of the stnue'ures of laww ledge is required, as well as teaching staff of
vets) hig t calibre.
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IV

PLANNING AND FINANCE OF
POST - SECONDARY EDUCATION

us: RODUCTION

In all Member countries the last twenty years or so have witnessed
a great increase of planning activity in relation to the rapid development
of higher education. The nature of this planning activity - particularly
its relative degree of prescriptiveness in terrls of the setting of object-
ives and of defusing the moans and measures for their implementation -
and the mech-nismn and procedures to which it has given rise, vary
from countr to country reflecting the particular social and political
environment within which it operates. These aspects of the problem
lave been aaalysed elsewhere(1) and there would be little purpose in

discussing them here. What the present paper proposes is to focus dis-
cussion on the central question of costs and finance which for obvious
reasons have come to be regarded as the main policy instrument - at
central, local and institutional levels - of control in the operation of
the system and in the implementation of objectives. The issues involved
are presented in part B. They are set against the general background
of policy trends, summarized in part A, within which the planning of
higher education increasingly takes place.

Background and Trends

Higher education has come to represent an impor:ant "growth sec-
tor" in society for which policy-making can no linger afford to rely mere-
ly on the momentum of trends. One of the essential functions of planning
is to provide both a description and a critique of these trends as an aid
to the clarification of alternative future policy aims and options. The
following main trends, emerging from the analyses presented to the
Conference, can thus be suggested as the overall context for policy,/
planning in higher education;

i) the continuing quantitative expansion of post-secondary educa-
tion towards a system of mass higher education seems to be
irreversible, even though there may be seasonal fluctuations
in its rates of growth;

ii) the demand for greater equity, in the sense of more propor-
tional social group attendance, w ill continue to grew and be
increasingly felt as a political consideration:

1. t 'f, -Planiiipi; and Renewal of Post-Secondary Educa Systems", internal ()CCP document.
Paris.
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iii) the increasing diversity of the student body with respect to
background and educational needs will be further accentuated
by the growing demand for education from adults, calling for
the development of new patt?rns of higher learning;

iv) continuing rise in both unit and total costs and difficulties with
regard to employment prospects will tend to act as policy
constr lints on the forward movement represented by the ex-
pansionist trends mentioned above:

v) the strains resulting from the above trends, the growing lack
of consensus on the overall objectives of higher education, and
the more general political movement towards wider involve-
ment of various social groups in decision-making will accent-
uate the demand by both students and their teachers for formal
participation in broad policy-making and *ui the conduct of
academic work.

The implications of the above trends for overall strategies for the
development of higher education are clearly brought out in the conclud-
ing chapter of the Secretariat general report to the Conference. (1) They
can be summarized under two main considerations:

a) The need to develop a comprehensive strate in the planning
of future structures of post-secondary education encompas-
sing the total post-compulsory education sector, both lomat
and informal, and closel co-ordinated with public policies
in other social and economic sectors. The operative question
lie.e will be how to bring about effective diversification of ac-
cess to higher education in terms of time, space and study,
and to establish more flexible relationships between education
and professional experience so that learning opportunities can
be spread over a longer period in the life-span of the individual
in relation to his career development:

b) The need to plan and implement a system of incentives, re-
wards and other devices necessary to support the promotion
and acceptance of change in higher education in the face of
established values and social inertla. In practice this will
mean the development of appropriate mechanisms and pro-
cesses for encouraging active participation by all the social
groupscomerned in the setting of higher education objectives,
as well as in the definition of the methods and means for their
implementation. It is in this broader context that the debate
on cost issues :uul firumcial measures suggested below has to
be seen.

Cost and Vinzuwe of Ilighcr Education

Secretariat analses on expenditure and enrolment trends in higher
t .ieation during '.1its sixties show that, taking OECD countries as a wimle,
expenditure per student year grew at an average annual rate of 9. 0";,,
whereas the GNI' price index grew at an average rate of 1. (2) In
real terms, therefore, unit costs u nigher education in all 01:C1) cowl-
tries have been rising on average by almost 5":, per year. This has oc-
curred in a period (i. e. during the quarter century preceding 1 970) when

!, t witailled in Part one. II. of Mc present volume,
I. :;tut11., IV in ;awards Mass Iligher Education .
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the' climate for expansion was favourable and higher education was
comic! veil a highly desirable activity from both the economic and the
social point of view.

Given the present change in public attitudes towards the growth
ef 'agile,. education, it seems unlikely that both a continuing rise in unit
costs and increasing enrolments will Ix? acceptable. If unit costs cannot
be broug:It under control, the tendency will be to limit enrolments. And
since this is difficult to achieve because of the resistance to selection,
the only way of keeping down overall cost may be a decline in quality
and 'or a shift to privately financed and organised higher education. Fir
all these reasons it beco'nes essential for the problem of rising unit
costs to be vigorously tackled.

ItEDUC'TION OF UNIT co:as

Some economists take the view that, given the predominance of
labour costs in tl e form of teachers' salaries, rising unit costs are an
inherent feature of the education sector. Whilst this standpoint prob-
ably reflects an unduly .-essimistic view of the more capital intensive
educational alternative's, it has to be admitted that the contributio.. of
nem technologies to higher education has so far heen disappointing.

To some ex-to : this is clue to the conflict 1:Aween the use of such
technologies and the social and human values of higher education, but
it may also be due to the virtual non. existence of serious development
work on new higher education technologies. Where there has been a
serious effort to develop hardware materials and the necessary manage-
ment structures (e. g. the Open University in the United Kingdom), new
technologies appear to be more promising.

Thus an important issue is whether provision t xists at present
for adequately financed and well-organised development .vork in the field
of higher education. For most countries the answer is clearly a negative
one, and this situation must be remedied in view of the growing emphasis
on adult and)or recurrent higher education both of which are probably
more suited than traditional higher education to technology-based teach-
ing systems.

As the background report points out, (1) a second obstacle to the
adoption of new teclmologies is the vested interest of existing members
of staff. This raises many paradoxes, some of which are worthy of
discussion. For example, the criteria for promotion in the universities
in many countries are based upon research performance. If this es the
case, tearin in traditional universities might find it possible to get a
better balance between teaching and research functions if time-saving
could be effecre el.- used a: part of the regular teaching process. Clear-
ly there are some ambiguities here which need consideration,

However, it is difficult to draw conclusions as to the best alloca-
tion of effort in higher education institutions between teac'eing and re-
search activities, purtly because "best" is a question of values, partly
because of lack of firm evidence on how the effort between research and
teaching is actually allocated. Obviously, one possiblc way of rcduc Mg
costs is to emphasize the teaching function at the expense of the research
function, and this is one of the reasons v.ny the unit costs of non-univer-
sity higher education institutions are expected to be lower than those of
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tratlitiona: universities. however, this example reveals ;mother Of the
dilemmas confronting policy makers. Polytt duties, once established,
tend to (aim "parity of esteem'' with the universitiet Ui research as
well as in teaching. The search ton Viable methods of separating the
research :mil the teaching role of the staff of higher education institu-
thins remains one of the important policy problems in the financing of
higher education. (1)

Other way., of reducing unit costs would be better orgzutisation Of
teaching in conventional institutions. Work on institutional management
undertaken within the OECD Centre for Educational Research and Innov-
ation shows that capital cost reductions of up to l5":, could be obtained
even %%Ain't present teaching arrangements by ensuring that classrooms
were better lit(li.Lk'tl. It is probable that even greater reductions would
be possible if advantage were taken of possible economies of scale
through the restriction of uneconomic course options, possible incr..ase
in student teacher mtios, reduction in drop-outs and increase b. the
teaching !oad of staff. All these matters, however, have to be weighted
against other educational and professional considerations.

.:( )U14.6 ES 01.' l MAN C

Total expenditures on h!gher education have been rising rapidly
dun iii the past two decades. himeven, public expenditure on higher edu-
cation Ih.s been rising even more rapidly. In fact it is fair to say that
in most uottntries the expansion of higher education has been made possible
only by UR. 11 illingness of public authorities to bear an increasilig part of
the total cost, including that of maintaining students while they are under-
taking higher education. Most of the concern about rising unit costs !s
therefore 11 concern not with rising costs per se but with the increasing
burden these i:pose upon public budgets and the absence of effective
cost controls to ensure that public funds are being well spent.

The search for waN.s of reducing costs in higher education is often
linked to the search for methods of f inane ing it to substitute for, or at
least It) supplement, finance front the public budget.

There are, Iwo:pity speaking, two alternative sources of finance:
froth the individuals w!to benefit front higher education directly and from
the en:pLo ens who use the graduates produced b the higher education
st stt.m. \\ hat are the possibilities of inereasing the contribution front
hotit these sources?

'\ hilst the growth of recurrent t ducation and informal training in
industY,. 1 a result in a grow ing contribution front employers to vocation,.
all :: oriented nigher education, it scents unlikely that employers will make
tny s:Ltnifhant contribution to the general expansion of 'tighter education.
This particula.!y the eahe if the movement towards mass higher
c %cation loosens the links between educational (phallic! thins and occupa-
t:tm. I:ntolo l'rs feel that they are makirg their contribution to this dev

I through th- general tax system. however, 'evies on employers
int. certain kinds of vocathstal training and specialized postgraduate
etlueatitni deserves C e011:4 ilk. rat i.)11.

cis; sc 1..10 -time srdfl !or oi:e bot!i glued ,44tes,
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The alternative at of elnumelling private resources into higher
education tin ough financial contributions by the students is being active-
ly discussed in several countries, and loan schemes arc already in
operation in the Scandinavian coitntries, West Germany, Japan, the
United Staces and Canada. Discus iion of the loans issue is usuaily be-
de% flied by the fact that the (bum( ing of higher education by loans has
a number of different implications and can be discussed in severil dif-
ferent contexts. Briefly, the case for loans is, first, that it would lead
to a gradual transfer of the financial burden :min the public sector
generally to private individuals and, second, since higher education
presents a profitable private investment there is a cos :. in equity for
making those who benefit pay. This view is reinforced by the fact that
under present, heavily subsidiied systems of higher education it is
generally the case that most of the benefits go to oung peopt^ from
families that are already well-off, (One of the reasons for this is that
secondary education is in ,general nut nearly so well subsidized as higher
education.) Furthermore, many economists claim that if a greater
proportion of the cNpeaditure of higl er education institutions were ob-
tained from student fees (which could be financed by loans), this would
lead to greater efficient:* in resource allocation both by the institutions,
which would have more inceitive to provide what their clients wanted,
and by the students who would be more likely to ;ace up to the question
of what they mere really seeking from 'iigher eduea.

One of the problems with loans is that it would I. only after a
considerable lapse of time that they could make a significant contribu-
tion towards changing the burden of the cost of higher education. Oppo-
nents of loans claim that they would make higher education even more
inequitable by discouraging poor people from undertaking it. However,
no empirical evidence exists to substantiate that

Four further points can be made as a basis for discussion of the
loan issue, First, it is often nut clear whether hnuis are being discussed
in the context of loans for the finance of higher education or loans for the
maintenance of students while they are undergoing higher education.
Secondly, the context of the discussion is entirely different in countries
such as the United States where only a small proportion of students at
present receive grants from public 'Urals, and countries such as the
United Kingdom where nearly all students at present receive mainte..ance
grants friar the public authorities. In the former ease the introduction
of a loins scheiPe can only increase students willingness to undertake
higher education, where:ts in the latt,.r it is more likely to reduce the
demand for higher education, Thirdly, mach of the oppoaition to loans
comes from within the higher education sector - partly from those who
believe in higher education expansion or have a vested interest in it, and
partly from existing students who resist ;my move to worsen their present
financial s:tuation. The fourth point to be made is that there arc few
people who would elaint that the whole of tile fintuwe of higher education
should lit' switched front the public to tl a private sector: what is being
discessed is changes :n emphasis. En partieul-r, few people would dis-
pute that the part of the expenditure on higher education institutions which
is devoted to research activities should be borne predominantly by the
public authorities because research is par excellence a public good which
w ill not be carried out at an optimal level if its financing is left to the
exigeneies of the market place.

6S1
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REDUCING THE RATE OF GROWTH
OF STUDENT NUMBERS

There are, broadly, three ways in which the growth of student
numbers can be curtailed. One is by restricting the number of students
who are admitted to higher education institutions (numerus plausus). The
other is by reducing the average length of study of students while they are
in higher education (short-cycle institutions, reduction of repeating, etc.).
The third way is to use financial instruments to regulate the supply of
new entrants or the number of applicar.ts. Since financial instruments
are in fact widely used to regulate demand and supply generally, such
a proposal may be well worth consideration.

In some countries, imposing restrictions on the number of places
seems to be an acceptable way of limiting higher education expenditure.
But, even when such restrictions are not accepted generally, there are
serious problems in faculties such as medicine and engineering which
have particularly high costs and whose graduates enter a narrow range
of occupations.

In several Member countries, for example Canada, the United
States, Sweden and the United Kingdom, there is evidence of a decline
in the growth rate of student demand for higher education. Whatever
the reasons for this, and it is probably not unrelated to the current grad-
uate employment situation, it will lessen the need for an overall policy
of numerusclausus.

Policies to reduce the average length of study are being considered
in many OECD countries. In countries like Germany, Holland and the
Scandinavian area.where courses are particularly long, attempts are
being made to encourage students to take their degree within a shorter
period. LA France and the United Kingdom specific proposals have been
made for the introduction of a two-year cycle of higher education as an
alternative to the traditional three- or four-year first degree, and in
others there are proposals to restrain the growth of postgradut.te edu-
e at ion.

It may be that one of the solutions to this dilemma is a fairly short
two- or three-year period of general higher education for a large propor-
tion of the population, followed by an intensive period of specialist voca-
tional training for those who require it. The finance of the luter could be
borne largely by students or by their employers. These periods of initial
training could be supplemented by periods (.1 retraining throughout working
life, in accordance with the concept of recurrent education. However, be-
fore there can be substantial policy changes it is necessary to balance the
ec)nontic benefits against possible "quality" losses. As elsewhere, is-
sues of efficient resc.1rce allocation and cost reduction cannot be consider-
ed except in the context of the aims and objectives of higher education and
the technologies (in tia., broadest sense) currently available for achieving
these objectives.
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LXTRODUCTION

common characteristic of the reports and resolutions of educa-
tional gatherings is the claim that the "needs" or "demands" of a parti-
cular situation call for a series of radical measures, which are then
comprehensively rsted. Such measures, it is claimed, will inter alia
encourage diversity, flexibility, openness, equality, co-operation, com-
munication, innovation, participation and integration. There is usually
no difficulty in securing agreement as to the importance of these deside-
rata. Even the most soured participant is unlikely publically to opt for
closure, inequality, non-co-operation, non-communication, reaction,
authoritarianism and fragmentation. But it is one thing to agree upon a
lie of measures that appear to be consistent with such desiderata. It is
quite another to make the necessary choices among such measures and,
often within unpropitious political, financial and organisational climates,
to implement these choices in such a may as to achieve the goals they
are intended to serve. 1Vhat hope is there that international dialogue on
a subject such as post-secondary education will improve the likelihood
of wise choices being made? There are seven main factors that support
such a hope.

First, there is the stimulus to generate as much relevant inform_ a-
tioa as possible, not only about the operation of one's own system but
also that of other nations.

Second, there is the chance to learn more about the available teck-
Rhine:) - demographic, statistical, occupational, analytical, organisational,
managerial, pedagogic, evaluative - that may be used in designing and
working an educational system.

Third, there is the opportunity to gain from the experience of those
in other systems that have introduced new structures or stimulated new
kinds of educational process, and to apply the lessons of this experience
to national policy-making.

Fourth, there is encouragement fully to recognize the international
character and, effeets of Imo} ledge created and disseminated by univer-
sities, colleges and research institutions. Social and philosophical ideas,
economic doctrines, psychological theories, scientific discoveries, tech-
nological innovations, cannot be confined within their national boundaries
and frequently have major long-term consequences for the life of nations
and the development of cultures.

Fifth, there is a possibility of contributing to the. emergence and
formulation of rlesoncepts such as quantitative planning and recurrent
education, and of benefiting from dialogue with those who participate as
members of delegations and at the invitation of the Secretariat.

Sixth, there is the value of supporting international initiatives,
from one-off seminars on specialist topics, exchange schemes for stu-
dents and academics, co-operative research and development activities,
to the creation of multi-national institutions for specific purposes.
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politicians, administrators and ;,eatlelnies front Imin countries to
to hecollIv ;mare of both similar.tis and differences in their vits%%points,
and to do something towards working out the shared language and tinder -
standLig, essential to the fostering of a s% stems perspective w ithin which
the costs and implications of pol*.cy decisions can be better understood.
Discussion across the language barriers of both notions and specialities
is an essential element in (Ica I im.; ith the problem so clearly perceived
by Flexile's. On thu slihioct of post-scvolltkir education, such di:liens-
:inn'', inforthed both b new I\ cotiected data ;mil l) the ideas of some of
the foremost scholars in the fiele, is %%hat. was (acre(' by the I 97:3 OECD
Conference.

2. PHOI Us.; \NI) I'llOSPI:CTS

In W1111:I of the Sptststl alit' scale 4 If its expansion, the ousts to I(hIch
it gives rise, and its importance I its economic, social and cultural 11 1I -

pOS -Sceolld:1 iS :1 111;1 jot* 114/'X% Collei VII fur Alembe
governments or or(1). Ahatysis or him in Itstiti than two decades over-
all i'lll'ohnollts ill IIIIIVorsitivs, polytohllics, spoiati..cil vocational
StAltiolS, technical colleges and adult education establishments have
doubled and re-ilimbled, and forecasts of slower but continued growth
in the decade ahead, already documented in 01:('D publications, were
Confirmed and refined in tilt papt,rs proillIced for ollfcrollec. R'
CoStS of Stich t'NpallSioll, initially carried on the larger educational bud-
gets that went 11 ith a period of rapid economic gromth, a re impos ing felt
burdens on publ:c finance and meeting cimiptstition from other areas of
educational and social provision. (It has been estimated that the cost of
providing one year of unit-ersity level study is ten times that of providing
a year's education for a child of primary school age. ) ith a broaden-
ing of the basis of educational objectives, and a lack of clear-cut I.Vid-
enti linking inirticulat kinds of educational provision and economic growth,
earlier jute rest in establishing the economic benefits of post -seeinulary
study has shifted 11 favour of wore sophisticated, if necessaril less
easily quant:fiabl.e, analyst's of :10m the murk of univyv:iities and colleges
interacts w ith the political and social lifts of the communities and societies
which the' see, and 110%% the education the individual receives from these
institutions affects not inevel his occupationa: choices and destination
but his st Ie of liit and cultural participation.

Iht tiniferetice on New Structure:, 0r post-st.i.ohda
reflected all these concerns. It niarl.ed the culmination of two % cars'
work l) the Secretariat and by speeialist consultants, the results of
which N,% ere circuiated in varioliS papers, riporlS,

;1101 othcl Iahial. ;Uhl
teehnie ;l! detail of this 111:itorial pointed tip V hvt is becoming a real prob-
lem 01 111t1'11111.:01111! post-s,,,00dar, education. he dueho.-
ations of the totwrii (II:(1) and or the 1970 1:ducationill Growth C nifer-
ence(1) c.Incornutv: need fur a bruader spectrum of educational and
social objeetkes has had tins effect or Nhh.ohle, iwsiwutiv,s, hut has
ako the dahg,I. that .hs,ussions a cms(9111,11,,,
ht,.int. ,;:diliew hat nor;il and diffuse. Viiis so long as w are 11l :11111

ith 1W.):111 1101 :11 iticati the of au agivd cola:Clan:II lillanlodo-
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paradigm 5.% %%Inch 11) nil mill interpret tht mass a availahlt
data :ihnut Liu devrhipment of sstrins tines lint rim:Allah. tin) grrat a
prithIrm. Hut %Aral:tics:4es siiint herninc aintent uhu etintts art. matte
la) refine thrsr idras, Li) rinisidcr 114) th might In1 implint.nted and tt)
sti alai the pnlitiral and oduatinnal costs hi Oich thy
isr. 'rho t'interetaI prneurdings inadr tar that tlwre remain un-

sidrahl .1 Vc.lti lI till kill litir.l,tiltilltillry
accetiti, 01:11t loll, till'

ill Mint! :did thr
rurraitar and hedagngir assintiptintis that tinder' iv flit-taditional
fm.111).; in' i)st-srcinida

\ 11 this under! 'net' \ lartin rim is idea Atiitiolt
Mt' langtingt. of %%Inch h14 en:aim:0
disrussinn in drpth might he facilitated. 4il..11 int.) the
sharil lust rssentiall itarrn langtingt 111' part irtilar isms, it

ill In. slum. tiler 1)1.1'111, '1'14)11 Is ;inn ahirvil. The I 'inarrrlici. ses-
sinns sthttti.std 1:1)1111. IA. 11%5 in aItil II progt...;; III 'gilt he math indit.tiuu. att.n114)11 up1)11 a nutlike). nr prove:45es and
pinripirs and priddrnis inati% rinnitries, %%Inch lutist feature
441 intyluitintial rinisiduratinn ir 111 mov.

sitvg:IIIS hit ai S iS, ill iti% la) 111'0111CM:4 of
411)41%11.i1)l1:11 .* and implementing grneal pincipIrs, and in undtr-
standing better the olitiral and stir ial rinitexts that racilitalr 1)t iulli:litdrsirril riluratintuil rfurnis.

\:-; (hr.% rnirrgril in Me harligrtnind ilnruniclits, in pltnii). sessions
an I %\iirkilig groups, the rhirt* prrnrcupatintis or ult. cmt br
s11.11.1111i.vit ill 1, single quest inn. In planning III strurtures and re-
spiniding tl) and 1W1)1)1):4:11t4 ellitTEillL 1.1)111 itltiit rxisting sys-
!rms. Inn.% ran sorictirs 1)11 the inic hand, thr insti-
tutionat di\ ersit. and tliffrentialitm uanitues uteasionvil witlt.n7
ell access and illA latiunships htwit IP)!..t-sechnilary education and.

men', the ether, the need u) maintain and enhance the
seli,ilslu and sieet, :111 \\Mini ptililicully sensitive cm-

411.m:11111s 1%.1 1....rt1Icr Will
it 111'x~~ ;Ik

t) L'at.kit tittit issues 1114)1101'i\ 144/11 Ir.': a 811111111`11t.i rninpre-
liensRe of \\ hat the s strut of plist -scut titiary rduation includes
and hat it emluiles. The 1)1mnd:tries are diffic ult to) tla%%. The Sven.-
t:tre,11 tut, 1)1' itevall Issues interpreted them .%\

t. ... iie% :II ticulatimi hetwen upper seumlar :11111 1)w-a -See1/Mla
bctillit!-; issut t \ 11114 illIp1)1.:t1140 Cal ing the

1 "dr\ rhipment :I S,Stt'Ill 1))41.111111)tilStW CtitleIlit)11
.)11.111g :111 r1/1.111:-: rdllr:It11)1C11 ..r

loci) 11,111111 Illxllldr upper sethmla education
:is %ll :is pl)::t-secluidar%, higher :11141 university tIticatiun proper.
Such an apprir.cli iti :fish :1 sine qua nun rot.

:ill. ,:,;ti.11 iir.ione. "(I )
niqillail \11.1..s..11, ill 1111.11' hockgroillid imp.... oil mi. All...rival'

or.111:15:.; to II. S. ..stiolates
thm thA tit.' eihtratiunal urganisalilins art:mints

11:111 tilt "1e:11.ili11g file ", the rest falling ti) voriet
prlipris tar\ and anti -iii.%ert agencies, \ ruresphnilence, indus-
trIal einit erns and 11w lull 1,11x\. 12) III his address 111 the l'hurerelice,

t 11 I.

1..11 .1 I!:t
, I, II'S, ra.111 I ..\. !.1s 111.11.'r . 0111V I 1.1pl 11%e% It.1111 I %pen

tift . III I .1..111%.10 .111. I I .1.
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Douglas 11 right called for rekognition of the potential of libraries, mu-
seums, apt galleries, au, "tii MUM' illStitilti011$ as important participants
in the learning s steal

Cleark it is necessa to recogniz. the enormous range and scope
of the activities that might reasonabl be inluded %% Rhin the purvim of
post-scconday education. It is important to take as nuuty of as
possible into aecount in de ising IR% structures zutd developing 'ley,
practices. lInt it seems doubtful if all this tietivity van ever be - should
vc 1)1 - subjected to a single counprehensive planning process and brought
under ;in form of unitary control. Thus one can onl.v go so far in agreeing
m.ith the :.ccretaiat about the need to consider "as an interrelated . hole
all formal education and all education-%ork combinations betm vett the
end of compulsor\ schooling and grnduate education, including evening
courses for adults". Such a V ltt point may be needed for purposes of
analsis, but it is unlik!\ to be the basis of ;En effective policy. To
claim too much in this respect is to invite criticisms of the I:ind refer-
red to in 1:l'lliSt papit:(1 )

higher etiquation planning and system renewal are
depetulent upon the existne of a broad base of support among
elected politicians, pnbl lc officials, institutional administrators,
facult and students . nett strnteg ito scents neessa
that conscionsk and carcl'ill (iv\ clops pi)iilit*:11 alliallues, alld
bases of commitment for planning and change a plan that does
not pr.. itiC it it'ZI!) V:I SUILItiMIS 1.1)1 it ical prObil'IIIS is no
plan ;it all but an exercise in mental g\innasties,
Comprehensive ana s is contributes to comprehensive planning,

not by providing blueprints for implementation by entrali.ed agencies
or proposing unitary ositrol, but by helping to develop among those
concerned a shared zmaettess of the i01111111N inter-rclatilmships that
chaacteri:e educational s\ stems, Despite the fashionability of onront-
ation, it is onl such ;mareitess and the mutual understanding that flues
from it that there can be achieved that measure of corsensus that is needed
to make plans \kiwi:able. It is ill ust these respects that the u oil: of such
hudies as (1 l:CD is beneficial and the doumentation and discussion asso-
ciated ith a major conference so important.

ul'IN)ItTirNiTY \ND .1l:ss

1 he Iwo:1,1,11,i hiisis of discussion on post-secondary education mas
novilt.te thou the ('onri,ni trvatmsla ()f arecssibilit to)
duc;tt:ou t.111pH. Myra. II ithcrto there has 1)14.11 a tcudt 1:1 for attti-

t to be focussed on the index of hom far diffriit social strata (general -
I \ 1)% the outnpation or students' fathers) ov(.1. of undcr
vi)l.,s,.nt.ti of p"st-s...condory institutions in 1.1titI11 to) t'o'll'
in the pl)pl1;atio11 at 1..1r4c Svurctariat figures sltov.ed that in the past
decade there hos in man\ countries been a perceptible inerease in the
proportion of students dam.n from v,orking class backgrotu But
changes :n thinking about aceessibilit \Neve reflected iu the considerable
interest disida\ed ill indiecs other than social class. The post -secontlar

i.t: : a' k L.15.11 11: ..15! -.`0.11 t!..111. i 0. 1411151; `..tIt'"IS , d, ,
: 1
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sII4I)sIl't.IIIlttt'S I'll' 's's''lIl('lI, i'tItIiit', t'tilttii';it iii'I r&'ligil)(Is IIIiIiI)L'itit'S,
\ 'filth, ;iiiI llIt'lllI)t'l'S lit' t)hlIt'I' ;tg 4I't5(II)S :iII i'i' i'si'tI ;itt'iltitiii.

iitt i'ti 's's .i - !s t slii ''s's ii l't'g;i i'tliiig tlit' 's's :iv ill 's's iiisIi iiili's' 1(1(1:11 S tt'iL11
t1'l.'t.ut'gt'tIufl.4 :itd st;t, tt't' tiit''rt'utt,iiv tlIt ihti!t'ii i)tt\'st'L'l' iii$ti-tilt tiII', tSl)t't'!. itt's hit' ht'iiilt'iii'v ill ilUill's I tiiiti'it's lot' shiirt-t'v t)iit'St'$'i I'''.' t'tiit :1 !i.t'I' piqtt't Itfil of tIi' It'ss aoIVaJitag'oI. .t tht'.sit'' to analyst'

llI)iit'.IIl,illS 4)1 a t',illlliiltiilt'ilt 1t t))t'li 11 '('55 1)1' ti tlit' Ultl'4)-
1(14 I ,tfil ''I' lI(IIiitl'(lS tl:itistis ai)t'1L't'hl :11141 It 's ;iS rt'o't' iIi.'t'tl tlit st'ht't.'-

1. .' (1 1 U )l)t' It'l'fl I 4)1' 111t 'tht' t 's's 1.S iltt''t i tI1 ,It ', Fhi' II' 's's t' l't' I liii it'itjiiis thatt'ls't't:tiii h's !ui'' iii :idolititiii tt ln'iiii. hohli o'ps'lisI' anti 's's:ist'ful,
I I: 's lit d In IS i's' it it :i ! 's .o' t'i)1 aI it' S 's's S 1)111 (' t Iii,. tt', i' tt1i il's, tIit' Vt'
'.' 5'. 1111)athi\ itil' It' ''s's's :irgulilt'iit ':ig:iillst tin' .st,iiit''s'sliat o';isu:it aiiil
i'.uliis't 1,ISii,01111)It tlItIlialtiSiiI 's'sIijtiI ,I.'t's iit)h, ,.'i'iiti')lit ItS t't)$ts aUtht. '14 ,,t', Ii 4 l' ' I' siti It I' it tiit'i lit illa 's (It's tI I;i t l 1St) 4 It't' t'Vt ' tt ) Ia' I i(
i'ii. !'

'stto tl th : 5I1s4ti't 141' tiIt'it 1.41 iIitIi's ;it)v I;it'k ''1 t'tUflIlIitUn'llt tt,
Lii. 1)1' II,. ii 4 lii Illl)l'4 l's llI4 t11l11 it's 4)1 t'.iLIo':itjt,ii;, I it',. litt it
, ) ilt''1t 'tilts tI) ,1 it' ''s's 's's 414'S i)ri':i.l i't'ai i .':it 11)11 tii:it Still) iill()'i't)'st'illI'ilt IS
h 'Lii : :t:t ii! t t' I :it't', )IIlJ) ;! I :411'! lit", t liii I tlio' t :lp:io' it's tit ('i liit',it fI)lla 1 i'I

1 t r', 14 )Ifi', it :i 1st, sIi,'s's iii thi,.t tilt' ( 'I'Illt'L't'Il('t' 's's aS )II')a i'i',l tii tlit'
I LI I :t 1' I' 's II' 'I!, .' lilt 111J)I't)'s t'iilt'Ilt t)l I ii'ttiii it's' flt1's

Ii'' :Iil- l'4(ltiI fill 'rt' tii:it I ill4 I''.' S I Il, tilt' 1)1'' i1t1t 14)11 I1' ,'4L(I4i1'IltS iit',t's
'I's's ('I' st.,t(i ':'i:t lIt's. \'L 4' ha's t' to o'ltrt' tlit' iiattit'o :tiot t'tt't't' III

Lit, I,,i I'I'tIS iilL I't'L t':t'L
' hI)I)tIl't(lIlit's , iiiiI tii''s' It' thit' k in. is uf fiii;ino' ai

thu tiLt, ;i''it:ii hht:I,-LlI'tS Inst ,.;tIt'iii:itt'oI LI) i1'i)Pt)'sI' hush's :uhitfll aiii
It rt't 'Ifl i,,IltI', I iho'st tIlls 1,1 aI'('t'SS t'iiiitt Iii'.';uli iiigt'ui l's iii' S('lUu1'4tt((i:'t't,l:t 'IIII'st;I Ills :il). 'Ut thit strtio'ttii'o' :uiitl i'g:in is:ut ion f stuolit's anti th'ir

i's's's :441st 1.'' tlto' P'"'' ;'st't! I)I't_'tiS tsj ))4)sS)I)tt' t'Lis'Iltt'tt'. I',t's'si1):11) ;iiitl
\li,!tl',-tfli sa's's :"ni iii., n issiio's l'tliil1il1 tIir'iuhi tiititt'i St:it's' oiis'US-
-:j, 'his ' ':' LIit st pi', ih!t'llis:

it. i's's '.:Iu,nil, I 's'.' I'. 'riI:LI I aLt' tiit Iths :u tit it'IlltIt' I'dt 1 /;Itiull of t'tIi'-
lI)h)I)L'tIllt!t's :11th :uu'' 's'.t' i'.'iii;ii ti.'stt' tu, :ttt:i:itiiig it','

I'' ' '. it:it 'It'L,t't''' IS hIii'i't' :iil jiilit'i't'iit tt'iis mu it'ti,'s ('I'll .ua1 it in
1 :.I'i' t stii,.':u, ''ii :.ii,I its .14111.,,.' i':'t ti:ttit)ii ;tiiii 's's hat i't':tllv is

''.1(1.1! I'.

\\ Iit'j lii's's I'jt'his i' sttiih's 5111)1141 lifi ;u.itIs'.I tt I tiioi.st' lit)'s a vail-
;it thu's o'i's:t;t's ;isl iii 's's ht;tt v's:o's S Slltuuiti 's's' t'iiaigt' titt'

I 1':',lt;ll: !"'I' t't'('iIh):ut:I)ihs that 1u1114 li:ts St'l''st'Ii aUth i)t'l'il St't''i'ti
Ii'. ii .Iit'i' II ttn':It It)ll'
'.t t:'t - 115411 It I II.' ti,. iii'! lilt ' :i-; sh' hi i411' -I' 'i Itiu:ut Loll, anti 's's ii;it
"LIt itl'Lll!I 'I h(lhltLl''lls ,...;hIt,1IT,i %lhlivt'l'sitit'S st't'L tI) i)*.'l'ltIt'tli'.1

i:i'.,:'.' I ti:ti'd 't:uti-s :5 11)1114 511144' llltl'st'li lriilii t'Iitt' to ilu:,SS 1)IiSt
'4:: II' 'liit'l ''ii, .ii,f v,:,s ii''s's iii S'.hilt st:ttt's 'ni tiit' tiii't'siiuioi t'l

fill, t'',,I . iii'' p's : .. 'I), \'. I.-i tillS lIlt' 11,11.11 Lii:,) 'tiut i \it'iiitt'i' 141's o'i'iiiin'iits
-

' 's' 1;:' 4::-, 1144'.'

4' 'i 1: I,,II' i 'i' I it:uS 5 ', '51.st ',iiil.,t t iI :.t ii 'ii hi:is I n't'it shi,v's it
:.t ::t .''s ,:-. lI,i'-lit LIIII1 :i :1:1411 St ,''iit,i:it''s 'uiIlpit'ti.)ii t'ati'. "I illIng
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recent Carnegie Commission report, (I) suggest that caution is needed
in evaluating changes in the employment oppot.unities open to graduates
of universities and clilleges. The effects of short-term economic fluctu-
ations must he distinguished from long-term structural trends. It is
difficult to get very excited about five per cent graduate unemployment
when one knows that in the vounty concerned the proportion of secondary
school-leavers who art. out of work is t'11 ice or three tillh'S that
The struvrtind issues are even more difficult to disentangle. In the
united) States the Carnegie Commission suggest that the problem can be
St`l'll as one of jobs that are educationally upgraded in that they recruit
better educated pestnuiel, or of persons who are occupationally down-
gaded in that they have to enter l'1111110y11ilt that is hl'IOW level of
capacity. I :ven in the Ilnited States, where the proportion of college
graduates in the labour force is already high, there seems to 1/1 trope
for considerable educaticnial upgrading of occupations, Bowman aml
\mlersim underline the tact that the ecuitinnt of better educated staff
tends frequenty to change the nature of the job such recruits are asked
to perform. The t'arnegie Commission argues that the United States is
far ;may from the situation in India and Egypt and smut. other countries
where large numbers of frustrated and under-mployed graduates con-
tribute more to political instability than to the growth of the ONI'. But
it needs to be borne in mind that the United States context is one of great
flexibility of cxpvc tat ion and of a greater variety of "acceptable" employ-
ment than that of some European countries. There seems little doubt
that if structural difficulties are to be avoided, greater occupational
adaptability needs to he generated on the part of employers laid the state
as well as stialents. Such adaptability is helped by the existence of a
pluralist pattern of awards and of courses, and by the provision of op-
po rtall it it'S, on the recurrent principle, for men and women to return
to higher education after a period of employment, either on a part-time
or full-timt.

.\daptability is also facilitated by the possibility of genuint com-
petition for high status jobs trunk those who route up by unothoi ox routes:
tho have entered higher education at a late stage or obtained their degree
or diploma b% nians of nun-traditional stutly. The actual proportion of
poste, filled ill this %%ay is less important than the existence of a sense
that genuine oppurtunitit s exist, that the possibility 'If contrhuting in to
post-secondary education is always present, and that for those who do
so there is a real chiuice of competing successfully v ith incumbents who
entered by more traditional routes, Even those who are unlikely ever to
nialo. die effort to obtain higher qualifications or to change their occupa-
tional destinies gain from knowing that the opportunity. is there if they
want it, and suffer from feeling themselves to be occupationally and
stkei:kli\ bltreked, 111111oVi'd access is ill only to ploVide
a vonio.s for actual movements but also to reatt suns(' of psytIll)loginal

to ellllalre the inlik idrlal is suns, of fii.t.dunt and ,..nitrid over
his own ifc. Rut if seeress is to be perceived in these terms, it is im-
potant that the new kint.s 01 provision by mewls of which it is enhanced
- cInirsos, the application of the recurrent principle to edu-
cation and training, multi-media communication, credit systems, op-
portunities for mature entrants to courses r Ic - should be seen
as inure than inert relief roads to the existing main routes. It is for fills
e ason that the onft.tunce at.Nt turned its :ittclition to all that goes Limier

the heading of I'M )11- t it Ina VMS of study in post - secondary edu..a-
tion".

roll hide. , :elates Anal izt..):IimentlJottits. t dritc,le I ollimission Olt 111.;111. relit-
, Allot_ I et emIter I -11.111. I rcr ke le . t tillftW111.1.
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NON-TRADITIONAI. 1.'0101S

Of all the discussion Wont s with which the Conference was con-
cerned, this presented the greatest difficulties Of definition, not because
of any lack .f Sul !VIM'S to outline and problems to argue about but be-
ause the range of plans and experiments and on-going programmes in
Member countries presents a positive embarras du ehoix. But it is hard
to draw a line at what can and what cannot reasonably be included under
"nun - traditional studies". The Secretariat's document reminded parti-
cipants that the term includes innovation in both institutions and methods.
Sonic of the background papers showed just how diverse these innovations
might be. Iv their paper on the Extended University of the University
of California, Gardner and Ze len suggest that by the end of the century
the campus may have been transformed by teclutolog-y into a "learning
centre .

which houses a highly mobile population of students and schol-
as, a small resident population for study mainly at the most ad-
v:meed levels, a panoply of laboratories for residential research
and all intrgl'ated 11ct.%()rk of laboratories, computer, television
and other teaching resources designed as much for residential as
for off campus study and ruseach: in short, a network of associa-
tions, engagements and resourees that will permit the student to
have the university or college with him at home, at work and at
his leisure throughout his lifetime. "(I )

It is a problem to grasp and to map the implications of sue') an inclusive
concept, let alone to submit these implications to critical analysis, The
United States Commission on Non-Traditional Study were obliged to admit
as much in their recent report, arguing that non-traditional :dully is
''afore an attitude than a system, aml thus can never be defined except
tangentially" and attempting to list some of the arranuements and po-
grammes that might come under such a heading.

consortia of institutions, consortia of academic departments,
special guidance and counselling centres (for woollen, retiOmning
V''U'rat15, ILLUUtrity groups, etc. ), tutorials, external degrees,
examinations as the total measure of an academic degree, imle-
pendent stu41, work experience for credit, co-operative education,
study abroad, computer assisted instruction, television courses,
cad:o uouses, Video tape, two-way telephone, castle television
cassettes, films, modules of study, iodividual contracts, public
son ice no credit, correspondence courses, week-end or sum
or other workshops, Imoito-student relationships, arningements

:tit alternate systems. \\ ithin each of these types are a number
of different styles, processes :Ind organisational as well as aca-
demic approaches.' (2)

\lulti-national discussion of so varied a list of innovations also raises
the difficulty that what has been established long enough to be regarded
as t. litiona! in one country can be seen as distinctly nuts- traditional
in autht . For example, the elective programmes that are common-
place in the United States %%mild he strikingly out of place in the

p, P. t.ar.lt:t'r loser!' '.% Stratee!, fur cliattex tit Metter NHL:awl' The Extettded
ttiserstt. ot the I titersit. of t dittortita II. parts. I t,

amintssioc at: \ott-Iradttlatial IIIerstry Ptsit:it. Isse% lidst Itt. New York.
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to endanger the pineiples of tile collegiality. individual-
ity :Mil frl'el10111 that hart been so clOtilgy :18SoriatCil %all till' VV-

collipli\ in higher education."
c have in this conflict of views elements of the sante differences that

ills Conference encountered in the discussion of non-traditional. forms.
If nett modes: of organisation :mil new maps of learning are to be ceneran-
Iv institutionali.ed and accepted they cannot be restricted to the less
noble" shot-cytle non-tutiyesitA colleges and centres but must
penetrate the organisation of studies and research in the universities
and other status academic settings. %eingart, for example, criticizes
the co-operativ model of the Gesanithochsehttle in Which a variety of
institutions retain tit( iv existing identit but co-operate together in
teaching and research, on the grounds that it is "above all, an orgtinis-
atiomal solution which It.at es the structures of knonvIctlge and learning
entirl untouched". Ihit such penetration itta very IA undermine the
ctn.\ process by means 0)1 which new knowledge is produced, evaluated
and made available for use in a variety of scientific, teelumlogical and
sot.ial rntexts.

It is difficult to avoid the impression that the central issues in
this conflict are essentialk political and depend on the view that one
chooses to take about the relat,onship of the structure of knowledge and
the stru. tute of Societ Ilatlis al itleas stress the problematic char-
acter of this relationship, bit likelihood that the existing framework of
kltott ledge in high status institutions both reflects and serves to sustain
a particular form of LW I:Vit10111istit, t (Millet i 101101 hithittareitical HOC iut
organisatioa. I:volutionary :Ind conservative thinking places great stress
upon the -universalistic character of certain of the forms of knowledge,
the importance of these o.this to the extension of rationality and for the
continuation of technical :Intl social progress, and their vulnerability
to ill-considered structural and pedagogic reform. As in relation to
must political debates, the outcome in most countries constitutes a bal-
ance betwen revoltItatIlar and conservative ideas. Binary, integrated
o-opecatie and independent systems alike tend to be characterized by
or ing degrees of itittrnal dive sit which provides some protection

for the frontier research of the elite university ;Ind at the same time
endeavours: to find a valued place for the often :1(.3C8S, aUloVatory, ut
free sp;it :rki ;00* free institution or 1 ouse.

Such a balance is never statit.. It varies from country to country
and front tittle to ti:tte. Ilence the importance of examining in detail
particular aspe,ts of the orgaitisation of studies ;0101 research in different
tountra.s with a view to clarifying concepts and learning something from
the experience of others. One such aspect to which the Conference gave
attention %:Is acailiIllic credit. SySttIll, the advantages and
draw b.iks of which art often quoted when the value of unit based studies
for easier transfer between institutions and the intercalation of periods
of '.lurk and study ore under discussion. There are Ili:lily other features
tif particular countries' arrangements for the organisation of post-

etine.!ion that could profitalth lie examined fur the benefit of
others. of central importance in this respect is the provision that is
made far the planning :Intl finance of post-set.ontlary edut.ation, which
uomp:eted the tp.atet of themes on the Conference agenda.
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G. PI.ANNENC1 AND VINANCI:

1:ah of the topics before the (onfeenee presented its special
brand 4/f difficult.% for the management and focussing of disussion flow
can iirceSS Unlit% to oltleatiun and i`nlphlytinlit ho o)11Sidereol itliont
reference to the principles that control the distribution of status and
re%%ads % ithin soeiety? %,,e define non-traditional studies in a
niianingful do %%1. cope %% ith the important iSSLItS of cpiStV-
!nolo* and social theory that underlie any consideration of the structure
of studies and place of rsah° Planning and finance present a dual
difficulty . On the one hand they exemplify par excellence the essentially
political nature of decision-niaking. Midgets control the scale and direc-
tion of .1e% clopment: politically expressed raluations control budgets,
Planning implies objectives and eontrol: political I ICC it4/1)118

hit: 1)1).it'Uti Vt'S tII be Legitimated and %%hero and him control %%ill In.
exervised. (hi the other hand, the- are subjects around %%Melt there
has grow' up a highly complex technical vocabulary and range oil.

\kuip,mrt forecasting, cost effectiveness, PI'llS, rate of return
anal% sis, operational research and so till, mainl till puili or econo-
mists, sot MI psychologists and accountants, hove featured prominently
on the agendas of international discussion during recent decades, Is itpossible, in dealing % ith future structures of post-secondary lluation,
to do jliStici at one the saint. time to both the political and ehnical
aspects of planning and

The (bmicirclico tackled this task by loiiking mainly at %%here re-
sponsibilities fur planning should lie, at the need for a comprehensive
planning strategy Which need not, him eyer, imply a comprehensive
pattern of post-secondary pro% ision), at the desirable degree and kohl
of public and professional participation ill planning, at him institutional
,iutullom ;it'd iierall pi:inning might be reconciled, at trends in unit
:.(till total vosts and poSs ihk Sinter, of fillallci fO st1118 iaracterized
V\ mass rather than elite enid.tnents, and at productivity.

Oui this iast there %%as tio great optimism that any. one of the meas-
ures over the dear, hay,. 1)0111 urged upon planners and administrat-
ors %%iis like l\ to be effective on its This is one area lik't'''
meal appriiaelles simply do not m.ork. \\ WI honourable exceptions, at-
tempts to introduce cost-sming technologies into existing pedagogic
systems have h1ru !ag(.1. unsuccessful, Soffit of those most frequently
%%rate!' and spoken ;Mina can be seen as examples of "teclutobigical
tokenism , a v. indo%% dressing that conceals a fundamental conservatism
of practice and priieedures. It seems clear that 11t%% approaches areonly %..ork %%hen they are conceived as part of a self-conscious
tenchim..; learning sy stem, in %Mill television, radio, face to fa contact,
orespondence, text-books, study guides and the rest take their place

%%Willi a t'ita! !):Ickagc, as in tit vaSt. tilv ()twit The
;11)tt:i 111111it111(11t ilvoilti to t'StZibliSli such Vilti.1111iSt'S is tItutS-saik large. Similarly, %%Iiilst proposals to introduce short-cycle courses

and to limit the duration of studis lime considerable sayings potential in
some votilltritS, these mensii nes p re only I i ker. to prove :temptable Mien
they are seen Wit as a Illllitaiioll of opportunity or an offer of
best" but as part of au overalt pattern of provision that offers plenty of
chances for the later upgrading of the individual's qualifications am' edu-
cationa Itvid.. It is in this context that the \( hole question of student sup-
port assumes prominence, not in the familiar form of Loans versus grants
but as a means of optimi...ing possibi;ities fun individuals from varied
barkgrounds to pursue systematic post-scrotal:try education at that stage
of life %%here it can be personally and socially most beneficial.
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Continued reference to the essential inter-relatedness or action
ill Luc rickd postsecondav education, such as has rim through this
general report and is a prominent feature of the preceding statements,
tends to make some administrators and policy makers lIlleaSy, Palsy

ith the resolution of the complexities that arise from the conflicts and
uompeting dein:mils of the various interest groups with which he deals .

in the so-called real world, the administrator finds it difficult to be
s%iiipatlictie to the all-encompassing vision oh' tin' SSteliiS planner, Ile
knoM S that in reality what we call the "system" of post -secondavy edu-
cation is iikck to be a mixture or the traditional and tile radically
the elegant :mil the ramshackle, of institutions and processes that have
been (Irefully planne,1 :111( I those that have "just gromed", 'Vet to draw
a contrast between the world of the planner and the real world, between
theory and practice - as soon' participants sevilied Unlined to do - is to
ignore the tact that all of its, however practical we may believe ourselves
to be, are heirs to a great variety of assumptions about the nature of
111.111 and of Souiety, ;It lilt the object iver4 Of eilticatiolial social action,
about the learning capacities and the hall% idual potential of out' fellow
III' n, obtint institutional frameworks and patterns of accountability and
control which should eliaracturi,.e educational provision.

reedoni, pluralism and diversity are more likely to flow from
success in clearly articulating and ordi.:.ing sets of assumptions about
complex s stems than front ignorance an.I confusion. As several con-
tributor~ underlined, the scope and scale of what we are trying to do in
1,ost-sueondary edileat hut today involves possibilities for dysfunctional
bureaucratic and centrali.,:eil control which the absence of planning will
dr. nothing to restrain, Such trin :call others identified as being
11nd'r;it ably, lonst be ai tively. planned against. It has again to be em-
phasi..ed that eoniprehensive a1a1y:4i5, attempts to tease out the relation-
ship between trends characteristic of different parts of the system and
broader social, political and economic tendencies, and the development
of :in overall planning strategy., have no necessary iiiiplications for unit-
ar Control. The Conference discussions reflected a widespread, if not
as yet universal recognition that while neither our objectives, nor the
systems to which the relate, \\ ill evet. be completely logical or tidy,
there is some point in try ing to introduce colterellee into our pluming and
in attempting to coneeptualift. and to articulate the relationships between
the diverse courses, institutions and programmes with which wt. deal.
It is ill making this effort that the consideration of concepts such as re-
uneven!. education, the tausition from elite to mass higher education,
accessibility to education and employment, non-traditional forms, the
structure of studies and research, and the planning and finance of post -
seconi1;:ry education all have a part to play.

7. ( lNt *I .USIt

Planning the future of post-secondary 'duration presents problems
that arc entirely iie%%. Never before have societies attempted to provide,
for a large proportion of their adult populations, education that is person-
ally, occupationally :old sociall% meaningful, relevant and life. enhancing.

During tin past t.cv ears attention lias been roiiSSed on
the prthIcIll c\p:titsimt, on providing places for ait tin,se %%11,1 demand
sw1 kind or post-seeonday. education, on devising courses consistent
with students' needs and those of the eonoloy , finding the resources
by means ill* %k hid' a larger system might be sustained. The I U73 (*oilier-
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inc mi4.calt d 5salit: hut :rip-wt.:in! shift of emphasis. \lam etunitries
!II AI,: :115, ;t 111'..4! /:: AWL' Ctilluilt:thf, .1 111lIch

pr!).1 1i.,11 1: 01 2:..11!) M. In' tIl1icrtokEllt4 I1111-tilllo 31111 pal-tilllt
pl).\ st hoots and uni-

%..t.s:t:es. The s h i Inas!: 5:\ stem art very iliffernt
front thorig- :111 t ilal ';utt l''..'1! tt ;4 for the education
of i1 eare,.a..e. if:e. roe buil; tile student id:tees uitnin stall

ins..iturions s. et% vet, tit the character and
whit :.. are ot-.1 a fiu'd state. This fluidity is often

Ir. t:., :tuts or stannous\ instrunints that brought
these in rs tilt tit one, and I)' IlllItl rolls f'ir'm!: StatC1111.11tA

t t :1,'' .l' r1 -!attolb:itip,4 V ;tit fttrttIS. ItUl pttit'llt
-.;:. pr.-p14'1,4 of all inst.tin:..n :t. 1)% U means a matter

of !4. lit !Iron% olIllt!:74 tilt' priS1.111 Unit'
i.. rt. 44 ....L., . -ti o\1, t. 1141V( s_*.t't.1-.;;;ii.- Ult

4-
4 I. I: 1: 11111

1"11:: 11 1:11. I.% 111,11.4, 14'4.1141.11 11. 1;:1 1-1.'111 !. :11141 kind of author-
exert: s,: entrai ...:..trnstietit, h. r.....ional and lotal

:1:1, -:, h. tile as,ot :at:ors, and by the
ther.:scke:.:, T.:, ri %%As xpl:e:t reft renet. to this

.11 the papt prep at.,,! ...or the Clinferenee or. in contributions
fron: the fior - ..14 .o. alt aitt.-nf'on 1,, Professor Neil Sinlsr of

niti tit :it,. 1i to But than% 4)f the topics discus-
sed vt ev:tinc ,If Lis es...stence.

T. %%hat extent nv. non-unAei...iit\ institutions participatt. Ll
research? Silt goVt rnrients inter% t tie to arrest or etint Vol the process

aeadent:e drift , :r vimph. in tli ',Tv:atoll of :b .40-called
binam stem') 11 hat are the ,...nstluenct s of the tui:vrs;tis continuing
to Ill'l'tot'lll "%': ;AC filliCti/111-; in tlit S1S;1,111 illt1111S1.11.l'S

/11S 1,4 :1 proptl g.)\-erlintents to use post -stscondarY
education as 1::lit ;,:r: I), )1 it. Le% :11g h' 1,l l'iCo1111111.111lillg
t111(Etillt1.-1 of stat:.:114 :wet ss, channelling research funding ill particular
directions ' the staff .; polytechnics and other non-universit in-
st!tittons be p..1:4! en the sant scale as uni%t rsitt staff? (thatwitid tin effects of uat:IN conditions of work in the various sectors?

It :s as... cnotn.:11 to continue a list of such questions. It is on the
answers to thin that V. it! depend the eventual ba:atit that Is achieved
between Ac.:t'ct:VP ;Ind g)ik.ii nt\ prin :ples, between inntiation and tra-
dition, between the power that is exercised all the varitni groups that
ha% t .111 :mrest at the future of post-s..tondar.,.. education. There was a

jipiess it tit Paris Cotr..crutlt_t to Vccugili.'t ti..rl cit('iSk)11S Ll one
area :1111)ortallt :ill' ItSirt allalySt
IA kat tilt !-:t. yoltStI;Lwilk.-:-; 1)1 ;Ill.[ to 1.'aillatt. tli Ir effects on this
achievement of soeia: and ducationai and economic ol)jecties. 1:xpan-
slim is b\ no means at ati end, as tilt. forecasts and projections included
ill :it,' pap r- siamd. [tut in the piaci of the linear thinking
:15soc:1, n:tt :t \cr\ tsakea! growth :n demand theists is
now an .11,1e:::11,: .1 :...toist- bas: s...-;tems ttrinkino. , as-s5s 414 44 411:4 in mop. ths.is. elone.. terms,

up fhi alt' tilt losses front us. Jig intzrate existing in-
stitutions w:ti.:n new non-traditional structures, alial.ss the conditions
that are fa\u inif.o.urabi to a t out: inlet! il !!! level of research
pro int t... t !),,;diet and :::tt.r;on:.at:-)t1, of objeuties
and :set:\ .t:s ...ta: ;hat :5; tit not tli ith the
ovr.* .pli!ent of In'.-:t -secondar. 5.. sten..s, but w. 71:1';1 takes into
;tueltIlt 1)fo, itl tilt' Svcoltdar Sellt)01S.
atl4i till' i)ot-t\pericr.t.'(' .)pfl'lrtlillit:us that need to be :iv:h.:able JI

of ;1 p'l.:c t dlicatiolltt!
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The 1973 Conference on Future Structures of Post-Secondary
Education testified, first, to the importance that countries attach to
global perspectives and comprehensive planning, second, to the extent
to which the possibility of resolving common problems is increased by
shared discussion and, third, to the important role played by the OECD
in disseminating the information, the ideas, and the opportunities that
make such discussion possible.
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GENERAL STATEMENT

The OECD Conference on Future Structures of Post-Secondary
Education met in Paris from 26th to 29th June 1973. Ministers and
senior officials from the OECD Member countries, together with mem-
bers of the academic community and representatives of employer and
employee organisations, took part in both plenary debates and in the
discussions of four Working Groups, concerned respectively with Ac-
cessibility to Post-Secondary Education and Employment, Non-Tradi-
tional Forms of Study, the Structure of Studies and the Place of Research,
and the Planning and Finance of Post-Secondary Education. Considera-
tion of these themes, and of the more general issues which are the sub-
ject of this summary statement, was based on extensive analysis and
documentation prepared by the Secretariat and by invited experts as
well as on individual country contributions prepared by the national
authorities concerned.

The Conference noted that the initial impact of the growth of post-
secondary enrolments that had taken place in the two preceding decades
had been largely quantitative - new and larger universities, the creation
of more non-university institutions at various levels and an increase in
the proportion of graduates in the labour force. It was now widely re-
cognized that, as a consequence of past growth and in order to meet
continuing expansionist trends and new objectives in the seventies and
eighties, further structural and qualitative reforms of higher education
systems are a major priority. Although most countries expect a contin-
uation of the growth of higher education, enrolments are in general un-
likely to go on increasing at the same pace as in the last ten years;
several countries reported slower rates of increase and even, in one or
two cases, stable numbers or an actual decrease. But it is clear that
a situation in which a quarter, a third or even more of the immediate
post-secondary age groups are undertaking further systematic studies,
and in which there is a growing participation of adults in post-work edu-
cation, calls for education systems that arc both iurger and more diverse
than those of previous periods.

The Conference recognized that each country must necessarily
tackle in its own way the problems to which these changes give rise. It
is nonetheless important that the particular issues that are common to
Member states should be identified and steps be taken to develop a com-
mon language which will facilitate the exchange of experience and the
discussion of possible solutions. This is all vie more important because
of the universal applicability of the basic purposes of post-secondary
educat ion.

En this context it was agreed that any statement of such purposes
should derive basically from the needs of students of all ages, which in
turn should guide governments in their allocation and control of resources
with a concern to achieve a proper balance between academic freedom and
institutional autonomy on the one hand, and individual and social needs
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and democratic responsiveness on the other. Post-secondary print
itillti should give studetits of all ages the best possible opportunity to

develop, throughout their lines and as far as ti are able and willing,
a wide range of attributes and achievements:

First, Co \IPETI-:NCI.:, by which is meant the acquisition of special-
kimu ledge of a disciplin or fild of professional activity.

Second, a general capacity to place their specialized knowledge in a
wider perspective of human understanding by developing the critical
and constructive powers of the mind, which can be described as

Tliid, a familiarity with, and a sensitivity to, the best that has
been thought and said in the development of our civilized heritage,
which could be summarized as CULTIVATION.
Fourth, the deel4tpluent spee Lit talents which enable each
individual to make his unique contribution to the richness of life,
which can he called CIII:ATIVIT .

Fifth, the ability to cutter into fruitful, co-opeative and construct-
ive relationships t% ith their fellow men and wonten, wit jell can be
defined as (1 \I U UN ft

Lastly, the eapacity to apply their knowledge, skills and sympathies
to the solution of personal, practical, professional and social pob-
lms, which can be summed up as CAPABILITY.
I'his wide range of student needs and achievements - CONIPETENCE,

Cli1.11% A HON, CRLAR-IT, CIMUMON and
C.\ ()ABILITY - can best he fulfilled by the provision and progressive
development by cavil nation, in the light of its traditions and resources,
of um equally divers- and accessible range of post-secondary institutions.
It is by the fullest development of the individual capacities of its members
that each nation, through its post - secondary system, can best build its
future.

The report Iligher I:dueation of the Swedish tJ tits Connaission
the United Kingdom's %%hitt. Paper I:ducation: A Framework for ExpanT
slip, both of \Odell were considered by the Conference, are but two
examples of how bother states are planning, or in the latter case have
determined, their polio. for the future dvelopmnt of their post-
Stt,,nd.1\ SN St VMS. rhe iliscassioas reflected the fact that
the yoloext such Harming is now different from that of the sixties.

There are the sharpened ionstraints arising front continuing
rises in both twit and total costs, and front the demand being
made upon limited resources by other claimants Int public.
ewenditure.
There are the difficulties of adjusting the employment expecta-
tions of students to a situation ill tthieh the number of profession-
al alai high-ItAel job opportunities has not kept pace with increases
in enrolments.
There are problems in arliitving an effective consensus on prior-
ities in the objectives of post-sevontlary education
There is it variety of points of view concerning the effects that,
for :1mph., policies of open access, the introduction of new
St\ Ic :Cad Unit courses, atld the dt,111()eratization of in-
stitutional governance may have upon the quality and values of
scholarship and research.
There is increased awareness of the difficulties involved in im-
plementing a commitment to greater equality of educational op-
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j);)I'ttlIlit, anti Of Lilt' intr-ulatt.thless of educational policy
;Ind a wide variety of social and fiscal measures designed to
break into the cycle of deprivation and to improve the lot of
mile -privileged social, ultural and ethnic groups.
There are problems of reconciling within the new perspective
of the planning process the broader spectrum objectives that
post-secondary education is: expected to fulfil in conteniporary
soc Jet% : these include, in addition to the facilitation of economic
Ile% elopment, contiblItiinl to the quality of life, the solution of
urban problems and the fostering of social integration.

The (onference agreed that, in such a context, success in meeting
the needs of the seventies and eighties is inure likely to be achieved by
the adoption of pluralist_patteyns of development, of course orglinisation,
of certification and of links w ith working life tlem by the rigid applica-
tion of an> one single basic principle. Such an appotill takes into account
the needs foe diversification as well as for comprehensive planning, and
agreement on the impo-tance of ideas such as recurrent education (the
systematic alternation of periods of study and of work throughout the
lifetime of the individual) as significant cons idel'atiollS u1 relation to
which particular 'animations nia be evaluated,

ithin such ;t diversified and pluralist pattern a crucial set of
questions arises concerning the relationships between and the articula-
tion of courses and programmes at diffeeent levels: the content of studies,
flit credentials received and the skills and forms (If knowledge relevant
to the performance of particular tasks in society: general academic and
specialist teclutical ;mil professional training: student flows both within
and between institutiinis: see.Indavy school admission policies, upper
secondary studies, tills selection of students and the counselling and guid-
anc services that facilitate appropriate choice. The Conference saw
that the key concepts in titVvIiping workable :mil acceptable set of such
relationships wl're flexibility, innovation, co-operation and tamferabil-
ity:

f.:exibility in, f.o exanmle, admission requirements wherel)y those
who have failed to obtain a paeticular credential are not
prneinentl debarred from participation ill forms of post -second-
ary education towards which their xprienee and motivation cause
them to aspire:
innovation in the structure, organisation and content of courses,
and i inks with the kinds of research and development activity that
both encouvage and help to deterinthe the direction of such innova-
tion.
ty...9peratani between institutions over teaching :old research and
in the most mutually fruitful allocation Of tasks and responsibilities;
,..ransferaiii: of credit for work done in different places and at
different stages of an individual's career, subject always to the
demands of pi levance and appropriate standards.
I low 1 et. difficult it ina be to indicate the precise ways in whili

partleuiar kinds of education provision contribute to economic growth,
to sou , to the (nudity of life, the utually interactive char-
acte of tilt's'. 111.0tioliships eannot be denied, The fact that education is
nwreasing recoL:ri:eil as an important facet of social policy is reflect-
ed in the areangments that Live being inaile in a number of Nlember sats
for post-seeonda developments to be plaiuu d ith greate relevance to
regionai and local needs :ind circumstances, and with the maximum pos-
sible participation of those who are likely to be affected by the proposed
reforms,
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cotygovi...zitions of post -8)11tlar 1/11)ViS1t)ll
1)1111 ill the liList Cu St'l*Vc the lIt'l'IIti of the next de-
cade, It St't'llIN OW Wall 4)1 Ilt)St -Scut/MI:Ir.\ uuIuuattuit char-
:ItttriSt it: Or tht latt`l StA t'lltit'S [Ili' ill bv vvr! (liffurcnt
feont that to %%Nell wt. have become accust)iuted,

It was against this backgronttil that the Conference sought to for-
mulate, through its 11 orking Groups, thy detailell elatclusions given be-
!ow on its four main thyincs representing the stratcg,ic t/f hiltitS

tt) I takt'll in the devt.lopment of future structurcs or post-second-
ary education.

l(ci:ssittit.rn 1*() i4)sr-si:(1),N1).Nin rinic.vrioN
.\NI) 1:m4.m ui:x.r

The hugy y\pansion of education in ()1:(I) .114..1111)er countries during
tine fifties and skties has :limy(' at incyting the needs of tit'. tconom ;Uhl
it 1111)14' ctIllrat il/11:11 1/1414/1.t1Illit ft)1' tilt' TIII
diftiultius t' \Iltrit Ild it rt.:telling new groups of students and the v\ist
in of a mismatch in .S' 'II)( countries bytw con the outflow of graduates
and einpim mew ities ha' raised the question of hat structural
changes ;Iry ill ol'iltl to 11111it' poSt-lit'et)Iltkir

't It' I'Vt tilt. IltctIS ill i [WI'S ill St )k itt
Tilt' Ill:lilt fill`tt !Whin(' tilt'

tip IS illtliV itIlla ilt'lllalltl, ('I lI'tIlt uu itll tilt' t' \11:ill8 11)11 IIL S('C4 )1141:11..
t it lit and rising personal and national levels of inc. hme, Thy major-

it of students in lt)St -St'tt11111111\ l'illIt'at, it ft ut)llti tra iiting as a
preparatnnt for all occupation, This does Hitt mean, and should nut mewl,
that professional training is the mit\ objective of such education, fur
this reason, but also bee:luso of the impossibilit it foreseeing. the (To-
noniic developuent of a vountr one or two decades :11 tidy:met., one can-
not and llot expect that the outflow from the educational s-stetti will,
at any given moment, fit yxactl into the emplo\ meld possibilities. Sonic
meniners of the Group claimed that the growth of education should lie
geared essentialt\ to the rpus'.s of libtral edut atitnt; as a V011Sietillellirt`,
tlit'lt V, ,111t1 liornially ht. itytul fm II c1)11SitIt'l%11)1t St;11t of rt111(41111
Urcti tt) ill StIlilt 1)l the grailltatt'S jobs in occupations than
tilt/St' tilt

It 11 s MIA tlt'S il':11);t*, 111111c% tL', to 11:1 vs ;111%.:1111.1' I:now ledge of future
trends both in individual dettrand tor education and in entploment needs:
quantitative as %%eit ;Is functional tIct elopincitts ult emplAyinent should he
us 11 iiItI'ttl, tift.c.t, forveasts art. Liii ilithspchshbio tool for vihIcatiollal

but pruscht i'Xik'ritItre of both kinds or force:I:4u; silm%s ul., .
of handling then' w Lt1L great care, llottever, educational pltut-

'ling should not by a mere adaptation to foreseen developments but a
12(111St'i.'llS &finite goals, w ith regard to both the distrib-
ution of edueatiotril resources among individuals and the du' elopment

ariOLIS Stctill'S uf prutItlytit)11 uiuuh ticlVict* ill StItit't\ This llSl1;111\
lin') I pill it it':I t'llt)itc8 1110t11 HI :i!ttI'llatiVt'S%

It s thins I'titlit'l' lim4S iblt tIt'S il'ill)lt tti l)hut the eapac it.\ ut
ever, educationa: programme so as to correspond to the demand in the
labour market. long-tern) educational planning should rather be coneern-
cd w.th broad sectors of oceupationalk related educational programmes.
\lai;eljustinents betweyn output of the educational s stem and emploIiit.nt
al't to Ilt attriblItt'd tt) deflects in tlIt'
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The conditions of quantitative planning have consequences for the
structure and content of studies. An educational programme should
prepare for a sufficiently broad occupational field, and formal links
between education and specific jobs should be avoided as much as pos-
sible. In some countries there is a wish to include elements of liberal
education in every post-secondary programme. The necessary flexibil-
ity and the ereation of new alternatives are furthered by a system of
study units which can be composed into programmes ii ways:
these can be used in a pattern of gradual differentiation.

Some of the difficulties experienced, however, seem to stem from
the very long uninterrupted periods of study, in many cases up to the
age of :?.5. Earlier entry into active life may be profitable to individuals
in enabling them to discover their strengths and weaknesses and in the
interests of their further career development, provided that subsequent
educational facilities are made available under such conditions that indi-
viduals feel motivated to demand them. In imuly Nlember countries, re-
current education is considered to be a useful pattern to meet present
problems. Many people think that sue!' a pattern would require occupa-
tional preparation in secondary school.

In the view of some members of the Group, every branch' of higher
education Should, irrespective of the biterests and objertives of the stu-
dent, have a professional component, Others were of the opinion that
part of post-secondary ee..:eation should be devoted solely to liberal edu-
cation. All students should, however, be provided with opportunities to
be prepared, not least psychologically, for their first insertion into active
Life, with due consideration for the particular requi:ements of modern
working life. It was stressed, however, that basic education is also a
preparation for future learning and that the full learning capacity of an
individual can only be developed if adequate effort is invested on the part
of employers in further education, within a working environment which
is also satisfying as a learning experience. In many cases, such goals
would he furthered by a restructuring of jobs, Furthermore, courses
of shaky should, whenever appropriate 'Ind possible, seek to draw upon
Learning front work experience and to link study to practical experience
by means of internships and on-the-job training.

ith regard to both employment and the possibilities ca study for
individuals, it is essential to look upon post-secondary education as part
of the total educational system. The problem of equality of educational
opportunity relates to ti:e distribution of educational resources among
individuals, whether at the pre-primary, primary, secondary, post-
secondary or adult level. On the labour market there is no one-to-one
correspondence between certain jobs and post-secondary education. If,
however, post-secondary education is to serve the needs of growing parts
of the adult population and of a rapidly developing economy, it is essential
that it is nut restricted to traditional courses in universities and similar
institutions. The term "post-secondary education" may be less useful
in cases where such education does not always require a secondary educa-
tion as an Llama-Ice qualification. hl it uty countries education outside
educational institutions is being included in such terms as post-secondary
education.

In any case, it was agreed that it was essential that post-second-
ary et ucation be diversified in its access tin lit , content, its pedagogic-
al methods and forms of provision in order to meet the varying needs of
strdent groups am1 of employment, Examples of interesting developments
in this respect ore short -cycle technical programmes connected with
vocationai secondary education, concurrent or parallel education, the
British Open University and other schemes discussed in detail by the
1,1, 'irking Group on Non-Traditional Forms of Study,
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In many Member countries there is grave concern about the fact
that the increasing resources for post-secondary education have been
very unevenly utilized by various groups in the population. Prior edu-
cational .xpeiences have a determining role in the demand fur higher
education. This is very clearly the case in those countries where only
the academic streams of secondary education qualify for post-second-
ary study and where, by an ()pen admissions policy, every student from
such a stream is given the right to higher education. However, the
nature of the offerings in higher education also decisively influences
the demand,

In most countries, in the student bodies there are inequalities
related to social, economic, ethnic or regional background and sex.
Measures that would help to level out such differences include changes
in the underlying school system, the location, teaching methods and
contents of post-secondary education, educational and vocational guid-
an, and financial aid for studies. In addition, the development of
possibilities for people who have left the educational system to return
to it through a pattern of recurrent education arc of importance: such
possibilities would also help to redistribute education over the age groups.

The demand for and the pursuit of studies requires motivation on
the pact of the student. Motivation is in Many cases, but by no means
always, tied to future employment prospects: the recruitment of new
student groups is thus related to developments on the labour market.
Long-term oscillations in the enrolment to open admission sectors may
be a disadvantage in this respect.

Formal admission qualifications reflect the purposes of post-
se(otalar education. It' post-secondar ethic at ion is to serve the needs 0^
all groups in society, it follows that it should he accessible through any
upper secondary study route and to all adults with work experience or
other assessable qualifications. Even if quatuteations for admission
may be assessed in an open and, at times, informal mzumer, selection
rules in cases where a numerits clausus applies can counteract the under-
lying intentions. It was points' I out that selection according to ability as
conventionally measured, if it is applied as an overriding principle,
would result in the conentraticn .)f educational resources on certain
groups. \111atever the criteria for qualification, it was agreed that among
those who qualify there shoulo be no prejudice against particular groups
or individuals in their chances for admission. In any event it seems es-
sential that not only school merits but also work experience should count
in the selection process.

The Group noted the very close relationships between its own theme
and that of the \\ orking Group on the Planning and Finance of Post-
Secondar Eduez: Must OECD cOtIllt rieS foresee continuing growth in
punt - secondary- enrolments but at a less rapid rate than in the previous
decade. In all countries, planning will involve the setting of priorities
within limited resources between education and other sectors and between
various kinds of education. Although in some countries priority is being
given to establishing certain upon admission sectors, no Member country
contemplates open admission to all its educational institutions, In other
countries it is proposed that present open admission to some faculties of
the university be discontinued in view of competing educational needs.
Also, experience with the specific educational needs of under-privileged
groups tends to show that these will not be satisfied by low-cost mass
higher education. Nloreover, systems of post-secondary education
should actively attempt to overcome low edueati,,nal motivation which
often results from social and economic deprivation.
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NON-TRADITIONAL FORMS OF SlUDY
IN POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

1. Demand for non-traditional education

The demands made upon the post-secondary system of education
change continually: there was a time when the universities strongly re-
sisted the introduction of science and technology into the curriculum, but
no.- a high percentage of university students in all countries seek a
"professional" education, and not only in the most "noble" professions.
When a high proportion Of the age group seek places in post-secondary
education the change is not only of degree but of kind, since students
seek competence in a wide variety of vocations. Student aspirations
themselves determine that post-secondary education must give a pre-
paration for a career. The need for economic growth and the recogni-
tion that equality of opportunity includes the opportunity to exercise
creativity or entrepreneurial skill point in the same direction.

1Vhere industrial or commercial companies are very small, there
is no choice but to make provision for vocational training centrally,
which will probably mean in educational establishments. As provision
of a wit:e range of vocational training is not necessarily the task of the
universities, alternatives must in that case be established. In any event,
the cost of excessive diversification within institutions can be hie. and
can pose problems of management which may be resolved only by tight
central (governmental) control.

Nevertheless, it is vital not to educate students for too narrow a
career: the danger of vocationalism is that it may put students into
closed boxes. The pace of technological and societal change requires
an education designed to enable students t a change careers as well as
to acquire a career. At the game time, ye must not lose sight of pure-
ly educational objectives - the developmeat of the individual and of his
ability to communicate with others, and of his understanding of human
society and the relationship of maii to nature. In this sense, the sub-
ject of study is less important than the new perceptions the student ac-
quires.

Further, we must recognize that student demand might often be
for access to the "traditional form of post-secondary education. Mass
higher education must therefore make provision for a wide range of
vocational preparation, but must also be broadly based. Similarly, the
"recurrent' concept makes vocationalism an imperative, but equally
demands a firm educational foundation upon which to build later training.
The task is thus not to train students for a specific job but to widen their
career and life opportunities, as well as teaching them to live in a tech-
nological society.

Vocational training is not the responsibility of the education sys-
tem or of employers alone, but of both in partnership. Precise man-
power forecasting is impossible, and career preparation must therefore
be broad. Nevertheless, specific employment experience can be invalu-
able in guiding a student's choice and enhancing his subsequent job p,^0s-
pcts. Thus, the names given to courses may be less important than the
experience they embody, as for example on the "sandwich" principle.
However, the continuous filling of industrial training places requires
careful central planning and very close co-operation between education,
employers and trade unions. Part-time courser, for those in employment
can fulfil a similar function.

It is a mistake to believe that only educationists can identify edu-
cational needs. Trade unions, employers, political parties and other
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t,rganisations all identif nem needs. The problem is to ensure that the
educational s stem IS sensitic to thew and %till fr. vide for example,
short as m!' ;Is long courses, together u ith .ses in (lit -ers geogra-
phical locat:ons It might by neeessar to aablish niachine to ensure.
such skns!tivit%.

ith the pluraiit. of denu..ids imposed by mass post- secondary
edutation, it is imp% rati to identif.% constraints on meeting them; only
then tan the form ')f education be matched to objeti%es. Thus, if there
:Ir groups linable t;, take advantage of trdithmal higher education 1w-
cause the\ arc tied to houn mork-plat, it ma,: In neeeSSary to devise
-non- space - hound" s% stems 1I ike the Open UniverSitY) to respond to the it
niL'd for home-based or %tork-based stud. Student -rentred diversi+v
ned not hott e% yr require that all institutions he different, as long as
the systtiii itself is di% cyst..

Iliversit is demanded cquall b the ilisparit of provision at sec-
ondat, level %%Inch is inevitably in the short-tem at least. Post -
comptilsor education ma% 'hos include a remedial function ylosel art iculat

ith genuine post-St tidar% functions, providing a second route for
those mhose earl educatimal y\perience mas deficient. \t the same time,

should rogni.e that inau:. dlityntial students do not nrol because they
do not like ylassoonis: this again imposes a rennireniet. for diversity of

ItICat il111:11 1.1)1111S.
1)ral'tlt al Illl*:(Stirl'S at post -5(t level :111 ftirtlis etitialit of

1'11411:at ion:.1 0111'P1't:init', for e%:,Iiiple the diver:.-:ificatitni of 'Ale structure
and content of sholis, the decentraliiation of the loyati(»: of learning
(taking edut ation to students in their homes or at murk), the dyelopinnt
of educational and vocational guidance, as tell as fiscal measures.

Every l)unlry all 'Wait Study the mean. Of identifying social
demand as expressed I)% utdit iduaIS and IV. groups, the relevance of that
t'ennuid to the prstnt goals of the tducation stem, the patt at mhih
demand and educatanal goals call he luirmonized tt itllil a given tonunit-
'tient of resources, and lit sttucturs and funtilv.s ciin be devised and
allocated vt :thin the eilti atiomal st.steni tI) ensure that OW is MIA.

l'haracter:stics if non-tratlititnto otriits of post -secondar. tluett-
t it:11

Ulle ieliotton hetm yen traditional and non-traditional forms of
education is impretise. Innovation ilia% include the etension of txisting
curricula thointh new inotles to nem students, Ol,
the e0111preStii,)11 o1 iloStSlCO1111:try learning throng', the eel tification or
accreditation of eNperience, and the cell:die:it:4m oI cum!), ti llel MithOUt
fur111;1!

If tt,e are to aviiie both programme di% ersitt. ant student - centred
indi\-:,1-aali.ed learning) dieitsit , the s.t-stmt mils. be oniplx,

tompehnsive and decentrali..ed re:ipet to the learning function. The
plt)Vi5it)11 1t .:41Lid:111tt is alt essential characteristic of such a s.steni.
Nor must the neils of Si t. let> lw figottn in e;.itritig for tliosv of the
lib:iv:du:IL This imposes In int asing demand (-1 intedisciplinarity,
centrin2 courat concrete soital problt Ill areas. Nett modes of
learning - ,group ..rk, the use of !M 111:ItialS and media - art !Ivry
as important .15 Ilm vt)TItc11t of studies or curricula.

Further, in:tit\ superficially innovatiy institutions rinain tradi-
tional in tin sense :hot utial decisions are still taken OtItin the tra-
ditional stucturt of administration or governance: if the stein is to be
responsite to piuat deni.Ands, patitipation of learners and teayhers in
the detision-nniAing prott. ss seems desirable.
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Ti Iy are thus several spectra :ilong which the degree of innova-
tion mat be measured - the content of studies, the location of learning

gcugraphiall spread, or. even. in the home), openness of
access to those lacking formal qualifications, the recognition of experi-
nce as a substitute fot formal qualificationi, openness to all age groups,

participatory as opposed to autocratic or bueatterath.. decision-making
structures, and the provision of educational incl vocational counselling.

3. !illations bilAt t't`11 tratlit lO11:11 and IlOi1-tratliti011:1! forms of post-second education!

ill odtI' to ill110Vatt', it 111:1 he IllUtS5 :11' in some countries to
ere a diellotoin between the i:.; ftW111.-; ui etiolation before they canbe reconciled, (unqn.tition can som,.tinis be essential to successful
innovation. New teaching litthuils can be introduced ..iiust readily in
special centres, like the ()pen tTniversit or the IJniversity Without
\Valls: th\ ilia flail "infect- traditional institutions, (Non-educationalorganisations and their resources - for example, national broadcasting
companies - can thus lit' ;11 VolVt t1 IIle education process. ) It 11:ly outt'llt dangerous to IVO I'M Itch'. traditional institutions that areused to slots change ith nett progranims and new methodologies. In
some -uuntries, however, an alternati, is to insist upon innovation inexist ing uistituti

1l hill nett institutions are sunietiints out for a break-
through into nett forms of education, it should be recognized that the
cost of izmovation is high. Without such recognition new institutions
may be unde -financed and theme may be no genuine competition. Fur-
ther, only w I It'll lt1StitlIt ba' I. objectives ao clear and their attainment
inewsurable will funds be readily provided. Nut only are excessively
if l'tit` illSt alai' 415 suspect because th\ do not adequately meet these
two eritria, but it has also proved difficult to expand institutions rapid-
i\ and to reform them at the same time, even though in theory cxl)allsion
should provide the resources for inthivation.

Competition can, him ever, only exist if some objectives are shared.
A rigid separation of sectors with quite different objectives would thus
nut achieve competition. Farther, staff would be difficult to recruit for
a \\ holly innovato\ sector, and their own previous training and attitudesMight rapidly il:stot its )1)jou t :my event, a onmatible system
of accreditation seems 'live55 art if new qualifiLations are to be accept-able to emplurs, It may also be found desirable to move timards a
common rem, ard st. stem for teaching personnel. If vett:n.(18 arc too dis-
parate, to the disfavour of nett forms of education, this might reinforce
the teniltlito value thetit above practice, long above short studies
lt-en in the labour market), and research above teaching.

There vas agreement that new institutions innovate more readil%,
since old institutiuns sometimes resist both short studies and nett de-
ittliti Is friini the tcprcsvill:ot i yes of the lal.uur market or from potential
students. Their emphasis on research could harm the suitabilitt of
students for the labour market.

()pinions differ, hotteve, ill tiliether it is neeessart to create
separate sectors, as Lit a binary- sstent. Some !tit' s feel that on
the one hand the pull of the traditional university model is tot) strong to
perm it innovation v.ititin the universit sector, and that on the other hand
nett studtnts, esker tt (irking class students, feel uncomfortable in
universities. ~ante argue the dsiabilit of political di\ ersity of control
and of a sector t.thieli is :is respunsi to lucal needs as to national.
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On the other hand, in some countries, especially small countries,
sectoral duplication 111l1 bc eXIIlSiVe alld Crat tIllllCSSary adminis-
trati%e problems. It is therefore better to reform the univesitis,

includ ing the foundation of new and innovatory institutions
%%Ulan the universit sector, It is argued that this makes possible the
most economic use of existing resources, facilitates a desirable integra-
tion of universities into the wider society, and avoids the creation Of a
prestige hierarch.% among institutions.

Some participants felt that the status problem is most readily
overcome in a coniprehensive" system by calling all institutions uni-
ersities, others by calling no institutions universities but devising an-
other mune. In any event, there was agreement that diversification was
imperative, whether :thin a tunttinally "binary", "comprehensive" or
unitar' s stunt,

Null-traditional f()I'Lls of studs as a focus for the developnunt of
recurrent education

Upper secondary and post cdtaatiun should allow a rc,aI
choice between continuous further stud', and entry into employment with
a later return to education. his 1.1..zins that there' mist be a large num-
be of short courses available to serve as the basis for occupational
training, as well as new atria:- of programmes for those already occttpu
t /4 )11:tilY active. I le 1.4. block- building concept is important: nurses
should not have to Stall dc 11M-0 ill order to bCCOIllt Illeditd laboratory
technicians or medical doctors. Programmes should also have more
than one terminal stage (exit and re-entry points), The learning func-
tion would have to be decentralived, Nlachiny mould be required to
ensure SellSitiVity to the labour market aml adequacy of financial support
fur the occupationally active re-ents ring education,

hil the best base in vompulsory education for such a system
%%mild lie in the provis;on of comprehensive secondary education, there
might also he advan'.ages nt bringing together in single institutions stu-
dents, both frl 1-time Anti part-time, u ho are of post-eontpulsor age but
at a level lower than .hat of nigher education. .\t every stage, there
might be reassessment of potential and further guidance: it is dangerous
to create a (.4 flit ilitIOUS ttlucati (mal esealatitn.

curricula tnight take account of the experience of the ;unlit learner
as the base on which he or she could build theoretical knowledge: and the
young :Ind the experienced, as well as thcoletiCld alld prat:tie:11 studies,
c.ed ativanto.:e be mixed uithin the same institution. \1 hile recur-
rent education call he seen as a long -tenet strategy, recurrent learning
is not a licIA 5', stcilt Ina all ;uldit tu, or in some countries merely an
extension of, existing pritvis ion, Further, it is a function of informal
!mules of self-teaching (mass media, ), as ull as of formal educa-
tIonal provis:on.

\\ hitt progress :thin hierarchical career structures (craftsman,
techniL ian, teclatohigist) is as to define, it is difficult to facilitate
uancer cliwigcs fr4lia one defined structure to another or fresh starts.

.\ 1.1tite probtem lies in the assessment of adult experience, \\ hat
is tug controlled is difficult to assess. It may be helpful, however, to
develop means ')f testing achievement irrespective of formal learning,
ui eatugori..ing in the curriculum know ledge acquired within a given
VI wat ant on'Wolessit,ll, alld of assess big the icS required in
different forms of empi,,yinent and the degree to which each of them
can Lt acquit% d in experiential situations.



A developing tendency is to accept adults with work experience
into higher education without the normally required qualification. This
trend should be encouraged. Anoi!ter. more radical proposal is to give
credits for work experience related to the studies chosen, Exchange`
of information about such experinients would be useful,

Till: STRUCTURE OP STUDIES .\.\ I) THE RESEARCII
L\ AlASS EDuc.vrtox

The Working Group focussed its discussions first on research and
then on the structure of studies, examining the implications for both
topics of the advent of nuiss higher or post-secondary education, The
Croup based its deliberations on the very useful analysis of the issues
as recorded in the Secretariat Discussion Paper on this theme, (1) It
expressed its fu.1 agreement with this analysis zuul statement of UK` prOb-
li'llIS nd 5a11 little !Mint in reproducing them in its OW11 C011ettl-
s ions, This Disc USS ion Paper should therefore be regarded as an integral
part of the present report, which consequently limits itself to a statement
of :1 number of specific points which were given special consideration
during the discussions.

1. Toward a new relationship between research .old education

What problems does research confront and what place does it have
in the emerging system of mass, laid probabl S ingly diversified,
post-secondap education?

Itesearcl. is :1 vital investment much of which underpins the entire
educatitund enterprise both ill the lung term to generate the new know-
ledge essential to teaching zinc' in the short term to g:ve vitality to teach-
ing and to involve students in the process of inquiry. However, an over-
emphasis on research can distort au educational institution to tIle (

Illent of its tt aching function. Ilut research should not be down-graded
because of an over-reaction to this very real phenomenon, There should
also be inure contact and interchange between universities and research
institutes,

orking out the role of research in higher education depends upon
the various criteria- scientific, educational and social - which may pre-
dominate at one time or another in the evaluation and selection of projects,
These i call for vet'\ difierent modes of organisation luid structuring

of acadi.nlie research, Adopting an educational perspective (given that
research in the sense of interpreting, snthesizing and integrating data
is essential to teaching and et research and teaching may imposts in-
compatible dmanos on higher education institutions) the essential prob-
lem is that of oranising research az:tivities so as to produce maximum
benefits for and the least possible disruption of the teaching function,
liesearcIL ma\ be not only anti-education but even anti-seientific, for
example in responding to the latest preoccupations of external funding
agencies, The Group urged the funding of research from multiple sources
and the formulation of institutional research policies to a$,oid these prob-
lems.

-re 111 .'t the l'SIWSS011 in tie prcsetit %oil:ine.
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Vt I IL 1st UI II LaSS ). PSt -su 'Il.I:t L'\ i !Uu at Loll t'tSa i'..Ii L''lIla ins vital
to tIi ttIIUt12, 'LUlLtll, ' Il L1lUt a L.'' 'I .st lguLsl I I)tt\' tll IL" "ltitI'
l'vS:,L'uI1 Jill! i''utV Jl'ILIil'\ t:it :ornhl 1' i"ILi: i'iIii. tIi ULLIjOL'
(ijIl LI)i1tiilt ill. I aL'gt tiiLIl- liii U'i' t\c:i ;iiid IPI'i'L'!. 1i )UiIi I Iii tIIliVt'l'-
SLtL'S ailil L S'JL'tIl ULsttUtS. i1i)tVVtL', ;IS Lt.-iai'uil &S hut jLlSt thy
aiC tinitilat till UI k1li)' : i4t hut .io4o, Ul I rIiap Lai :IIIpi irtaitt1 , an
att iV' :i)pL'')a(II tu t((.IIi.ILLc, :t shipit!,! I 'iflIt' a' rv:L(1 :dI thi'

d ivt. Ls fi , rius uf p. ist - t.,t )flt LI I'\ u. Iuat Ii )il, I .V('Il t'nt s'euntla L'\'
SCi 1001 gL duats ul uilikt'tak. ..ii! ' 1.sta rc R that t L'LV :a I LII its Sc ien-

I iI'icaIlc, t W ;&s cIL L' ti\ agiLtil thiz,t L'taL'Chl inl)')rtLUIt at
tIii: l '.t hot as p1' .Iuct but as a LIC4S, :ilI.! pc ::i1l- .S a fuufltla-
tii U filL' LaW I' L"tU L'L'illt t ftii. at . m.

I 1.1 VLII aL'ct.'ii tLtJt L'l_'SZi L'CIL hlltili)dS L111 IlL" iji t.4 a L't vita! to
tt:Lc iliJig, UI l:Ipi)L'tant pl'obwLlL i tI at if thy :un. iwit i .1' ;,ttyiit a III a tt'achIcL'
'ili PU ul dto itt.' t P L'(O';L t't.iL, d .tLL IILPL, Li1U' iP II ' PL't' t.Lltt' 1)1 laUSt tht
tt'tIlyL' L'SttL'cILt I' tll IS Lu I) iva Liatui I 'ii th Ii. 'I' IL S L't'S(d I'ehl
LLIi I II 5 SLiectSS .11 tLLLhlIllL \ t !LIi)L'i lSlL'Cilh'S. \' P gi UI'JI l'thII CIPUI(I

lIt IIt'vI. ['I )L' l'XL! LII t, not ai .I11 L L'S: Lv tt,cIiy L'S art I'll itt4'1 illtii; 0L':..UIZPL L'..U.'ih'cIL, 'it' üiitsI JL'- tt'aLllt'd :ii L'tdI'l.II.
It \.L" t'.tutIt't:iiI th-1t n iI:('L'iLt(L .4\ ..f

St',t'fltl,,l'\ tiIt.t.L'j' It ,: it:;:l '...:': .iPi! :'v ;L..,'t'l1 II i'iJtiit LIIiP' ('
lta'hIt ill tit.':zL'eh ( Lii tiit Si'IL'. i a' Ivaiic LUg ' p1'. 'iIui 'J1L iI''i'. hiii,t ii Ig),
t tLI tilt iLlIi U It :t.. LII L' a Li S' S in tL',I .tlPIhi:I\ 'Lits Li L't'111 iUhll 'P11
r.'...,, L1.'IL. E'iii.- J tS P iLLS ( L'ioUS I!Pt t.'ata iLl.', 101' thit i's c ruitnitnt
ti. :Ic i tjIIL Staff. Vt LthL !IIJSS iLLIIV L' s hiicit Loll iLL'lh1' inst ittiti. P115 cli R'fl\ nt't'tl
staff 't'. 110 tIaVt, a u 1111111 tiIIi'L1t to ttich i1g all. I a L't P i('L' 511k L'it 'f iniju i L'y.
hit' Ill" Pba'ilI theit a r iSt' P1 L'te L'U it aig tuacti' LS . i . II tI tIP
adi tt'Vt' pLs)fcs .5 iohlUi SLIt I SfLIct a iLL, g ivt'iI that tiicv LI I"' UILt ta I I t L'Lt lId as
L'tsc:I L'c 1w rs uid Li jat L'c.St'J L'c Ii tas Ii ist' L' )L't'St t' .ifl' :t:'tus L1ILIJI tcachi ing.
111t L't IS II'' t)F)taPll It:t t' i asst'rt that .nd \ itlual ILLj)lIJS .5 iLL aUth Sue C('P45
LII t' I it'Ll IIt,'lI JIL I ii' 'P L' 4UII L't'Sta rti I .1i 'uti I lIt' St'diL tiP I)' t'9LLi I 1 t's-
tt't'ILIt',

\ t 11t tu\ ii if tili \ St'hII, ilIt LIIUSt tiltil I !lSLhL't that tt'.ItILing ill
tIt' lLI:tSS Jist tu a ills : a 'st-Set'' if. Ia L". Ii!ue:itii,!L ifrt. ltLcIIt'. its most
L'.IIP UI,. st'ct' i L') L't'II)'t'hII l,t'iis :'ts if 1" S'.i L'ch V. tIIi iiit zivjng
li'i1\-..i,!l i'UL' L't'st.Ii'cII (ill Liii' tL':.iI.t'iI;, Lh'I:VL's;t'. Scat''. It hiLa bt'

ji tlit'st JI'4t.tL'titpii.5:"'L' tc.c:Ict's V. iii) ,i:svt' 11(111 tl'II ill 'I I 1(5

StIL'ciIdL'S tu e')iItilILis tilt.1 i't'St;,i'c'II, 1L't'( t.i14 jt tsit'.;IL'iis i'tgioiIaI .ilI,I
pI'acti,:a I1L'.PbIt!II- , uuI tip ii.Ip:I L't LII tIIt'.L' tt':lt'ILLIL.L thit L'tt ut UliluL 1'\
i'tI.,L';tctct'istLt 'Ii L't'St'lti.'cii act:VitV.

It V. 1I lIt tO pL'.)I)t)st'II tiiat tiIt't' :zlsttLIti.,LI i C lLt'IIt ')h'it'IItZl-
t 111 t'tSt'L, t'ch i itthlt LII jLI im't' a S I)t' a I ' Ii'iit :t'. JlL S t.tLLS . rhit' ri is of

'Li L'St' thc IiazILLt'L' that SLIdI tt'aeht't's V. I PLI UI, Iii t ilL It, I ist' thi ':1' L'ISt'LlI'ChI
:LV it LSi iJtt'i I fL't 'Ui it'.St'a L'eiI tt'ilt L'tS. t lIlt si 'alt ion i:n gIlt 1w ml

Lilti.' L'chailgt' if StalL I )t'tw t't'iI Liii IVy L'S tt m' 'S Ilili I tIit' I a' ii't' tc;tcII Lug lii' h'IItt''I
LiLStmtLht lullS t. g. ;IZII I 1itt' LLhIi'tul'S :t .' iii S',. tici,), I'hc t'StLII)i isIIILwflt
t) :iL'!J_ t'ii-,)1)t'i'I(t,'t't- :'.jIkS :IL'I.iIIg ::f'i't!It kiiiis ''f
Jist LtLLZ a IL , .15 j th. IPL'IPIliISt'I G:,z:ithii it'iIstIu it'lL t ails itIy I'
I)s15_I).t iiI)I)t'.i:iihI.

2. It':c :IL'CIL and It''L'!.5t'1pIUIaL'.t\

[hi.' litit st:'ii uf sc " :'iI! ;iIti t't!.r hi;'r: ItL'..SI ut tV o
:t't 1.5, !I.'ILI.''. L'I'SLlt'U .,n.I tt';IthI.LIg.

lilt a: 1115 uf t'tS ta t'cli a i'. of ' Lint s: Ii' '. '' ,t , Lii L" 'ugh iilttgI'a-
ttiiI att P a .,'olt't't'ZIt S',sZciiI L'l'IlL't'st'LItcII liv sc itil' i an.i 5' ic La I Ut iI1t
't% ItIt tt :ts 1iillbJ.ttiitit'S 1111,1 Pi)Lt'iItI. Vt itIlijI tilt ZL'ahIIt'ttim'k of seit'flct',
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disciplines might represent all appropriate way of classifying categories
of phenomena and .asy tools for bureaucratic purposes ur for the inter-
vention of pressure groups. However, they are often inappropriate for
the analysis of real research problems. In active teaching methods the
interdiseiplinarity which the students will encounter in project study
should aim at the two above objectives. Projects concerning environ-
ment or urban studies are particularly well adapted for this purpose. It
is only after having been applied in this urt that interdisc iplinarity inresearch can he analysed.

Practically all professional sectors are multhlisciplinary by nature,
the only exception being the teaching of a specific diecipline. The re-
SCareller must always take into account the findings and methods
of disciplines connected with his field. Post-secondary education must
therefore to a Large extent be multhliseiplinary. Training for traditional
professions (medicine, engineering, architecture) are perfect examplesin this respect. Consequently, multhliseiplinarity should exist at alllevels of education. The synthesis of the contributions of different dis-ciplines will be made by the student by means of a real or simulated
activity controlled b the educator (clinical work of the future doctor, on-
the-job training of the future engineer or architect, etc. ). For every
major professional sector there must be an analysis of the "spinal cord"
of the educational and training requirements which lead to a satisfying
professional. practice and at the same time to a humanistic culture eman-
ating from the exercise of practical activity within a given sector.

:3 Structure of studies

In the perspective of mass post-secondary education, social inte-gration as well as sc!f-evaluation requires the existence of diplomas
which must fulfil a number of conditions. They have to be simple and
clear and reflect the level of problems and corresponding knowledge with
which the student had to deal over a varying number of years; they have
to be adapted to a variety of professional, cultural and personal interestsand needs: the must allow for a large measure of student mobility in time
and space. the have to be sufficiently flexible to take into account all the
student's educational experiences both within and outside formal teaching
institutions, hi short, diplomas in muss higher education should formal-ize even what is non-formal.

Although the way in which it has been applied might be criticized,
the "credit system" remains the only method which can fulfil these dif-
ficult requirements. term "credit system" signifies, the first
place, an administrative and accounting device which lends itself to a
cumulative process over a number of yetis and facilitates the prze!tiee
of recurrent education. It thus alone can facilitate divers.fication of
educational experience, substitution of "step-outs" for "di.op-outs", and
lifelone learning, I iov ever, the following dangers will have to be avoid-
ed:

a) exaggerated standardization or normalization, which blocks
the system:

14 modules which are too small, leading to a fragraentation of
knowledge or la-tow-how awl educati.I
ince:

c) random choice based on transient and facile interests:
(I) class -hour accounting, which slumld he proscribed.

The student slyhild be provided with an orientation and guidance system
which w ill enable him to persist in or to change his original choices and
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to identify main directions corresponding to his personal development
and social integration. The assessment of his knowledge and capabil-
ities should be made in a dynamic and non-mechanic way. Analyses
of possible work experiences should be given formal recognition to the
extent that they have contributed to his education. The credit system
elm thus contribute to the personalization of courses. It is desirable
that formal institutions assume the responsibility for anak sing and ac-
cording recognition to non-formal educational experience. But in order
to maintain a minimum distance between the educational process and the
economic S' steal, it would be advisable that education acquired outside
the formal system should nut be granted automatic recognition.

Special mention should be made of the need to make post- second-
are students aware of the existence of information and documentation
facilities outside the formal education system (libraries, museums,
mass media, etc. ), in order to increase their autonomy in relation to
the sources of information.

\XN ENG, COSTS : \1 1) FINANCE

The Working Group took the view that educational planning has a
far a it connotation than the somewhat narrow technical activities

hich sometimes in the past have been called pkuming: planning requires
a constant interaction between time consideration of educational aims and
the requived resources, laid the resources which can be made available
to achieve those aims. The aim must be to reconcile the legitimate
desire of central authorities to secure the best overall allocation of re-
sources from the viva point of society as a %%hole with the equally legitim-
ate 11 ish of institutions and their individual students ami staff to have a
degree of freedom and autonomy ul the use of these resources. It was in
this context, as but one aspect of the whole pluming mechanism, that
the Group discu,,,sed sonic of the financial issues involved in providing
resources for the expanding higher education systems of the seventies.

It was generally agreed that post-secondary educatio:. limit(' he
'44) developed as to encourage active participation by all the :social groups
concerned and to permit easy access and re-entry to individuals to enable
them to develop their careers.

\lthinigh the position varies considerably from country to country,
the discussion focussed on the follow ing assumed common trends: that
post-second:iv\ education has been and IA ill continue to be an impo:lant
growth sector of the participating countries: that there UM he hivri.,.:.ifig
attention to the relnoVal :and discrimination barriers not%
statldillg ill the Ully of ecolit)Illically disadvantaged :uni minority groups:
that opening up post-secondary education to students with a Uldcr diver-
si!\ of inte:.est!, aiii!ities and needs ail :'vtillit corrvspulldhig diVer-
si? 1,i !crtilS and pattcrilS of post -stc.fiii..11 t raining opportunities; that
the idrding of the commitment of public funds with the continued adher-
ence to the principle of institutional autonomy, in such a manner as to
at.h.%e the public purpose of equal educational opportunit. will require
1.1,I to, Into. 111111 alaCrif\ Ti) t.St:thliS11 fle11 r(WIIIS of post-
s tuida education and w ill require institutions to devise new ways of
responding !o ,he government interest in accomitimility ; that iliv would
appear nu prospect of seriously reversing or eveinni2, oil! 'M. tip-
%%aril rilid ui post-svcond;ir edllcatloll vosiS hut that !hrt ;11.t. a number
of op' ions that should tie considered 111 determining the source of financing
needed to support :1 I. road -act! programme of post -SCC011tlar

I ha
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In the light of the above, consideration was given to which combina-
tion of central decision-making and decentralized administration would
be likely to provide both for the basic facilities when and where they
were needed, and for the flexibility of response to the changing aspira-
tions of students and staff and to career opportunities, Views differed,
as might be expected from a group drawn from countries with widely
varying institutional traditions and levels and forms of educational pro-
vision. There was, however, general agreement that provision for the
appropriate extent and variety of educational opportunity and experience
required repeated discussion between those responsible for the basic
political decisions, planners and researchers with responsibility for
looking at the whole problem or the whole problem in one defined sector,
and appropriate members of the educational institutions. There was
also general agreement that within the framework of the plan adopted,
the educational institutions should have a very large measure of autonomy
as a means of ensuring variety and quality in education.

The size of expenditure is such that public interest in the 1.13e of
resources, in the costs of different types of institutions and in the seeming
usefulness of various types of trained manpower is inevitably strong.
There is a danger that the interest in financial economy could induce un-
due centralization. However, there is a public interest and an educational
interest which go beyond economy per se, and there was a discussion on
how financial measures could best be adapted to the basic objectives.

Fimince is an instrument of policies: it provides command over the
resources required to carry out the policies. But it is important to en-
sure that the method of providing funds is appropriate to the objectives.
Line-by-line budget control of institutions by governments or government
agencies might be consistent with the provision of variety in post-
se,:ondar. education but would not be consistent with the desired flexibility
of response and innovation. The general view was that the educational
plan should provide a framework within which a range of autonomous or
largely autonomous educational institutions could most effectively work.

There was a discussion on the possibility that a continuing rise in
both unit and total costs, and the doubts expressed in some countries
concerning the possibilities of significant graduate unemployment, would
strengthen fixeuanii constraints. Insofar as staff in post-secondary edu-
cation institutions share in the procluctivity gains of the community but
do not thi mselvs make significant improvements ut productivity, cet.
par., unit costs w ill rise, however, other things tend to vary. In many
countries the proportion of students in the most expensive subjects - med-
iin, engineering, science - has fallen and ma. fall further, and this
tends to restrain the rise in unit cinits. l:xpend:ture on staff is the major
clement in costs, and the Group discussed whether the qual it.% of educa-
tion lor, where elevant, research) would suffer if the ratio of staff to
students were reduced. Given the great diffe'renc'es in ratios between
countries, it was not possible to find a single wiswer to this question
though tite was a etrta'ul deves of c,alil that opportunitk% do
exist fur -.nitric worthwhile economies land for the disposal of some sacred
cows ill the poc!-;s).

In sonie countries the proportion of GNP devoted to post-seconday
education is thought to ht ApproNhing a ceiling: in other countries there
are plans for a cons:derable increase. But even in countries where the
ceilin!! ; .;, k rtZt!) etipt Ilditure till post-811011dii education
could expand along v. its (real) increases in GNP, The members of the
01,up wer not, as a whole, disposed to be pessimistic about the pros-
pts f, :nether' gom.th twilnliturt on post-sccomlar. education.

I WI
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Consideration was also given to the methods of financing students.
Despite the observations made in the Discussion Paper on the effects onequity and efficiency(1) of various methods of subsidizing students, fewmembers of the Group were prepared to engage in a discussion of the
ethical ami economic issues involved. Indeed, one of the outstanding
features of the Group discussions was the interest shown in understanding
%%hat other countries did ;uul their reasons for doing it. The discussionsmere in fact an aspect of recurrent or, as some prefer, further educa-
tion, and an experience from which all participants benefited.

e U. .: e tof ilisel.ssion preselit 011fille.
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In addition to the papers included in the present publication, the
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separate volumes, as follows:

Structure of Studies and Place of Research in Mass Higher Education,
OECD, Paris, 1974.

- Study I "New Teeching-Research Relationships in Mass
Post-Secondary Education",
by Stuart Blume, Consultant to the OECD Secret:riat.
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by Peter Weingart, UniversitM Bielefeld, Germany.
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by Barbara Burn, University of Massachusetts, USA.

Towards \lass Higher Education: Trends. Issues and Dilemmas, OECD,
Paris, 1974.

Study I "Quantitative Trends in Post-Secondary Education
in OECD Countries, 1960-1970",
b .Tean-Pierre Pellegrino OECD Secretariat.

Study (I "Admission Policies in Post-Secondary Education",
by Jean-Pierre I'ellegrin, OECD Secretariat.

- Study III "New Relations between Post-Secondary Education
and Employment",
by Eric Esnault and Jean le Pas, OECD Secretariat.

Study IV : "The Cost and Finance of Post-Secondary Education",
by Olav Magnussen, OECD Secretariat.

Mass Higher Education: Some Perspectives from Experience in the United
States,* by C. Arnold Anderson and Mary Jean Bowman, University of
Chicago, USA.

A%ailable at ilEcl) Directorate for Social Affairs. Manpower and Education.
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